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Abstract / Resum

Abstract The functioning of the heart, which main role is pumping blood
to the rest of the body, is the result of a complex combination of multi-scale
physical processes from the molecular to the tissue level. At each heart
beat, cardiac cells are first electrically excited, which makes them contract.
The contraction at the cellular level propagates to the cardiac wall at the
tissue level, which pumps out the blood contained in the ventricles. Recent
development of biomedical data acquisition techniques, including advanced
devices and imaging technologies, allows measuring cardiac structural and
functional characteristics for a better understanding of the heart’s function.
Nevertheless, several important cardiac features cannot be estimated yet
with non-invasive in-vivo measurements in patients since data quality and
resolution is insufficient to capture some complex physiological mechanisms.
Invasive measurements can sometimes be acquired in a few number of hu-
man studies or experimental models with animals that allow the generation
of higher resolution data. However, intra-species differences need to be con-
sidered as well as the usual high costs of experiments and ethical arguments
against them, highly limiting their scope and the set-up of large sample
studies.

Owing to improvements and maturity of numerical methods and compu-
tational infrastructure, multi-physics cardiac models are starting to be a
reality providing complementary information to medical measurements in
a non-invasive way. The above-described behavior of each cardiac physical
process can nowadays be simulated with mathematical equations and inte-
grated into an electro-mechanical-fluid computational model of the heart.
Realistic simulations of the complex cardiac physiological mechanisms can
only achieved when coupling computational models with medical data, per-
sonalizing model parameters through data assimilation procedures to repli-
cate observations. Once reached a satisfactory accuracy for a given clinical
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question, computational models can be used for in silico testing of therapy
settings, non-invasive estimation of non-observable phenomena and as pre-
diction tool, becoming a powerful tool to support clinical decisions to treat
patients and better understand cardiac physiology.

Most of the existing computational models of the heart are based on Finite-
Element Methods (FEM), a numerical technique that implies the construc-
tion of a well-defined mesh representing the heart’s geometry. The perfor-
mance of FEM techniques is intrinsically dependent on the quality of the
geometrical mesh onto which equations are discretized and solved. Despite
the popularity of FEM mesh-based techniques for any type of engineering
applications and the availability of sophisticated meshing algorithms, the
construction and personalization of meshes of highly complex anatomical
structures with strong inter-subject variability such as the heart is chal-
lenging and usually require tedious manual adjustments. The required in-
teractivity to build good quality cardiac meshes has been one of the reasons
preventing a better integration of computational models of the heart into
clinical workflows due to the difficulties to process large amounts of clinical
data. Meshless numerical techniques are an interesting alternative to FEM
approaches for some clinical applications because they only require point-
based geometrical domains that are easier to build and to assimilate with
clinical data. Nevertheless, meshless techniques are not as mature as FEM
approaches; only a few pioneering attempts exist for cardiac applications,
mainly limited to single physical phenomena such as fluid simulations and
rarely including cardiac electromechanics.

The main purpose of this thesis was to develop a multi-physics meshless
model of the heart as an alternative to the commonly used mesh-based
methods and optimize model parameters to assimilate medical data avail-
able from experiments. In summary, the main contributions of this thesis
are twofold:

1. Cardiac electromechanical model: we propose a combination of an
electrophysiological and a mechanical cardiac models discretized with
a meshless method. The meshless method was modified from its orig-
inal formulation to be applied to solid mechanics problems. The elec-
tromechanical model was coupled to a lumped model of blood hemo-
dynamics to simulate the different phases involved in a cardiac cycle.

2. Personalized model: for evaluation purposes, the proposed multi-
physics meshless model was personalized to invasive pressure mea-
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surements and magnetic resonance imaging data of the left ventricle
(LV) of a canine heart. The parameters of the electromechanical and
hemodynamics models were estimated to fit pressure and LV volumes
in two phases: first, passive mechanics parameters based on diastolic
data; and, subsequently without any pressure information, active con-
traction and hemodynamics parameters based on data over the entire
cardiac cycle. Moreover, we conducted a sensitivity analysis on model
parameters to assess their impact on the simulated pressure-volume
curves and analyze their fit with physiological range values.
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Resum.

El funcionament del cor, el qual té com a paper principal bombar la sang
a la resta del cos, és el resultat d’una complexa combinació de processos
f́ısics a escala múltiple des del nivell molecular al del teixit. En cada batec
del cor, les cèl·lules card́ıaques són primer activades elèctricament, cosa
que les fa contractar. La contracció a nivell cel·lular es propaga a la paret
card́ıaca a nivell del teixit, la qual bomba la sang continguda als ventricles.
El desenvolupament recent de tècniques d’adquisició de dades biomèdiques,
inclosos dispositius avançats i tecnologies d’imatge, permet mesurar carac-
teŕıstiques estructurals i funcionals card́ıaques per a una millor comprensió
de la funció del cor. No obstant això, encara no es poden estimar algunes
caracteŕıstiques card́ıaques importants mitjançant mesures in-vivo no inva-
sives en pacients, ja que la qualitat i la resolució de les dades són insufi-
cients per capturar alguns mecanismes fisiològics complexos. De vegades les
mesures invasives es poden adquirir en uns quants estudis humans o models
experimentals amb animals que permeten generar dades de major resolució.
Tanmateix, cal tenir en compte les diferències entre espècies aix́ı com els
elevats costos d’experiments i els arguments ètics associats en contra, la
qual cosa limita altament el seu abast i la configuració d’estudis de mostres
grans.

Gràcies a les millores i la maduresa dels mètodes numèrics i de la infraestruc-
tura computacionals, els models card́ıacs multi-f́ısics comencen a ser una re-
alitat que proporciona informació complementària a les mesures mèdiques
de manera no invasiva. El comportament de cada procés f́ısic card́ıac de-
scrit anteriorment es pot simular avui dia amb equacions matemàtiques i es
pot integrar en un model computacional electro-mecànic-fluid del cor. Les
simulacions realistes dels mecanismes card́ıacs fisiològics complexos només
poden aconseguir-se quan es combinen models computacionals amb dades
mèdiques, personalitzant aix́ı els paràmetres del model mitjançant proced-
iments d’assimilació de dades per a replicar observacions. Un cop acon-
seguida una precisió satisfactòria per a resoldre una qüestió cĺınica deter-
minada, es poden utilitzar aquests models computacionals per a proves
in-silico de configuracions de teràpia, estimació no invasiva de fenòmens no
observables o com a eina de predicció, convertint-se en una poderosa eina
per donar suport a decisions cĺıniques per tractar pacients i entendre millor
la fisiologia card́ıaca.

La majoria dels models computacionals existents es basen en mètodes d’elements
finits (FEM), una tècnica numèrica que implica la construcció d’una malla
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ben definida que representa la geometria del cor. El rendiment de les
tècniques FEM depèn intŕınsecament de la qualitat de la malla geomètrica
sobre la qual es discretitza i resol la equació. Malgrat la popularitat de
tècniques basades en malla en qualsevol tipus d’aplicacions d’enginyeria i la
disponibilitat d’algorismes de mallat sofisticats, la construcció i la person-
alització de malles d’estructures anatòmiques altament complexes amb una
forta variabilitat com ara el cor són dif́ıcils i solen requerir tediosos ajustos
manuals.

La interactivitat necessària per construir malles card́ıaques de bona quali-
tat ha estat un dels motius que impedeixen una millor integració de models
computacionals del cor en fluxos de treball cĺınics a causa de les dificultats
per processar grans quantitats de dades cĺıniques. Les tècniques numèriques
sense malla són una alternativa interessant als enfocaments FEM per a al-
gunes aplicacions cĺıniques, ja que només requereixen dominis geomètrics
basats en punts que són més fàcils de construir i assimilar amb dades
cĺıniques. No obstant això, les tècniques sense malla no són tan madures
com mètodes d’elements finits; només existeixen uns quants intents pioners
per a aplicacions card́ıaques, que es limiten principalment a fenòmens f́ısics
individuals, com ara simulacions de fluids i que rarament inclouen simula-
cions electromecàniques card́ıaques.

L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi és desenvolupar un model multi-f́ısic del
cor sense malla com a alternativa als mètodes basats en malla i estimar
els paràmetres del model que permeten la seva adaptació a dades mèdiques
experimentals. Resumint, les principals contribucions d’aquesta tesi són
dues:

1. Model electromecànic card́ıac: proposem una combinació d’un model
card́ıac electrofisiològic i mecànic discretitzat amb un mètode sense
malla. El mètode sense malla va ser modificat a partir de la seva
formulació original per ser aplicable en el context de la mecànica dels
sòlids. El model electromecànic va ser acoblat a un model de circulació
d’hemodinàmica sangúınia per simular les diferents fases involucrades
en un cicle card́ıac.

2. Model personalitzat: per propòsits d’avaluació, el model multi-f́ısics
sense malla proposat en aquesta tesi es va personalitzar amb dades
invasives de pressió i imatges de ressonància magnètica del ventricle es-
querre (LV) d’un cor cańı. Els paràmetres dels models electromecànics
i hemodinàmics es van estimar per adaptar-se a les pressions i volums
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del LV en dues fases: primer, els paràmetres de mecànica passiva
utilitzant dades diastòliques i, posteriorment, sense cap informació de
pressió, els paràmetres de contracció activa i hemodinàmica utilitzant
dades de tot el cicle card́ıac. A més, es va realitzar un anàlisi de sen-
sibilitat amb l’objectiu d’avaluar l’impacte dels paràmetres del model
sobre les corbes de pressió-volum simulades i analitzar com aquestes
s’adapten a un rang fisiològic de valors.
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1.1. in-silico as a complement to in-vivo experiments to
understand heart’s physiology

1.1 In-silico as a complement to in-vivo
experiments to understand heart’s
physiology

Which is the leading cause of death in the world? Surprisingly, less than
3% of Google searches and media coverage give credit to the leading cause
of death in 2016 1. Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the major cause of
death in the world with an estimate of 17.9 million deaths per year. In
Europe more than 45% of the population die of CVD (Wilkins et al., 2017).
The high prevalence of CVD produces major health and economic bur-
dens in the world, growing into one of the greatest challenges in healthcare.
For that reason, many academic, industrial and regulatory entities invest
time and resources in understanding how the heart works under healthy
and pathological conditions. Nowadays, most of the studies to understand
heart physiology are based on classical laboratory, animal and human exper-
iments (see Figure 1.1). These in-vivo and ex-vivo experiments are usually
very costly in terms of resources and time as well as often associated with
controversial ethical issues, thus their usage should ideally be reduced.

Since the creation of the first computer, computational power has expo-
nentially increased (e.g. Moore’s law), allowing nowadays the solution of
very complicated problems within minutes or hours. Easy access to large
computational power infrastructures combined with the maturity of numer-
ical methods has improved the realism of partial differential equations that
describe physical phenomena of real-world situations. In the context of
biomechanics, this technological progress has facilitated the development of
complex physical-based models (or multi-physics models) that can be then
used to run in-silico experiments, which are becoming popular in the field
of medical research.

The main advantages of in-silico over in-vivo experiments are that they are
cheaper, faster and do not have any ethical issues involved. It is therefore
expected that in the near future, the use of in-silico experiments in the
medical community will increase, as it was anticipated by the regulatory
agency in the Living Heart Project 2017 conference held in Washington
(see Figure 1.1) in the context of medical devices.

1https://owenshen24.github.io/charting-death/
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Figure 1.1: Food and Drug Administration (FDA) plan on the future increase
of in-silico experiments for the regulation of medical devices. Extracted from the
Living Heart Project Annual Meeting 2017.

1.2 Brief review on state-of-the-art of
computational models of the heart

Since several physical phenomena are involved in the role of the heart as a
mechanical pump, a sub-model needs to be chosen for each physical phe-
nomena for a complete model of the entire heart. Depending on the ap-
plication of interest of the model, one can decide how detailed each of the
physical sub-models must be. When high computational power is available
and the question to be answer needs it, it is possible to model each of the
physical sub-models with sophisticated equations (Santiago et al., 2018) in-
volving hundreds of parameters on high-resolution computational meshes
((i.e. with millions of elements). Nevertheless, these detailed models are
often difficult to personalize with available clinical data, both for automat-
ically building complex meshes and due to parameter identifiability issues.
Simpler (sub-)models of the heart, combining different degrees of complex-
ity (e.g. 3D for electromechanics and lumped model for hemodynamics) can
be built and be sufficient for certain questions (i.e. following Ocam’s ra-
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models of the heart

zor principles) if personalized with patient-specific information that can be
obtained from acquisition modalities such as imaging. In the following, we
present a brief state-of-the-art review for electrophysiological, mechanical
and hemodynamics/circulatory models of the heart. For a more exhaustive
review of the existing cardiac models the reader is referred to the recent
compilation available in (Niederer et al., 2018).

1.2.1 Cardiac electrophysiological models

The pioneering cardiac computational models were focused on the electrical
activity. The first electrophysiological cell model was described by Hodgkin
and Huxley (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). Their set of equations described
the ionic currents and transmembrane voltage in an axon. The next electro-
physiological models took a phenomenological approach, where the shape of
the electrical voltage in the cell membrane was reproduced without having
any explicit information on the transmembrane ionic exchange (FitzHugh,
1961). Since phenomenological models are simpler than ionic based mod-
els, they became broadly used in the electrophysiological modeling com-
munity (Aliev and Panfilov, 1996; Bueno-Orovio et al., 2008; Fenton and
Karma, 1998; Mitchell and Schaeffer, 2003; Nagumo et al., 1962). Cellular
models were the next step to achieve detailed electrophysiological simula-
tions, taking ionic exchanges into account. Most of these detailed models
use ordinary differential equations describing the ionic exchange, fitting the
equations to experimental data of transmembrane currents. Two models
that are commonly used in the electrophysiological community are based
on measures of transmembrane ionic currents on dog (ten Tusscher et al.,
2004) and human data (O’Hara et al., 2011). Those detailed models are able
to reproduce the electrical activity of both healthy and diseased hearts, be-
ing able to simulate complex depolarization patterns as observed in medical
data (Nash and Panfilov, 2004; Rodŕıguez et al., 2006) Even though cellular
models are more detailed and experiment-based, phenomenological models
are still often used because they rely on a smaller set of parameters, which
makes them easier to be personalized with small amount of data available.
For a more comprehensive review on electrophysiological models we refer
the reader to (Clayton et al., 2011).
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1.2.2 Cardiac mechanical models

Cardiac mechanical models typically solve both passive and active tissue
mechanics involved in the function of the cardiac muscle. Active mechanics
consist of the contraction of the myocardium from the cardiomyocytes ac-
tivation, which depend directly on the electrophysiological activation. Pas-
sive mechanics enfolds the constitutive properties of the cardiac muscle as
a combination of cell structure and connective tissue. For the passive part,
several elasticity behaviors have been used to model the cardiac muscle.
Passive behavior was originally described as non-linear in 1881 (Roy, 1881).
Later on, it has been described as linear due to the advances on the theory
of linear elasticity (Fung, 1967; Green and Adkins, 1971).

Currently, the majority of models for passive cardiac mechanics are based
on modifications of (Yin, 1981), accounting for orthotropic properties de-
rived from the helical cardiomyocyte distribution of the heart (Streeter
et al., 1969). Even though the majority of these models are currently or-
thotropic (Guccione et al., 2008; Holzapfel and Ogden, 2009; Usyk et al.,
2000; Wong et al., 2009), linear anisotropic (Sermesant et al., 2006) and
isotropic hyperelastic (Bestel et al., 2001) models exist in the literature.
For a more detailed review on cardiac mechanical models, the reader is
referred to (Chabiniok et al., 2016).

1.2.3 Cardiac hemodynamics models

Models of cardiovascular blood circulation or hemodynamics are often used
as a simplification of computational fluid dynamics models, which output
pressure boundary conditions that are necessary for the cardiac electrome-
chanical model. These simplified models are often referred to as lumped
or 0D models (i.e. omitting spatial information) and their key point is to
approximate the flow model as an equivalent electrical model.

One of the first models describing blood circulation of the cardiovascular
system was (Westerhof et al., 1969), where an electrical model was used to
simulate the human systemic arterial tree. Later, lumped models of a com-
plete vascular network appeared, including the first model able to simulate
the effect of cardiac adaptation to mechanical load due to exercise (Arts
et al., 2004). Despite the strong simplification of lumped models, this field
of research is still very active because their low computational time permits
many simulations to be run simultaneously and therefore, the reproduction
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of different behaviors observed in cardiovascular pathologies (Mihalef et al.,
2017; Pant et al., 2016). These models can be coupled to 3D ventricular
models by exchanging pressure and flow information (Caruel et al., 2014;
Kerckhoffs et al., 2007b), as it will be done in this thesis. For a complete
review on models of circulation we refer the reader to (Shi et al., 2011).

1.3 Personalization of computational models of
the heart

As mentioned above, in-silico models of the heart have the potential to
support medical decisions while improving cost-efficiency in healthcare, be-
ing used as an alternative or complement to in-vivo experiments. To that
end, the models need first to be reliable, robust and realistic while provid-
ing unavailable information from a clinical environment in a non-invasive
and cost-effective way. Moreover, if models can be adapted to the partic-
ular characteristics and data from a given patient, they can contribute on
progressing towards a more personalized medicine. For the model to be
patient-specific, it must be able to reproduce characteristics from clinical
measurements in both temporal and spatial domains, which is very challeng-
ing. Ensuring that the model is able to reproduce clinical measurements is
a calibration step called model personalization (see Figure 1.2 for a scheme
on the personalization). Once the model reproduces measurements with a
desired accuracy, the remaining (non-observable) outputs and variables of
the model may be analyzed, considering them as non-invasive surrogates of
some biophysical parameters of interest.

In cardiac modeling, the available non-invasive data used for model per-
sonalization usually include signal and imaging (i.e. pixels) data. The
personalization of a 3D cardiac electromechanical model is often performed
in two steps: first, the geometrical domain is built from the patient’s heart
anatomy extracted after applying segmentation techniques on medical im-
ages. Second, parameters of the physical equations involved in the model
are estimated so that certain outputs of the simulations are as close as
possible to available measurements.
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of the personalization modelling pipeline, where a cost func-
tion representing differences between simulations and measurements is minimized
by optimizing model parameter values, under some tolerance criterion. Vars: vari-
ables.

1.3.1 Patient-specific cardiac geometry

The first step towards a personalized cardiac model is the generation of
the computational domain with the help of imaging data. Many different
imaging modalities are used nowadays for cardiovascular research: from the
acquisition of images with high temporal resolution and detailed functional
information, extracted in a fast and non-expensive way, such as from ultra-
sound (US) systems; to more complex and high spatial resolution images
from magnetic resonance (MR) or computed tomography (CT) scanners.
Due to the higher spatial resolution of CT and MR images, they are the
preferred imaging techniques for reconstructing heart’s anatomy in in vivo
experiments. However, US images are faster to be acquired, more affordable
and available in the clinics. Additionally, the higher temporal resolution in
US compared to MR images allows to have more reliable dynamic infor-
mation such as from speckle tracking. The temporal evolution of certain
structural landmarks can be obtained from cine images (e.g. speckles from
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US or points from tagged-MRI) to guide the dynamics of the heart models.

Historically, several classical image processing techniques were available in
the literature to segment the heart from medical images (see (Peng et al.,
2016) for a review on segmentation methods), arguably the most success-
ful ones being based on statistical atlases. Nowadays, the new era of deep
learning is revolutionizing this field and multiple Open Source neural net-
works, notably based on U-Net architectures (Ronneberger et al., 2015),
are available that produce very accurate delineation of cardiac structures
(see (Bernard et al., 2018) for the results of a recent imaging challenge on
cardiac MRI). Nevertheless, it is still important to consider the uncertainty
and accuracy associated to image processing steps such as segmentation
since they critically impact the quality of the personalized model. There-
fore, one needs to be cautious when comparing simulation results with ob-
servations and not aiming at a perfect matching.

1.3.2 Parameter estimation for cardiac electromechanics

After the cardiac geometry is personalized, relevant parameter values of the
cardiac model must be estimated to match simulation outputs with clinical
measurements of the patient. In particular, the purpose of personalization
is to minimize the difference between measurements and simulations as de-
picted in the schematic pipeline of Figure 1.2. The existing methods for
model parameter estimation can be divided into the following categories:

• Variational methods: the cost function is minimized over the whole
simulation by alternating consecutive steps of simulations and up-
dates of the parameters. Adjoint models are examples of variational
methods that are commonly used on sensitivity analysis or parameter
estimation. They make use of the gradient descent method and they
incorporate knowledge of the model to choose the update of param-
eters (Delingette et al., 2012). A drawback of this method is that
derivatives must be computed, which is difficult for complex systems
of equations.

• Gradient-free methods: the cost function is minimized over the whole
simulation but the derivatives do not need to be computed, which
makes these methods practical for complex systems of equations. How-
ever, the methods are often sensitive to the initialization. Exam-
ples of Gradient-free methods are the sequential quadratic program-
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ming (Wang et al., 2009), BOBYQA (Seegerer et al., 2015) or genetic
algorithms (Molléro et al., 2018).

• Sequential methods: the parameters are updated while the simulation
is running. A set of parameters’ observations is measured at each time
step of the simulation and the trajectories of simulation results are
compared against data measurements in order to update the parame-
ters. The sequential methods most commonly used in the cardiac com-
munity are the Unscented and Extended Kalman Filter (Marchesseau
et al., 2013; Panthee et al., 2016).

• Data-based methods: a database of many simulations is precomputed
for different parameter values and a statistical model learns the re-
lation between input parameters and outputs of the model. These
methods are often faster than sequential methods but they usually re-
quire a high number of precomputed simulations in order to account
for the possible non-linearities present on the model. Examples of
these methods are the polynomial regression (Zettinig et al., 2014),
polynomial chaos expansion (Neumann et al., 2014) and reinforcement
learning (Neumann et al., 2016).

1.4 Numerical techniques for computational
models of the heart

To properly understand cardiac computational models, the standard numer-
ical techniques used in biomechanical modelling must be studied. Numerical
analysis applied to approximate the resolution of partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) has become a key discipline in applied mathematics. This
success can be explained by the wide availability of high-performance com-
putational resources and the increase in the predictive capabilities of the
models. The majority of numerical methods used in the modeling commu-
nity are mesh-based, such as the finite difference method (FDM), the finite
volume method (FVM) and the finite element method (FEM). However,
mesh generation is often the most time-consuming step in numerical mod-
eling (Antonio Di Pietro et al., 2018). Apart from the high computational
time, several well-documented limitations related to mesh generation in the
context of biomechanical modeling appear (Zhang et al., 2018):
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1. It is complicated to represent a complex geometry with a structured
mesh, which is necessary when studying the impact of high detailed
structures or tissue remodeling;

2. The mesh distortion during large deformation of soft materials such
as muscles and internal organs reduces the resulting accuracy;

3. When local strains and stresses are large, excellent quality meshes are
necessary with FEM, which usually implies manual and tedious mesh
edition steps that are operator experience dependent and hampering
the processing of large amount of data;

4. Modelling the contact between devices and tissues is not straightfor-
ward.

A recent review of computational biomechanics models for patient-specific
applications mentions meshless methods as an alternative of mesh-based
methods (Wittek et al., 2016). A summary of the main characteristics of
the most commonly used mesh-based and meshless methods is given in
Table 1.1, which is based on (Wittek et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018).

1.4.1 Meshless methods for biomechanical models

Historically speaking, the first meshless method to appear in the litera-
ture was Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (Libersky and Petschek,
1991; Monaghan, 1988), which was first used in astronomical research (Lucy,
1977) and was later applied on fluid dynamics and solid mechanics. The
second meshless method, differing significantly from SPH, was the diffuse
element method (DEM), which was introduced by (Nayroles et al., 1992) in
1992. DEM uses node displacements and information on the boundary to
compute a moving least squares (MLS) approximation, without requiring
any mesh and element connectivity. This method was modified to obtain
better accuracy leading to the element-free Galerkin (EFG) method (Be-
lytschko et al., 1994). EFG relies on numerical integrations that use the
Gauss quadrature, which makes the method not completely meshless. Each
of these meshless methods has found a place in modeling a physical phe-
nomena. SPH is often used to simulate fluid dynamics while DEM and EFG
are usually applied to solve solid mechanics problems.

The maturity of mesh-based methods has not yet been achieved by mesh-
less methods, which are still in an early development phase, being modified
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Mesh-based Meshless
FEM FVM FDM SPH EFG DEM

Common
physical
domain

EP, SM CFD EP, SM CFD SM SM

Versatility low low low high mid high

Speed mid mid fast slow slow slow

Large
deformation

mid mid low high high mid

Maturity high high high mid low low

Parallelizability hard hard hard easy mid mid

Precision high high low mid mid mid

Coupling hard hard hard easy easy easy

Stability and
convergence

easy easy easy hard hard hard

Table 1.1: Summary of the most commonly used numerical techniques for both
mesh-based and meshless methods showing their performance on different charac-
teristics that are useful for biomechanics applications. The data is based on the
state-of-the-art papers (Wittek et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). FEM: Finite El-
ement Method, FVM: Finite Volume Method, FDM, Finite Differences Method,
SPH: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics, EFG: Element Free Galerkin Method,
DEM: Discrete Element Method, EP: electrophysiology, SM: solid mechanics, CFD:
computational fluid dynamics.

and corrected in order to improve accuracy and allow applications in a va-
riety of physical domains. For the scope of this thesis, it is important to
highlight some corrections of SPH, which allowed the method to solve solid
mechanics problems more accurately than the original SPH formulation.
The improvements of SPH rely on a correction of the kernel function (Liu
et al., 1995; ?). The corrected method of Liu et al. (Liu et al., 1995) received
the name of Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM), which was al-
ready used for solid mechanics applications. In general, EFG and RKPM
allow to simulate large deformations and to compute the solution of com-
putational biomechanical problems on complex geometries. However, the
abilities of EFG to simulate fluid dynamics and Fluid-Structure Interaction
(FSI) studies are limited.

In the context of cardiac computational models, the majority of the existing
approaches in the literature are mesh-based and require the construction of
a well-defined mesh describing the heart’s geometry (Niederer et al., 2018).
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This requirement implies a low versatility of the models when studying pop-
ulations with high variability of the heart’s geometries. With the expected
increase in computational modeling and aiming for its future application on
patient population studies, it is important to offer modeling alternatives to
the current standard mesh-based numerical techniques for solving cardiac
computational models, allowing a seamless translation of clinical informa-
tion from pixels to particles.
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2

Contributions and outline of
the thesis

2.1 Contributions

The work carried out in this thesis can be grouped in two main research
areas: design and implementation of a generic fully-coupled multi-physics
meshless model of the heart; and development of a personalization pipeline
to calibrate, verify and validate the cardiac model with synthetic and bench-
mark data as well as from experimental measurements.

2.1.1 Generic fully-coupled multi-physics meshless model
of the heart

We contributed to the state-of-the-art in cardiac modelling with the deriva-
tion of an electrophysiological and a mechanical model using the meshless
method SPH. The two models were coupled with each other and with a
model of circulation to have a three-dimensional multi-physics model of
the heart. Methodological improvements of the meshless numerical method
were applied, especially in the context of cardiac mechanics.

1. Electrophysiological model. The SPH method was used to solve the
electrophysiological model of Mitchell-Schaeffer (Mitchell and Scha-
effer, 2003) on a left ventricle geometry segmented from a magnetic
resonance image (MRI) based without requiring complex mesh gen-
eration. The proposed SPH electrophysiological model was compared
against a FEM implementation of the same model on the same geom-
etry. Our model was able to reproduce activation patterns observed in
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the equivalent FEM implementation with differences of up to 10.9% in
the apical region. Parameters of the SPH electrophysiological model
were then varied in order to reproduce the effect of scars, being able
to create reentry-arrhythmias from the scar.

2. Mechanical model. The solution of the electrophysiological model gave
the time when sarcomeres were triggered, which made them contract
actively along the fiber direction. This contraction at the cellular level
was modeled with a 1D model solely governed by ordinary differential
equations (ODE). The contraction at the cellular level generated an
active stress curve for each cell, which was then introduced to the 3D
mechanical model. A Total Lagrangian version of the SPH method
(TL-SPH) was implemented and then used to solve the 3D mechanical
model, which deformed the 3D geometry. The resulting stretching of
the sarcomere was then fed back to the 1D contraction model.

3. Circulation model. In order to simulate each phase of a heart beat,
we coupled a lumped model of circulation to the 3D electromechanical
model. The circulation model was in charge of controlling the timings
of the cardiac phases (systole, diastole, isovolumetric contraction and
isovolumetric relaxation) as well as the shape of the hemodynamic
curves (pressure and volume curves).

2.1.2 Personalization pipeline of a meshless model of the
heart with experimental measurements: from pixels
to particles

This part was focused on the personalization, calibration and analysis of
parameters of the electromechanical model. In particular, we focused on the
estimation of parameter values that allowed the model to reproduce heart
dynamics in the form of ventricular volumes and displacements observed
in MR images and pressure curves measured from invasive catheters. This
parameter estimation or personalization stage converted the generic cardiac
model to a data-specific model. The amount of parameters that we can
estimate depends on the amount of data available. For that, we decided to
divide the parameter estimation stage in three steps independently of the
imaging technique taken into account:

1. First, the geometry was built using image information at diastasis
(DS), which was the time of the cardiac cycle when less stresses are
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involved. A ventricular geometry composed of 3D points was created
from a segmentation of medical images (e.g. MRI) corresponding to
the frame at DS. Volumes and areas of each particle were initialized
using a Voronoi tessellation of the point cloud. Then, we identified
the particles of the endocardium that will have a pressure boundary
condition as well as the particles that will have essential or Neumann
boundary conditions. The fiber orientation was defined by each par-
ticle using a rule-based model (Doste et al., 2019).

2. Second, we proposed the personalization of passive mechanical prop-
erties of the endocardium using only data from the diastolic phase
and assuming that active contraction was not present during this pe-
riod (zero-load assumption). For that, we built an automatic person-
alization of four passive parameters of the constitutive law of Guc-
cione (Guccione et al., 1995), having as objective function the sum
of squared differences between tagged MR points at frame t and the
corresponding position of the simulated TL-SPH particles at the same
time t.

3. Third, we analyzed the active and circulation parameters of the model
that had a greater impact on hemodynamics curves (pressures and vol-
umes) and we tuned them to better match observations for the entire
cardiac cycle. If ventricular pressure information was not available,
the same manual step was done to match only the volume curves.

Another contribution of the thesis was the sensitivity analysis performed
to analyze the impact of thirteen parameters of the model on the resulting
pressure and volume simulated curves, identifying the most influential and
critical parameters that will guide future personalization strategies with
clinical data. Therefore, a statistical pipeline was designed and applied to
the analysis of the cardiac model developed in this thesis, but it could be
generalized to other cardiac models. The statistical pipeline included the
derivation of a dimensionality reduction version of the model and the com-
parison to its trend’s behavior to reduce the computational time associated
to simulations of the three dimensional model presented in this thesis.
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2.2 Outline

The thesis is organized into 4 parts. Part 1 is devoted to the motivation
and definition of the model developed in the thesis. Part 2 is divided in two
chapters describing the SPH methodology and the multi-physics meshless
cardiac model 2-3. Part 3 contains one chapter about verification, one about
sensitivity analysis and one about calibration (Chapter 4-6). The last part
dedicates Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 to the discussion and conclusions of the
thesis.

Chapter 3. This chapter describes the meshless methodology based on
SPH used throughout the thesis. In this chapter, we comment on pos-
sible discretization approaches and describe advantages of the chosen
method for the specific application on cardiac modeling. Then, we
show improvements of SPH derived in the recent years and we point
out the ones that are most important to guarantee the solution of our
electromechanical model.

Chapter 4. This chapter presents the multi-physics model of the heart
used in this thesis and its SPH discretization. A mechanical and
an electrophysiological models of the heart are described in detail
by partial differential equations. The two models were coupled to
each other, to a model of sarcomere contraction and to a lumped
model of circulation that controls the incoming and outgoing blood
flow and pressures on the ventricle. Then, an SPH discretization of
the electrophysiological and mechanical models was derived, which
finalizes the construction of the multi-physics model of the heart.

Chapter 5. This chapter presents two verification experiments of the SPH
discretized models involved in the completion of the multi-physics car-
diac model. First, the electrophysiological model was verified by sim-
ulating the ventricular activation of a left ventricle and comparing
it against a FEM implementation. Second, this chapter shows the
verification of the SPH cardiac mechanical model against 11 state-of-
the-art FEM models. For this comparison, we used publicly available
data from a benchmark that was published on the verification of car-
diac mechanics solvers. Three problems are solved in this section: the
deformation of a beam, the inflation of an ellipsoidal ventricle and the
inflation and contraction of an ellipsoidal ventricle.
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Chapter 6. A sensitivity analysis was then performed on parameters of
the developed electromechanical model to study their impact on the
hemodynamic curves (pressure and volume curves). A dimensionality
reduction of the multi-physics cardiac model was performed to reduce
the computational time of the simulations. The statistical tests were
first performed on the simplified model, where the most relevant pa-
rameters were found. The statistical tests were then repeated on the
original model with the most relevant parameters in order to confirm
that the trend behavior was maintained.

Chapter 7. This chapter is dedicated to the personalization of the model
from experimental measurements as a first step for the model calibra-
tion and validation. First, we used good quality magnetic resonance
tagging images of a canine heart and ventricular pressures obtained
through catheterization in order to match the simulated and observed
ventricular displacements during diastole by automatically estimat-
ing passive parameters of our mechanical model. Second, the same
dataset was used to match the simulated and measured pressure-
volume curves over the entire cycle by adjusting parameters of the
hemodynamics and active contraction models.

Chapter 8. This chapter presents a discussion of the work presented in
this thesis, especially highlighting its strengths and shortcomings, dis-
cussing the potential gains and advancements in the cardiac modeling
community and proposing promising directions for future work.

Chapter 9. This chapter concludes the main manuscript with the most
important ideas and contributions of this thesis in both cardiac mod-
eling and personalization.

Appendix A. This appendix complements results shown in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 7 showing additional results on electrophysiological simula-
tions of hearts including scar tissue to simulate electrical reentries and
a preliminary study of the effect of different boundary conditions in
biventricular simulations, including a new methodology to consider
pericardium constraints.

Appendix B. This appendix complements results shown in Chapter 6 in-
cluding all interaction matrices between the factors analyzed in the
sensitivity analysis.
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Abstract – The first step in proving the capability of the Smoothed Par-
ticle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method for the construction of a multi-physics
cardiac model is to choose the features and hypotheses that will allow the
solution of the model’s equations. SPH was the first meshless method to
appear in the literature in 1978. It was first used to solve problems related
to astronomy but within a couple of years it found applications in several
domains such as the solution of fluid dynamics and solid mechanics prob-
lems. The original formulation of SPH for solid mechanics did not appear
until 1991 and was only built to simulate elastic materials under the Hooke’s
law. It was not until a decade later that the method was first employed to
simulate other materials with hyperelastic or viscoelastic properties. SPH
has up to now never been used for applications in cardiac mechanics.

In this chapter we show key improvements of SPH on the simulation of the
cardiac muscle behavior, including its large deformations.

We will begin by stating the original formulation of SPH and its main
properties will be discussed for different physical applications. Then, the
equations of motion of the first mechanical formulation will be introduced.
Improvements of SPH will follow, including the generalization to non-elastic
materials and the total Lagrangian formulation to eliminate numerical in-
stabilities. Finally, as part of the hypotheses chosen for our meshless model,
the improvements and properties of SPH chosen throughout this thesis are
discussed and summarized.

This chapter is adapted from:
Lluch È, Doste R., Giffard-Roisin S., This A., Sermesant M., Camara O., De Craene M.
and G. Morales H. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics for Electrophysiological Modeling:
an Alternative to Finite Element Methods. FIMH, 2017.
Lluch È, De Craene M., Bijnens B., Sermesant M., Noailly J., Camara O., and G. Morales
H. Breaking the state of the heart: meshless model for cardiac mechanics. BMMB, 2019.
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3.1 Introduction

Several numerical techniques allow the approximate solution of the differ-
ential equations involved in a multi-physics cardiac model. As it was men-
tioned in Chapter 1, the key component on the construction of a meshless
model of the heart is the choice of the discretization technique. The meshless
method SPH was chosen as the discretization technique of the multi-physics
model presented in this thesis because of its main advantage in solid me-
chanics over mesh-based methods of dealing with larger local deformations.
Instead of requiring a mesh-based discretization of the spatial domain, a
point cloud describing the geometry with the material physical properties
defined at each point is sufficient.

SPH was the first meshless method to be used for numerical simulations,
which was developed simultaneously and independently in 1978 by two re-
search groups (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977; Lucy, 1977). After a decade
it started finding applications of gas flow and fluid dynamics (Monaghan,
1988). But it was not until 1991 that SPH found applications in solid me-
chanics (Libersky and Petschek, 1991). Since then, improvements of the
SPH formulation keep appearing to find new applications to specific prob-
lems of solid mechanics. The original formulation of meshless methods
is known to suffer from convergence issues (Babuška et al., 2009). Thus,
further use of SPH for solid mechanics was originally limited by three draw-
backs.

• First, SPH particles tended to cluster locally making appear non-
physical gaps between particles (Dyka and Ingel, 1995; Monaghan,
2000; Swegle et al., 1995).

• Second, the original formulation of SPH could lead to non-physical so-
lutions due to numerical instability produced by its rank-deficiency (Be-
lytschko et al., 1998; Rabczuk et al., 2004).

• Third, SPH original formulation did not provide first order complete-
ness implying numerical errors in the computation of gradients of con-
stant and linear fields (?).

In the last decade, several corrections appeared to tackle these three chal-
lenges. Many examples of SPH corrections focus on normalization of the
gradients near the boundary through the use of Taylor corrections of the
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kernel (Herreros and Mabssout, 2011; Liu et al., 1995; ?). Research was also
performed to improve the stability of the simulation by adding corrective
tensors (Antoci et al., 2007). However, the tensor instabilities were not com-
pletely eliminated until the use of a total Lagrangian formulation (Bonet
and Lok, 1999), which is one of the greatest improvements in the accuracy
and convergence of SPH simulations for solid mechanics. Therefore, only re-
cently, SPH has been successfully applied in the context of solid mechanics.
As an example, SPH was successfully compared to FEM for tissue rupture
simulations (Rausch et al., 2017), and could simulate large deformations
when a pure Lagrangian formulation was used (Naceur et al., 2015), which
are features of interest for the scope of this thesis.

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the discretization method SPH
and explore its improvements that allow the construction of a multi-physics
cardiac model. We especially focus on the improvements related to solid
mechanics applications since it will be the most detailed model through-
out this thesis in order to accomplish the final aim of adapting the heart’s
displacement to match information from medical measurements (see Chap-
ter 6).

In this chapter, we will start showing the classical original formulation of
SPH for fluids and elastic materials in Section 3.2. Section 3.2.1 will present
different kernel functions and the influence of parameters associated to them
such as kernel size or number of neighbors. Then we will continue showing
general improvements of SPH (Section 3.3) to finally show specific improve-
ments that made simulations of solid mechanics possible (Section 3.4). The
discussion will be devoted to the choice of features for the discretization of
the multi-physics model developed in this thesis.

3.2 Original SPH formulation

SPH is a meshless Lagrangian method, where each solid particle carries its
own properties such as density, conductivity, etc. SPH discretizes the con-
tinuous domain with a cloud of particles without connectivity and estimates
the value of a smooth continuous function g ∈ C1(R) in each particle i at
the position xi with two approximations. First, the function g : R3 → R,
which usually represents a physical property at the spatial position xi, can
be expressed as its convolution with the delta Dirac function (3.1)
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g(x ) = (g ∗ δ)(x ) =

∫
R3

g(x′)δ(x− x′)dx′. (3.1)

which is approximated with a kernel function W ∈ C1(R):

g(x ) ≈
∫
R3

g(x′)W (x− x′, h), (3.2)

where h ∈ R is the so-called kernel size or smoothing length (Figure 3.1).
For Equation (3.1) to hold, W must fulfill the following

∫
R3

W (x− x′, h)dx′ = 1 and lim
h→0

W (x− x′, h) = δ(x− x′). (3.3)

Figure 3.1: Example of an SPH Gaussian Kernel for 2D.

The integral in (3.3) is approximated as a finite sum, where the density ρj
and the mass mj are obtained by replacing the infinitesimal volume dx′ by
the finite volume (3.4).
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g(x ) = lim
h→0

∫
R3

g(x′)

ρ(x′)
W (x− x′, h)ρ(x′)dx′

∝
N∑
j=1

mj
gj
ρj
W (xi − xj , h) = gi,

(3.4)

where gi is the approximated value of the function g at the position x,
i.e. at the particle of interest i. Due to the previous formulation (3.4) the
derivative of the function g in the same position x can be approximated as
a derivative of the kernel function (3.5)

∇gi =
∑
j

mj
gj
ρj
∇W (xi − xj , h). (3.5)

The main advantage of SPH is that we can construct an approximation of
the spatial derivative of a function just knowing the function’s values at the
neighboring particles (interpolation points) and the derivative of a kernel
function W ∈ C2(R). However, the form of derivative of Equation (3.5)
does not vanish if g is constant. In order to account for that we can write

∇gi =
∑
j

mj
gj − gi
ρj

∇W (xi − xj , h). (3.6)

which vanishes if g is constant (Monaghan, 2005).

3.2.1 Kernel functions and their properties

The kernel function W ∈ C2(R) has non-zero values only on a ball of radius
2h, where h is the smoothing length, which characterizes the dimension of
the domain of definition of the kernel function. The following properties
must be satisfied by the kernel function:

• Unity: The kernel function must be normalized over its support do-
main, i.e. ∫

Ω
W (x− x′, h)dx′ = 1 (3.7)
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• Compact support: The kernel function should have compact support
defined by the smoothing length and a scaling factor κ:

W (x− x′, h) = 0, for |x− x′| ≥ κh (3.8)

• Positivity: kernel functions should be positive in the support domain.

W (x− x′, h) ≥ 0 (3.9)

• Delta function property: this property ensures that as h tends to zero,
the approximation value approaches the function value:

lim
h→0

W (x− x′, h) = δ(x− x′) (3.10)

• Symmetric property: this means that particles from the same distance
but different positions should have equal effect on a given particle.
This condition is not very rigid and it is sometimes violated in some
meshless methods that provide higher consistency.

W (x′ − x, h) = W (|x′ − x|, h) (3.11)

• Smoothness: the function and its derivatives should be smooth to
obtain better accuracy on the approximation of the functions and
their derivatives.

A natural choice of a function fulfilling the previous properties is the Gaus-
sian kernel

W (x− x′, h) =
σ

hd
e

(
− (x−x′)2

h2

)
, (3.12)

where d is the number of spatial dimensions and σ is a normalization fac-
tor. However, several kernel functions appeared in the literature of SPH
depending on the numerical application. See Figure 3.2 for examples of
kernel functions and their derivatives.

As we can observe, depending on the application of interest, a kernel might
be preferred over the others. Indeed, when modeling the flow viscosity or
the heat equation, whose solution involves the approximation of a second
derivative, the viscosity kernel might be preferred since its Laplacian is
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Figure 3.2: Example of three smoothing kernels Wpoly6,Wspiky,Wvisc (from left
to right). The blue lines show the kernel functions, the green lines their gradients
in the direction towards the center and the red lines their Laplacian. Note that the
diagrams are differently scaled. The curves show three dimensional kernels along
one axis through the center for smoothing length h = 1.5.

positive over the entire kernel definition, avoiding possible discontinuities
on the derivative discretization (Müller et al., 2003; Muller et al., 2004):

W (q, h) =

{
15

2πh3
(−1

2q
3 + q2 + 1

2q − 1) for 0 < q < 1

0 elsewhere,
(3.13)

where q is defined as

q =
|x− x′|

h
=

x

h
. (3.14)

whose Laplacian is given by:

∇2W (q, h) =
45

πh5
(1− q). (3.15)

The viscosity kernel was chosen in the computation of the electrophysio-
logical model since second derivatives are involved. The most commonly
used kernels in the literature are splines-based and they proved to have a
better rate of convergence than Gaussian kernels (Dehnen and Aly, 2012).
The cubic B-spline kernel (3.16) is the most popular one (Amanifard et al.,
2011; Antoci et al., 2007; Gray et al., 2001) since its first derivatives are
positive for neighbor particles close to the particle of interest (?)
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W (q, h) =
αd
h3


1− 3

2q
2 + 3

4q
3 for q < 1

1
4(2− q)3 for 1 ≤ q < 2

0 elsewhere,

(3.16)

where the coefficient αd = 1
π

d
with d the dimension of the spatial domain

and q is defined as

However, the C2-Wendland Kernel has an even better rate of convergence
than spline-based kernels (Dehnen and Aly, 2012):

W (q, h) =
21

2π

{
(1− q)4(1 + 4q), q < 1

0, otherwise
, (3.17)

The C2-Wendland kernel was used for the SPH discretization of our me-
chanical model.

The most important parameter of SPH is probably the smoothing length h,
which determines the resolution of the method and has therefore a strong
influence on the precision and computational complexity of the simulation.
The size of h will determine the number of neighbors taken into account per
each particle. Depending on the application of interest this number can be
calculated in several ways in the literature. For example, for fluid dynamics,
h is usually computed using the average density of the neighboring particles:

h ≈ 1

〈ρ〉
1
ν

(3.18)

with

〈ρ〉 =
1

n

∑
j

ρj (3.19)

where n are the number of neighboring particles and ν the dimension (Mon-
aghan, 2000).

Some codes, however, take advantage of the original formulation of SPH
to make h = h(t) dependent of time. For a very detailed analysis on the
different kernel functions and the choice of the smoothing length for non
total Lagrangian formulations we refer to (Dehnen and Aly, 2012). Many
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others rely on keeping a low average number of neighbors for simulations of
solid mechanics such as (Ganzenmueller, 2015), who adjusts the smoothing
kernel length so that each particle has approximately 12 neighbors. Several
techniques were studied throughout this thesis and finally, the approach of
using an approximate fix number of neighbors per each particle was imple-
mented. Since neighboring particles are not updated, this ensures that the
smoothing lengths are small enough so that particle pairing is maintained.

For the rest of the thesis, the viscosity kernel was preferred for electrophys-
iological modeling since it involves the approximation of second derivatives.
On the other hand, the Wendland kernel functions were preferred for me-
chanical simulations, since the results of this thesis using that kernel were
more similar to the FEM results than when using the B-splines or the Gaus-
sian kernels.

3.2.2 SPH formulation of equations of motion

The motion of a body under the effect of extra forces such as gravity in
isothermal conditions is described by the momentum equation

dρ

dt
+ ρ

∂v

∂x
= 0, (3.20)

and by the continuity equation

ρ
dv

dt
= ρb +

∂σ

∂x
, (3.21)

where t is the time, ρ is the density, v the velocity vector, x the position
vector, b the extra forces, σ the stress tensor. The stress tensor can be
decomposed into its isotropic and deviatoric parts:

σij = −pδij + Sij (3.22)

for all i, j components of σ, where p is the hydrostatic pressure, Sij is the
deviatoric stress tensor and δij is the i, j component of the Kronecker tensor.
The hydrostatic pressure can be defined through an equation of state, which
is valid for small variations of density:

p = c2
0(ρ− ρ0), (3.23)
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where ρ0 is the original particle density and ρ is the current density estima-
tion of SPH. c0 is a constant that defines the equation of state and its value

depend on the material to be modeled. For solid mechanics c0 =
√

K
ρ0

with

K the bulk modulus of the solid and for fluid dynamics c0 =
√

ε
ρ0

, with ε

the compressibility modulus of the fluid.

In the SPH formulation, the simulated body is divided into particles i of
constant mass mi. This mass is distributed around the center of mass
of each particle, according to a density distribution defined by the kernel
function W (x − x′, h) introduced above. The density and the velocity of
each particle are updated by an explicit integration of the momentum (3.20)
and continuity (3.21) equations. Particle displacements are then updated by
integrating in time the derivative of the velocity. Discretizing the continuity
equation (3.21) with SPH, we obtain the material derivative of the density
of a particle of interest i:

dρi
dt

=
∑
j

mj(vi − vj) · ∇iWij (3.24)

where the summation is computed over all the neighbor particles j of particle
i. The material derivative of the density is ensured to be zero by choosing
the difference of velocities in the SPH approximation of the divergence.
∇Wij is the gradient of the kernel function W (xi − xj).

On the other hand, discretizing the momentum equation (3.20) with SPH
leads to the computation of the acceleration of the particle of interest i

dvi
dt

= −
∑
j

mi

(
pj
ρ2
j

− pi
ρ2
i

)
∇iWij + bj (3.25)

Even though, the discretized momentum equation (3.25) is valid for fluid
dynamics, the impact of the deviatoric stress tensor needs to be added for
the simulation of solid mechanics

dvj
dt

=
∑
i

mi

(
−

(
pj
ρ2
j

− pi
ρ2
i

)
+

Sj
ρ2
j

− Si
ρ2
i

)
∇iWij + bj (3.26)

The original formulation requires an update of the neighbors list at each
SPH iteration, which is time consuming and difficult to parallelize.
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3.3 SPH general improvements

3.3.1 Artificial viscosity

The first time artificial viscosity was used in SPH it was introduced to
prevent a slow build-up of acoustic energy from integration errors in SPH
simulations (Lucy, 1977). When two particles get closer to each other, the
artificial viscosity produces a repulsive force between them. When they
distance themselves from each other the force becomes attractive.

As its name suggest, artificial viscosity is not related to real viscosities, but
it is a numerical stabilization of SPH. (Monaghan and Gingold, 1983) re-
formulated the artificial viscosity with arguments about its relation to gas
viscosity. That new formulation has been used ever since then in the lit-
erature and it is typically denoted by Πij . The artificial viscosity term is
typically used in the SPH to stabilize numerical artifacts originated from
the SPH formulation such as the reduction of unphysical oscillations (Mon-
aghan, 2005). The artificial viscosity in the initial configuration is given by
Π0ij = JΠijF

−T with

Πij =

{−αc̄ijφij+βφ2ij
ρ̄ij

, φij < 0

0, φij ≥ 0
(3.27)

with

φij =
h̄ij(vi − vj) · (xi − xj)

|xi − xj |2 + 0.01h̄2
ij

; ρ̄ij =
ρi + ρj

2
; (3.28a)

c̄ij =
ci + cj

2
; h̄ij =

hi + hj
2

(3.28b)

where v is the particle velocity, c is the so called wave speed related to the
stiffness of the material. Since the total Lagrangian formulation overcomes
numerical instabilities, the coefficients of artificial viscosity are chosen to
be small to reduce its artificial effect. In particular α = 0.04 and β = 0.08
were chosen following (Lin et al., 2014). As stated by Monaghan (2005),
the artificial viscosity is a Galilean invariant and vanishes for rigid rotation.
The momentum equation with the artificial viscosity correction reads:
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dv

dt
=
∑
i

mi

(
−

(
pj
ρ2
j

− pi
ρ2
i

)
+

Sj
ρ2
j

− Si
ρ2
i

+ Πij

)
∇iWij + b (3.29)

3.3.2 Kernel correction

Boundary conditions are difficult to handle in SPH, even when simple
boundary conditions such as symmetric surface boundary are required. This
is due to the truncation of the particle neighborhood near a boundary, which
results in a truncation of the integral of equation (3.4) (?). Moreover, when
it is assumed that the system connectivity only changes because the parti-
cles lose or gain connectivity through a boundary (no-flux), there is no need
to place special conditions on the gradient of the potential function v near
the boundary (Monaghan, 2005; ?). In other words, if all the boundaries
fulfill the no-flux condition, then the symmetry of the SPH ensures that the
system conserves its flux because the particles interact amongst themselves.
That explains that the formulation of Section 3.2 does not correctly han-
dle gradients of constant or linear functions, not ensuring conservation of
linear and angular momentum, respectively (Bonet et al., 2004; Bonet and
Lok, 1999). Therefore, a corrective smoothed particles method (CSPM)
was implemented to overcome the lack of particles in the boundaries while
enhancing the solution accuracy inside the domain (?). In particular, a
corrective tensor K was included in the integration domain to account for
the number of neighbors inside the kernel size by means of a Taylor approx-
imation, as proposed by Chen et al. (?):

Ki =
∑
j∈Ni

Vj∇Wi(Xi −Xj , h)⊗ (Xj −Xi), (3.30)

where ⊗ represents the dyadic product of two vectors. After applying
CSPM, the discretization scheme has an accuracy of O(h2) for interior
points and O(h) for points near or on the boundary, where h is the dis-
tance between particles. The distance depends on the choice of the spatial
resolution.
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3.4 Adaptation to solid mechanics: Total
Lagrangian SPH (TL-SPH)

The first relevant improvement of solid mechanics was the formulation of
SPH to account for any constitutive equation allowing to model any kind
of material, which is relevant for the scope of the thesis, since the heart
wall is not elastic (Chabiniok et al., 2016). This improvement is presented
here using a generic Piola-Kirchhoff tensor that can come from any consti-
tutive law describing the relation between strain and stress. Moreover, the
formulation is presented in the total Lagrangian formulation to eliminate
tensile instability, which is a numerical artifact strictly related to the in-
terpolation technique of SPH that is especially noticeable when simulating
tension states in solids (Rabczuk et al., 2004; Swegle et al., 1995). Until
the use of the total Lagrangian formulation, an artificial stress was added in
the momentum equation together with the artificial viscosity term in order
to reduce the effect of tensile instability (Antoci et al., 2007; Gray et al.,
2001), but its effect was never completely eliminated. The rest of the cor-
rections presented in this section, improve numerical properties of SPH for
the specific case of solid mechanics in order to reduce oscillations coming
from the rank-deficiency present in the total Lagrangian formulation.

3.4.1 TL-SPH formulation for constitutive laws

Let us consider the 3D deformation of a continuum isothermal body 2 that
moves from a reference configuration, defined by the positions X ∈ Ω0 ⊂ R3

and the boundary surface ∂Ω0 ⊂ R2, to a current configuration at time t
defined by the positions x ∈ Ωt ⊂ R3 and surface boundary ∂Ωt ⊂ R2. In
the total Lagrangian formulation, the reference configuration remains un-
changed as the simulation proceeds and it is only used to compute stresses
and accelerations. Current positions and velocities are updated and points
move according to the accelerations computed based on the reference con-
figuration.

The body motion at time t is described as a mapping φ : Ω0 7→ Ωt between
the reference coordinates, and the current coordinates:

2When the difference of temperature is taken into account a thermal energy equation
should be added in Equation (3.32)
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x = φ(X, t) (3.31)

The displacement between configurations is given by U = x−X. Since the
body is considered to be isothermal, and dissipative effects are neglected,
the dynamics of the motion φ satisfy the following set of conservation laws:

ρJ = ρ0, (3.32a)

d2U

dt2
=

1

ρ0
div(P) + b =

1

ρ0
∇0 · (P) + b, (3.32b)

where · is the dot product, ρ and ρ0 are current and reference densities,
respectively, J is the determinant of the deformation gradient F

J = det(F), F = ∇0x =
∂x

∂X
=
∂U

∂X
+ I (3.33)

with I ∈ R3,3 the identity matrix. P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor,
b is the vector corresponding to any extra body forces acting as boundary
conditions and ∇0 is the material gradient operator, defined as ∇0 ≡ ∂

∂X .
P will be defined in detail for the specific case of cardiac mechanics in
chapter 3.

The corrective tensor K of equation (3.30) is only calculated and applied
to the kernel function W before the first iteration since we used a Total
Lagrangian formulation of SPH (TL-SPH):

∇̃0Wi(Xi −Xj , h) = K−1
i ∇0Wi(Xi −Xj , h), (3.34)

where the subscript 0 denotes that K is computed and applied before the
first iteration.

ρi =
ρ0

Ji
, (3.35a)

∂2Ui

∂2t
=

1

ρ0

∑
j∈Ni

Vj(Pj −Pi −Π0ij)

∇̃0Wi(Xi −Xj , h) + bi, (3.35b)

Fi =
∑
j∈Ni

Vj(xj − xi)∇̃0Wi(Xi −Xj , h), (3.35c)
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3.4.2 Hourglass effect

The TL-SPH scheme described in Section 3.4.1 is rank-deficient, which im-
plies that the deformation gradient F can result from a distribution of parti-
cles within the kernel support of a given particle (Ganzenmueller, 2015). An
hourglass control was suggested to stabilize the rank-deficiency of SPH (Le-
roch et al., 2016).

The interpolation of the SPH approximation leads to loss of information,
which may produce unstable zero-energy modes. If the same stress state
is obtained by different particle configurations, an oscillatory mode may
develop between these two states.

The resulting oscillations may lead to an increase of kinetic energy until
they dominate the solution. This is well known in FEM and an hourglass
technique is typically used to overcome it (Ganzenmueller, 2015). An hour-
glass technique inspired in the FEM formulation has been applied in the
literature (Leroch et al., 2016). An error vector is defined as the difference
between the linear displacement field from the deformation gradient on line
elements of the reference configuration and the actual displacement field of
the simulation, and a penalty force is applied to minimize this error vector.
This idea is summarized:

Eij =
1

2
(Fixij − xij + Fjxij − xij) =

1

2
(Fi + Fj)Xij − xij (3.36)

The minimization of the error is typically imposed by an addition of a
penalty force along the direction of −Err that destroys the conservation of
angular momentum. Therefore, Err is projected on the particle separation
vector and weighted with a normalized kernel function:

fHGi = −ξ
∑
j∈Si

V 0
i V

0
j W (Xij)Eij

Eij · xij
x3
ij

xij
xij

(3.37)

where Eij is the average Young’s modulus of the particles i and j and ξ is a
scaling parameter of the hourglass effect.

3.4.3 Damping effect

A damping force was added into the momentum equation during the stress
loading phase as
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Di = −cd
du

dt
(3.38)

where cd is the damping coefficient that must adjusted to each specific
problem. The damping coefficient can be modeled using Rayleigh damping
and its alternatives. As a simpler alternative, the suggestion of (Bui and
Fukagawa, 2013)

cd = ξ

√
E

ρh2
(3.39)

is applied throughout this thesis, where h is the smoothing length and ξ is
a non-dimensional damping coefficient whose value depends on the problem
to be discretized. The damping force results in energy loss, which should in
general be avoided. An alternative to a damping force is the use of a step
loading method in the application of external forces acting as boundary
conditions by gradually increasing their value along the simulation.

For the rest of the thesis, the damping correction was preferred over the
Hourglass correction since it showed a much greater impact on the reduction
of the oscillations, which allowed the use of higher time steps and a reduction
of the vibrations generated by numerical artifacts.
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Abstract – The first part of this thesis aims at building a generic multi-
physics meshless model of the heart. The previous chapter has introduced
the original formulation of the SPH numerical method and its numerical
improvements that allow the construction of such a model. The developed
model should be able to find the numerical solution of problems in three
different physical domains (i.e. electrophysiology, mechanics and fluids).
The second part of this thesis aims at personalizing some parameters of
the multi-physics model to match pressure, volumetric and deformation
information from signal and imaging experimental measurements. Thus, we
decided to simulate cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics at the organ
level in detail while simplifying the model of fluid dynamics to reduce the
computational time involved in a simulation of a heart beat. For a complete
definition of our cardiac model, the two organ-level electrical and mechanical
models need to be strongly coupled, with a model of contraction at the
cellular level and with a model of circulation that controls the pressures
and flows during the different phases of a cardiac cycle.

In this chapter, the multi-physics cardiac meshless model is presented as a
coupling of four submodels, describing its SPH formulation. The first step in
adapting SPH to solve a multi-physics cardiac model was to be able to dis-
cretize each one of the sub-models associated to each physical domain that
involved partial differential equations (i.e. the electrophysiological and the
mechanical sub- models). In this chapter we show a model scheme summa-
rizing its components (or sub-models) and their coupling. Then, we present
a uni-dimensional model of sarcomere contraction at the cellular level as
well as its coupling with the electrophysiological and mechanical models.
A lumped circulation model based on ordinary differential equations was
used to control the four phases of the cardiac cycle (diastole, isovolumetric
contraction, systole and isovolumetric relaxation). The coupling of the cir-
culation model with the mechanical model was also described in the SPH
formulation. Some details on the temporal discretization are also given.

This chapter is adapted from:
Lluch È, Doste R., Giffard-Roisin S., This A., Sermesant M., Camara O., De Craene M.
and G. Morales H. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics for Electrophysiological Modeling:
an Alternative to Finite Element Methods. FIMH, 2017.
Lluch È, De Craene M., Bijnens B., Sermesant M., Noailly J., Camara O., and G. Morales
H. Breaking the state of the heart: meshless model for cardiac mechanics. BMMB, 2019.
Lluch È, Camara O., Doste R., De Craene M., Bijnens B., Sermesant M., Wang V.,
Nash M. and G. Morales H. Calibration of a fully coupled electromechanical meshless
model of the heart with experimental data. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and
Engineering (submitted), 2019.
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4.1 Introduction

Cardiac modeling has recently emerged as a promising tool to study car-
diac pathophysiology, integrate different imaging measurements, for data
augmentation and to predict treatment outcomes for personalized clinical
decision support (Biglino et al., 2017; ?). Patient-specific modeling has
become an interesting research topic in the cardiac electrophysiology com-
munity because it can help understand the electrical propagation and its
pathologies (Campos et al., 2016).

The finite element method (FEM) appears as the golden standard numerical
technique to solve partial differential equations that simulate the cardiac
multi-physics behavior (Chabiniok et al., 2016; Niederer et al., 2018). Some
of the reasons are its strong mathematical foundation, maturity and the
availability of several academic and commercial software.

Cardiac tissue undergoes large deformations during the cardiac cycle due to
physiological loads of myocardial active contraction and relaxation (Lang
et al., 2015). A cardiac in-silico model needs to be able to simulate char-
acteristics observed in the heart’s behavior such as these large deforma-
tions. Some finite element simulations in cardiac tissue mechanics were
able to mimic the heart behavior in a realistic way (Chabiniok et al., 2016;
Sugiura et al., 2012). Simulations have even been personalized to assim-
ilate heart displacements from medical images and generate synthetic im-
ages (Marchesseau et al., 2015; ?). However, several challenges arise when
using FEM. The most critical one is the inherent need of a mesh and effi-
cient remeshing strategies. The generation of complex meshes is necessary.
Meshing is one of the main bottlenecks for the clinical translation of car-
diac modeling tools since it is difficult to have a streamlined and automated
pipeline to generate accurate FE simulations from imaging data (Smith
et al., 2011). Another non-trivial step of FEM in electro-mechanics is the
coupling between electrophysiology and mechanics when meshes with dif-
ferent resolution for both problems are used. It is expected that a way to
overcome these difficulties could be through a meshless approach.

To overcome mesh-related issues, recent articles have tackled the fluid-
structure interaction (FSI) in the context of cardiac modeling by combining
two numerical techniques, such as FEM for solid mechanics and smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) for fluids (Mao et al., 2016). However, these
approaches require to excel in both numerical techniques, as well as the
specific implementation for the fluid solid interaction. A simpler approach
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will be to have different multi-physics phenomena modeled with the same
numerical scheme. For FSI simulations, SPH has been used in the past
for simple problems. SPH simulations in the context of FSI were able to
properly reflect laboratory measurements (Antoci et al., 2007) and to re-
produce numerical benchmarks (Han and Hu, 2018). Moreover, SPH has
already been used for cardiac electrophysiology (Lluch et al., 2017). SPH
was chosen over other meshless methods for its versatility that would allow
for a multi-physics cardiac model. Among other advantages, SPH is easy
to parallelize, it is memory efficient and its improved version can account
for large deformations while limiting convergence problems (Zhang et al.,
2018).

The purpose of this chapter is to present the first derivation of an SPH
multi-physics cardiac model. The complete definition of a cardiac model
involves the solution of problems from three physical domains: fluid, solid
and electrophysiology. When high computational power is available, it is
possible to model each of the physical domains by the construction of a
detailed sub-model for each domain (Santiago et al., 2018). However, in
this thesis, we were interested in having a model that does not require the
use of a supercomputer. To that end, the computational fluid dynamics
associated to the blood flow was simplified and expressed as a circulation
model without discretization of the spatial domain, the so called lumped
model or 0D model. These type of cardiac models represent the cardiac
system as an electrical circuit depending only on ordinary differential equa-
tions (Shi et al., 2011). The combination of electromechanical models with
0D models was previously studied by (Caruel et al., 2014; Kerckhoffs et al.,
2007a; Marchesseau et al., 2013) obtaining promising results.

In this chapter, we aim to present:

• A 3D model of electrophysiology discretized using SPH.

• A 1D model of sarcomere contraction.

• A 3D model of cardiac mechanics discretized using the improved ver-
sion of SPH presented in Chapter 3.

• A 0D model of circulation.

Finally, in order to have a fully coupled model, the combination of the above
described models is presented and the discretization of the electrophysio-
logical and mechanical model with SPH is shown. Details on the temporal
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discretizacion are also given at the end of the chapter. Applying the SPH
framework in this very specific context led us to use two main algorithmic
features introduced in Chapter 3:

• A total Lagrangian formulation that translates Guccione’s hyperelas-
tic material into SPH (TL-SPH) was derived (Guccione et al., 1995).
This is key to handle the large deformations undergone by the cardiac
tissue.

• A damping Rayleigh-type control was added to damp possible ex-
tra vibrations generated from the inertial acceleration when dynamic
simulations were performed in continuum mechanics (Naceur et al.,
2015).

4.2 Cardiac model multi-physics components

In this section, the multi-physics cardiac model developed in this thesis is
described as the coupling of four submodels, as shown in Figure 4.1. First,
a 3D SPH-based electrophysiological model Lluch et al. (2017) solved the
electrical wave propagation (see Section 4.2.1). Its solution gave the depo-
larization time (Td) when sarcomeres are activated at each point, triggering
a mechanical active contraction along the cardiomyocytes. As detailed in
Section 4.2.2, the mechanical active contraction was modeled with a 1D
formulation based on the Hill-Maxwell rheological law, as in Chapelle et al.
(2012); Sainte-Marie et al. (2006), and Huxley’s model of cross-bridges Hux-
ley (1957). The resulting active stress curve was introduced as a local input
for the 3D mechanical model, which was also solved with a TL-SPH for-
mulation Lluch et al. (2019), as explained in Section 4.2.3. At the same
time, the 3D deformation induced stretching of the cardiomyocytes, which
influenced the 1D cardiomyocyte contraction model. To reproduce a com-
plete realistic heart beat, the motion of the 3D electromechanical model was
controlled by a lumped circulation model and by boundary conditions that
guaranteed a rigid body motion of the heart. A generic non-personalized
model is presented in this chapter. The boundary and geometric conditions
will be defined in the forthcoming chapter based on the experimental data
available for this thesis, as described in Section 7.2.1.
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the different components of the fully coupled multi-physics
cardiac model (blue module) based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
and the boundary conditions (green module) that are used to simulate a cardiac
cycle. The blue arrows indicate model parameters and results coupling the different
physical components. MR: magnetic resonance; DS: diastole.

4.2.1 Three-dimensional electrophysiological model

In this chapter, the macroscopic monodomain Mitchel-Schaeffer model (Mitchell
and Schaeffer, 2003) together with a diffusion term to consider cardiomy-
ocyte orientation anisotropy (Talbot et al., 2013) was used to model cardiac
electrophysiology. This model was chosen because it captures the action
potential duration (APD) (Figure 4.2), considers fiber orientation in the
diffusion term and is governed by only six different parameters, as follows:
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∂tv = wv2(1−v)

τin
− v

τout
+ Iapp

∂tw =

{
1−w
τopen

if v < vgate

−w
τclose

if v > vgate.

(4.1)

When considering the geometry, a diffusion term div(C∇v) is required in
Equation (4.1) (Talbot et al., 2013), with C ∈ R3,3 being the connectivity
tensor defined as:

C = (f ⊗ f(1− ar) + I · ar) · c, (4.2)

with f ∈ R3 being the cardiomyocyte orientation vector, ⊗ the tensor prod-
uct, I ∈ R3,3 the identity matrix, ar ∈ R the anisotropic ratio (i.e. control-
ling the relation of conduction velocities along cardiomyocyte orientation
and the transverse plane) and c ∈ R the conductivity coefficient that sets
up propagation velocity. The final formulation of the model reads:


dv
dt = div(C∇v) + wv2(1−v)

τin
− v

τout
+ Iapp

dw
dt =

{
1−w
τopen

if v < vgate

−w
τclose

if v > vgate.

(4.3)

The parameters τin, τout, τopen, τclose ∈ R, guide the duration of the four
stages of the APD in a cardiac cycle: 1) In the first stage, the voltage rises
quickly following τin; 2) In the second phase the gate closes and voltage
follows a plateau during time τclose; 3) In the third phase, the voltage drops
toward v = 0, guided by τout; 4) Finally, the voltage remains small and
the gate slowly reopens during recovery time τopen. In addition, the depo-
larization phase depends on w ∈ R, while vgate ∈ R defines at which
point the APD starts and Iapp ∈ R corresponds to the first stimulus of
the transmembrane potential v ∈ R. The time when the transmembrane
potential v exceeds the threshold of 0mV for the first time was considered
as the depolarization time Td.

4.2.2 Uni-dimensional model of sarcomere contraction

The Hill-Maxwell rheological law was used to incorporate the sarcomere
contraction into the overall behavior by obtaining the active stress along
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Figure 4.2: Example of the 4 stages of the cardiac action potential: initiation
(1), plateau (2), decay (3), and recovery (4). APD: action potential duration

the cardiomyocyte orientation, σ1D, which will be introduced to the active
stress tensor of the 3D model (see Section 4.2.3). As in (Chapelle et al.,
2012; Sainte-Marie et al., 2006), the rheological model leads to the following
dynamical relations:

σ1D =
σc

1 + 2es
, (4.4)

σc = τc + µ
dec
dt

= Es
(e1D − ec)(1 + 2e1D)

(1 + 2ec)3
, (4.5)

where σc is the stress associated to the contractile strain and ec, es denote
the strains in the contractile and linear elastic element, respectively. These
strains are associated with the displacements of actin versus myosin fila-
ments in the model of cross-bridges developed by Huxley (Huxley, 1957).
Other variables in Equation 4.4 are: Es that is a constant defining the elas-
ticity of the active tissue; e1D is the projection of the Green-Lagrange defor-
mation tensor E on the cardiomyocyte orientation direction f (e1D = fTEf ,
as described in (Marchesseau et al., 2013)); µ is a viscous damping param-
eter; and τc is the stress in the sarcomere. The stress in the sarcomere,
τc, was given by the solution of a differential equation that includes both
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the active stress and sarcomere stiffness at a macroscopic scale, as shown
in (Bestel et al., 2001):

{
dkc
dt = −(|u|+ α|decdt |)kc + n0k0|u|+
dτc
dt = −(|u|+ α|decdt |)τc + dec

dt kc + n0σ0|u|+,
(4.6)

where k0 and σ0 are, the maximum stiffness and contraction of the sarcom-
ere, respectively, while α is a constant defining the cross-bridge release due
to a high contraction rate. The Starling effect was taken into account with
a reduction factor, n0, with maximum contraction depending on the car-
diomyocyte orientation strain, ec. Finally, the electromechanical coupling
is defined through a control variable u that depends on the output of the
electrophysiological model (see Section 4.2.1):

{
u(t) = kATP , when Td ≤ t ≤ Td +APD

u(t) = −kRS , when t < Td and t > Td +APD,
(4.7)

where kATP and kRS are the contraction and relaxation rate of the sarcom-
eres, respectively.

4.2.3 Three-dimensional mechanical model

The 3D model of heart mechanics was based on the Bestel-Clement-Sorine
(BCS) model of contraction (Bestel et al., 2001), which was integrated into
a multi-scale cardiac model in (Chapelle et al., 2012; Marchesseau et al.,
2013; Sainte-Marie et al., 2006). Systolic effects were accounted for by a
function (Chapelle et al., 2012) representing the varying number of available
cross-bridges with respect to sarcomere strain. Load-dependence effects
during diastole were considered as in Izakov et al. (Izakov et al., 1991). In
the following, we recall the main ingredients of the 3D mechanical model.

Let us consider the 3D deformation of a continuum isothermal body that
moves from a reference configuration, defined by position (i.e. spatial co-
ordinates) X ∈ Ω0 ⊂ R3 and endocardial boundary surface ∂Ω0 ⊂ R2, to a
current configuration at time t defined by position x ∈ Ωt ⊂ R3 and endo-
cardial boundary surface ∂Ωt ⊂ R2. In the Total Lagrangian formulation,
the reference configuration remains unchanged as the simulation proceeds
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and it is only used to compute stresses and accelerations. Current posi-
tion and velocities are updated and points move according to accelerations
computed in the current configuration (see Equation 3.32):

ρJ = ρ0, (4.8a)

d2U

dt2
=

1

ρ
div(P) + b =

1

ρ0
∇0 · (P) + b, (4.8b)

where ρ and ρ0 are current and reference densities, respectively, · is the dot
product and J is the determinant of the deformation gradient F = ∇0x =
∂x
∂X = ∂U

∂X + I, with I ∈ R3,3 being the identity matrix. Additionally, P is
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, b the vector corresponding to any
extra body forces per unit of mass and ∇0 the material gradient operator,
defined as ∇0 ≡ ∂

∂X .

The previous set of equations (3.32) are complemented with the following
initial and boundary conditions:

du

dt
|t=0 = 0 in Ω0, (4.9a)

P|t=0 = 0 in Ω0, (4.9b)

J−1PFT · n = −pvn on ∂Ωt. (4.9c)

where the velocity du
dt and the stress tensor P are initialized to zero values

and a traction boundary condition is applied on the endocardial boundary,
with pv being the ventricular pressure that will be described in Section 4.2.4.
The stress tensor P can be decomposed in active and passive (Pact and Ppas,
respectively) parts, while adding a term to enforce incompressibility Pinc

as follows:

P = Ppas + Pinc + Pact = Ppas + Pinc + Fσ1Df ⊗ f . (4.10)

In Equation (4.10), σ1D represents the stress in the cardiomyocyte orien-
tation direction coming from the 1D model of sarcomere contraction (Sec-
tion 4.2.2), f denotes the spatially varying unit vector representing the car-
diomyocyte orientation direction and Ppas denotes the passive stress, which
depends on the constitutive law chosen to model the tissue. Following the
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classical approach to handle incompressibility, a hydrostatic pressure-type
Lagrange multiplier, p, is introduced to express Pinc:

P = Ppas − pF−TC−1 + Fσ1Df ⊗ f , (4.11)

where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor: C = FTF.

To characterize the passive stress (Ppas), a strain energy density function ψ
is defined, describing the relation between strain and stress for the given ma-
terial. According to cardiac tissue experiments in the literature, reviewed
in (Chabiniok et al., 2016), it is convenient to model the heart as either
hyperelastic or viscoelastic constitutive material. In this chapter, the trans-
versely isotropic constitutive Guccione’s hyperelastic law (Guccione et al.,
1995) was used as a constitutive equation, which is solely exponential and
linear terms are not present:

ψ =
C

2

(
eQ − 1

)
(4.12)

with C being a constant representing global stiffness and Q = (b ◦ Ef ) :
Ef , where ◦ and : denote the Hadamard and Frobenius inner product,
respectively. b and Ef are defined as

b =

 bf bfs bfs
bfs bt bt
bfs bt bt

 , (4.13)

Ef = RTER = RT 1

2
(FTF− I)R, (4.14)

where: E = 1
2(FTF − I) is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor; Ef is E

expressed in a local orthonormal coordinate system with cardiomyocyte
orientation in the f -direction; R is the rotation tensor in the reference con-
figuration given by R = [f0, t0, l0]; f0 is a normalized column vector with the
cardiomyocyte orientation information, t0 is the transmural direction and
l0 is the long-axis direction. Material properties are characterized by the
parameter C and bf , bt, bfs, which are constants for the fibre, transmural
and cross-fibre directions, respectively. The four material parameters will be
estimated in the passive personalization step (see Section 7.2.2). Finally, de-
riving equation (4.12) with respect to Ef we obtain the first Piola-Kirchhoff
tensor, Ppas, as:
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Ppas = F
∂ψ

∂Ef
= FR(b ◦Ef )RTCeQ. (4.15)

4.2.4 Lumped circulation model

In a normal physiological behavior, ventricles are filled with blood coming
from their corresponding atrium and ejected through the connecting artery.
The four phases of the cardiac cycle can be described as follows:

• Diastole: while the atrial pressure (pat) is above the ventricular pres-
sure (pv), the atrioventricular valve is open and the ventricle fills up
with blood from the atrium.

• Isovolumetric contraction: the contraction starts and all valves are
closed, which leads to a rapid increase of the ventricular pressure until
the arterial pressure (par) is reached.

• Systole: when the ventricular pressure exceeds the arterial pressure,
pv > par, the arterial valve opens and the blood is ejected from the
ventricle.

• Isovolumetric relaxation: the relaxation starts and all valves are closed,
which produces a fast drop of the ventricular pressure until the atrial
pressure is reached and the cardiac cycle starts again.

The hemodynamics model proposed by Chapelle et al. (Chapelle et al.,
2012) provides the relation between blood flow leaving the ventricle (q) and
atrial, ventricular and arterial pressures in these four phases:

q =


Kat(pv − pat), if pv ≤ pat
Kp(pv − pat), if pat ≤ pv ≤ par
Kar(pv − par) +Kp(par − pat), if pv ≥ par,

(4.16)

where the regularizing constants for each structure, Kat, Kp and Kar, must
satisfy the following condition to ensure that flow is negligible in the iso-
volumetric phases: Kp << Kar,Kat. Finally, the system was closed using
a four-element Windkessel model, from (Marchesseau et al., 2013), which
represented the external blood flow circulation:
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RpCar
par
dt

+ par − pve = (Rp + Zc)q + (RpZcCar + Lar)
q

dt
+ LarRpCar

d2q

dt2
,

(4.17)

where pve is the venous pressure, Rp the peripheral resistance, Car the
total arterial compliance, Zc the characteristic impedance, and Lar the total
arterial inertance.

The coupling between the circulation model and the 3D TL-SPH-based me-
chanical model was performed in two ways: first, the ventricular pressure
pv acted as a boundary condition of the 3D mechanical model (see Equa-
tion (4.9)); second, ventricular volume changes given by the 3D model were
used to compute the volume rate dV

dt , which then approximated the flow
q. Ventricular volume, V , was estimated through a surface integral of the
position vector field: V =

∫
∂Ω x ·ndS, where dS is the induced volume form

on the surface.

4.3 SPH formulation of cardiac model
components

4.3.1 SPH formulation of the cardiac electrophysiological
model

The electrophysiological model presented in Equation (4.3) in the SPH for-
mulation reads:

∂tvi = Ci ◦
ni∑
j=1

mj
vj − vi
ρj

∇2W (ri − rj , h)

+∇vidiv(Ci) +
wiv

2
i (1− vi)
τin

− vi
τout

+ Iapp,i

∂twi =

{
1−wi
τopen

if vi < vgate

−wi
τclose

if vi > vgate,

(4.18)

where ◦ is an element wise multiplication (Hadamard product), ∇2W ∈ R3,3

is the Hessian matrix of the kernel including all the Hessian derivatives and
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∇vidiv(Ci) =

ni∑
j=1

mj∇W (ri − rj, h)
Cj − Ci
ρj

·
ni∑
j=1

mj
vj − vi
ρj

∇W (ri − rj, h),

(4.19)

where ni is the number of neighbors of the particle pi. The corrective
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (CSPM) introduced in Chapter 3 was
applied on the computation of the gradient to improve accuracy on the
boundary.

4.3.2 TL-SPH formulation of the cardiac mechanical model

Following the total Lagrangian SPH formulation presented in Chapter 3,
we have:

ρi =
ρ0

Ji
, (4.20a)

∂2U

∂2t
=

1

ρ0

∑
j∈Ni

Vj(Pj −Pi −Π0ij)·

· ∇̃0Wi(Xi −Xj , h) + f ei + bi, (4.20b)

Fi =
∑
j∈Ni

Vj(xj − xi)∇̃0Wi(Xi −Xj , h), , (4.20c)

where an artificial viscosity term Π0ij was added in Eq (4.20b), which
is necessary to simulate large deformations (see Section 3.3.1). Fi is the
deformation gradient at particle i, bi the body forces and f ei the boundary
forces per unit of mass that comes from the coupling with the circulation
model (see Equation (4.20)c), which is discretized as:

f ei = − 1

mi
pvJiF

−T
i · n0iA0i , (4.21)

with mi the mass of particle i and A0i the area that particle i occupies in
the endocardial surface. Finally, the estimation of volume cavity at time t,

V
(cav)
t , which is required to approximate volume rate and flow q from the

3D mechanical model, was obtained as:
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V
(cav)
t =

∑
i∈Sendo

xi · niJiai, (4.22)

where Ji is the Jacobian of the deformation gradient Fi, ni the normal
vector to the endocardial surface, ai the current area on the endocardial
surface and Sendo is the set of particles laying on the endocardial surface.
Finally, forward Euler time integration was used to approximate the flow q:

q =
V

(cav)
t+1 − V (cav)

t

t
. (4.23)

The corrective tensor introduced in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 was used in
all gradient computations of Equations (4.20).

4.4 Temporal discretization

In this study, Runge Kutta (RK4) was used as a temporal discretization
scheme for the cardiac mechanical model. It has been shown that RK4
provides a good trade-off between speed and accuracy compared to other
time discretization schemes since the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) con-
dition makes the time step choice less strict (Mabssout and Herreros, 2013).
RK4 provides higher accuracy than the Euler scheme, which is the time
discretization approach employed in the original formulation of SPH.

Due to the dynamic nature of equations (3.32), inertial acceleration is taken
into account and undesirable vibration might appear. Therefore, a Rayleigh
damping model was used to achieve the quasi-static solution (Naceur et al.,
2015). In the case of SPH, this model imposes a condition on the time
integration step

∆t = γmin

(
h

c

)
, (4.24)

where c is the speed of sound, h is the smoothing length and γ is a scale
factor that is typically set to a value of 0.9 (Naceur et al., 2015).

A forward explicit Euler method was used for the solution of the electro-
physiological model as well as for the solution of the ordinary differential
equations from the sarcomere contraction model and the circulation model.
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verification

Abstract – The first step in answering our research question of building
a patient-specific meshless cardiac model was to formulate a fully coupled
multi-physics cardiac model discretized using the meshless method SPH. In
the first part of this thesis, we have presented a fully coupled multi-physics
meshless model of the heart with its electrophysiological and mechanical
sub-models discretized using SPH. A verification of the model is key for its
reliability before going towards a validation step using real data.

In this chapter, we aim to verify both sub-models by comparing them with
existing mesh-based electrophysiological and mechanical models in order to
have a verified cardiac model.

First of all, we use SPH to solve an electrophysiological model on a left ven-
tricle extracted from medical imaging straightforwardly, without any need of
a complex mesh. The proposed method was compared against FEM in the
same left-ventricular model. Both FEM and SPH methods provide similar
solutions of the models in terms of depolarization times. Main differences
were up to 10.9% at the apex. Additionally, some experiments were per-
formed simulating scar tissue, as described in Appendix A. Second, a total
Lagrangian formulation of a corrected SPH was used to solve three solid
mechanics problems designed to test important features that a cardiac me-
chanics solver should have. SPH results, in terms of ventricle displacements
and strains, were compared to results obtained with 11 different FEM-based
solvers, by using synthetic cardiac data from a benchmark study. In partic-
ular, passive dilation and active contraction were simulated in an ellipsoidal
left ventricle with the exponential anisotropic constitutive law of Guccione
following the direction of fibers. The proposed meshless method is able to
reproduce the results of three benchmark problems for cardiac mechanics.
Hyperelastic material with fiber orientation and high Poisson ratio allows
wall thickening/thinning when large deformation is present.

This chapter is adapted from:
Lluch È, Doste R., Giffard-Roisin S., This A., Sermesant M., Camara O., De Craene M.
and G. Morales H. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics for Electrophysiological Modeling:
an Alternative to Finite Element Methods. FIMH, 2017.
Lluch È, De Craene M., Bijnens B., Sermesant M., Noailly J., Camara O., and G. Morales
H. Breaking the state of the heart: meshless model for cardiac mechanics. BMMB, 2019.
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5.1 Introduction

Cardiac modeling has recently emerged as a promising tool to study cardiac
pathophysiology, integrate different echo measurements, for data augmen-
tation and to predict treatment outcomes for personalized clinical decision
support (Biglino et al., 2017; ?). For a cardiac model to be used in clinical
practice, its accuracy needs to be checked to be able to represent the real
system. The above described process receives the name of model validation.
The first step on the validation of cardiac models is the verification process,
where the model is confirmed to be correctly implemented with respect to
the conceptual model by checking that the simulations match the necessary
specifications for the application of interest. A technique to verify a complex
model such as the one presented in this thesis is to compare its simulations
to the ones of existing models in the literature.

The finite element method (FEM) appears as the golden standard numerical
technique to solve the partial differential equations that simulate the car-
diac multi-physics behavior (Niederer et al., 2018). Some of the reasons are
its strong mathematical foundation, maturity and the availability of several
academic and commercial software. Thus, the meshless model presented in
this PhD thesis for cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics will be com-
pared and verified against existing FEM cardiac models. The purpose of
this chapter is twofold:

• to show that SPH can be used to solve the cardiac electrophysiologi-
cal model of Mitchell-Schaeffer presented in Chapter 4 by comparing
the SPH simulation of a ventricular depolarization against a FEM
simulation of the same experiment.

• to demonstrate that SPH can be used to efficiently tackle the chal-
lenges specific to the modeling of cardiac tissue mechanics: complex
geometry given by an arbitrary point cloud, fibers-induced anisotropy,
tissue incompressibility, nonlinear elasticity and large deformations.
This is the first application of SPH to perform analysis of cardiac
mechanics using a nonlinear constitutive model and a simple contrac-
tion model. But it is not the first time that a simulation of cardiac
mechanics using a meshless method is used (Wong et al., 2010).

Specifically, SPH was adapted to cope with large deformations in a three
dimensional ellipsoidal body in the context of cardiac mechanics, which was
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not available until now in the literature. Applying the SPH framework in
this very specific context led us to introduce three main algorithmic features
as shown in Chapter 3.

5.2 Adapting the meshless model to synthetic
experiments

In order for the electrophysiological and mechanical submodels of Chapter 3
to be verified, specific experiments need to be formulated, which require the
additional definition of boundary conditions.

5.2.1 Boundary conditions

The application of boundary conditions within the SPH framework is typi-
cally limited to imposed velocity or displacement using fictitious ghost par-
ticles to compensate for the lack of particles beyond the boundary inter-
face (Antoci et al., 2007; Monaghan, 2005). For solid mechanics there is
a clear need to impose stresses upon boundaries. In order to impose these
conditions in the total Lagrangian framework (see Chapter 4), the Nanson’s
relation between the reference and current areas is necessary

dan = JdAF−T ·N (5.1)

where da and dA are the differential of areas in the current and reference
configuration, respectively (Ogden, 2011). n and N are the surface normal
vectors in the current and reference configurations, respectively. To define
the direction of the applied loads, a binary function was defined for each
particle, equal to 1 for the particles of the surface where the loads apply
and equal to 0 for the rest of the particles. The gradient of this function
was then calculated using the SPH formulation. In this way, the normal
to the surface was computed (Douillet-Grellier et al., 2016), and the fiber
orientation was defined as described in the paper (Land et al., 2015).

5.2.2 Remarks on dynamic model

Static solutions are required for this study, since comparisons with FEM
are performed in the experiments section. Two adaptations of our dynamic
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model were made for quasi-static problems.

First, traction boundary conditions were gradually increased until they
reached the desirable maximum value. This strategy is commonly used
to reduce the influence of inertia on the results. In particular, the pressure
at each time step pt was increased gradually during t1 = 1s of simulation
until pf was reached. Then pt was set to pf and the simulation ran until
t2 = 1.2s to let enough time for the simulation to stabilize.{

pt = pf · t
∆t , t < t1

pt = pf , t ≥ t1
(5.2)

where t is the current time of the simulation and ∆t is the time step.

Second, incompressible materials cannot be used in dynamic problems, be-
cause the speed of elastic waves becomes infinite (Allan F. Bower, 2010).
Thus, nearly incompressible materials were used in this chapter (see Equa-
tion (4.11)).

5.3 Experiments and results

5.3.1 Electrophysiological experiment: ventricle
depolarization

To evaluate the proposed SPH-based electrophysiological model presented in
Chapter 4, the same model was solved with a FEM scheme and results were
compared for the electrical depolarization. An image-based left-ventricular
geometry was evaluated in this work to have a preliminary comparison be-
tween the methods. The two methods are labeled as:

• FEMMS: Mitchell-Schaeffer model discretized with FEM(Mitchell
and Schaeffer, 2003).

• SPHMS: Mitchell-Schaeffer model discretized with SPH.

For FEM and SPH approaches, two different resolutions were considered.
The low resolution had 18667 nodes and the high resolution had 51037
nodes for both approaches. For FEMMS, a tetrahedral mesh was computed
from the segmented left ventricle. For the proposed approach SPHMS, a
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set of equidistributed points from the same anatomy was used. Each SPH
particle has a density of 1053 kg/m3, corresponding to reported myocardium
density (Yipintsoi et al., 1972). The mass of each particle was computed as
the product of the density times the volume of the cubic cell defined between
the particle of interest and the neighboring particles. To understand the
impact of key intrinsic parameters of the SPHMS, additional experiments
were conducted for several kernel sizes in these two resolutions. In order to
evaluate the accuracy of these experiments, an analysis of the L2 differences
between FEM and SPH activation times, as well as the computational time,
were investigated (Table 5.1).

For all electrophysiological simulations in this chapter, myocardial fiber ori-
entation was included in each of the nodes to achieve a physiological behav-
ior. Fibers were assigned following the rule-based model angles described
by Streeter et al. (Streeter et al., 1969). Regarding the parameters, an ini-
tial electrical impulse Iapp = −580000mV

s was imposed in a set of points
on the apex surface corresponding to 80 mm2 during 4 ms so that in the
first time step with an integration time of dt = 10−4 s an initial poten-
tial of v = −58 mV was obtained. Time variables were τopen = 120 ms,
τclose = 150 ms, τin = 0.3 ms, τout = 6 ms, following (Mitchell and
Schaeffer, 2003). An anisotropic ratio ar = 0.16 was used.

5.3.1.1 Qualitative comparison

Depolarization times were first qualitatively compared using a discrete col-
ormap divided by ten isochronous on the ventricle. In all simulations the
electrical activation started from the apex until the septal base. SPHMSand
FEMMSshow the same range of depolarization times and a similar activa-
tion pattern (Figure 5.1). Moreover, it is observed that all particles in the
endocardium get activated after 123 ms. To evaluate the propagation with
both approaches, a picture of the activation times for the same cross-section
in both approaches is shown in Figure 5.1 (middle column). In general, a
visual comparison of this figure shows that the behavior over the whole
ventricular volume is similar for both FEM and SPH methods. The left
ventricle endocardium was then mapped into a disk by the use of Quasi-
conformal mapping (QCM) (Soto-Iglesias et al., 2016) to better visualize
differences in all regions. The mapped results are shown in the bullseye
plots of Figure 5.1.

To insight into the differences between SPHMSand FEMMS, the abso-
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Figure 5.1: Left: Contour color map of depolarization times for the left ventricle
model. Middle: a longitudinal cross-section of the ventricle. Right: projected
endocardium onto a disk for both SPH and FEM simulations.
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Figure 5.2: Left: Difference map of depolarization times between SPHMSand
FEMMS. Middle: projection of the differences onto a disk divided into septal (S),
lateral (L), anterior (A) and posterior (P) regions. Right: histogram of number of
points per region with respect to the time difference.

lute differences between the depolarization times of these two numerical
approaches were computed on the endocardium. These differences were
projected on a homeomorphic disk as shown in Figure 5.2. In this figure,
it is observed that the highest differences of depolarization times in the
endocardium occur near the apex with a peak difference of 13.5 ms. For
most of the domain, the differences are less than 4 ms as can be seen in the
histogram of Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.1: L2(R) norm of the difference of depolarization times between SPH and
FEM simulations in the endocardium and computational time (in brackets) of 150
ms with a 4 processor Intel computer for both SPH and FEM.

Number of SPH kernel size
FEM

particles 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007

18667
10.294 9.792 9.767 9.500 10.911 –
(37s) (1m13s) (3m13s) (6m43s) (10m43s) (9.92s)

51037
4.258 4.209 4.723 5.103 6.082 –

(4m52s) (11m03s) (21m02s) 38m41s) (57m26s) (27.41s)

5.3.1.2 Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis of particle resolution, as well as the kernel size was
conducted for SPH and compared against FEM results. Five kernel sizes
ranging from 0.003 to 0.007 m were evaluated. A kernel size < 0.0025 m
fails due to insufficient number of neighbors, while a kernel size > 0.007 m
has so many neighbors that the computational time was excessive for the
potential gain in accuracy.

Table 5.1 shows that the L2 error is not linear neither over the kernel size nor
over the resolution. A reduction of the difference between SPH and FEM
was observed when the number of degrees of freedom was incremented for
the evaluated kernel sizes. In terms of computational time, it increases
linearly over the kernel size and faster over the degrees of freedom. The
FEM implementation was faster than the SPH one. A GPU implementation
(relatively easy with SPH formulation) could overcome this disadvantage of
the SPH approach (Nishiura et al., 2013). The choice of a kernel size of 3
mm and a resolution of 51037 particles is a good balance between kernel
size and number of degrees of freedom since the L2 error with respect to
FEM is very small and it was relatively fast to compute.

5.3.2 Solid mechanics benchmark problems

The experiments corresponded to the benchmark problems proposed by
Land et al. (Land et al., 2015). In that benchmark, 11 FEM solvers were
compared and results are available at (Land, 2014).

The benchmark problems consisted of a defected bar, an idealized inflated
ventricle and an idealized inflated ventricle with active stresses and oriented
fibers. All these problems used the Guccione constitutive equation and were
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statically solved. Evaluations were purely numerical since no analytical
solution exists.

Qualitative and quantitative evaluations were performed in the same way as
presented in the benchmark (Land et al., 2015). Qualitatively, four stages
during deformation are presented, until the maximum value of the stress
boundary condition is reached. Quantitatively, three morphological descrip-
tors were provided: centerline displacement, strains along the centerline and
position of points of interest in space. Details of strain definition and these
points are provided for each problem.

The simulations of the solver GlasgowHeart-IBFE (Gao et al., 2014) with
the highest number of degrees of freedom were taken here as reference for
qualitative and centerline comparisons. This model was chosen since it
used a high quality hexahedral mesh. The points of the GlasgowHeart-
IBFE mesh were used for all SPH simulations in this section except for the
case of the bar, where a convergence analysis was performed on different
number of particles (see Table 5.2). For the rest of the experiments the
SPH solution was compared to the solutions provided by the 11 solvers of
the benchmark.

For each problem, the strain si was calculated tracking changes in the dis-
tance between pairs of n points with coordinates Xi

1 and Xi
2 in the reference

configuration and xi1, xi2 in the deformed configuration, where i = 0, 1, . . . , n
(For all experiments, the time step was 1e−5):

si =

(
‖xi1 − xi2‖
‖Xi

1 −Xi
2‖
− 1

)
× 100%. (5.3)

5.3.2.1 Problem 1: Deformation of a beam

First, a deflected rectangular beam in 3D was evaluated. Pressure-type
follower forces whose directions and magnitude change with the deformed
surface orientation were tested, as well as the correct implementation of
fiber directions. The beam has a length of 10 mm and a rectangular cross-
section of 1 mm2. A pressure of 4 Pa was applied to the entire bottom face
(z = 0). Fibers were oriented along the beam longitudinal axis, i.e. (1, 0, 0).
The constitutive parameters were C = 2 kPa, bf = 8, bt = 2, bfs = 4 (Land
et al., 2015).
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic simulation of a hyperelastic bar using SPH with pressure
imposed on surface given by blue particles. The selected deformed mesh computed
using FEM (in gray) is plotted as a reference solution. Pressure is increased grad-
ually from phase A to phase D until 4 Pa where the final state is reached. A
resolution of 4544 particles was used for the SPH simulation.

As qualitative results, four stages of deformation of the beam while in-
creasing pressure are presented in Figure 5.3. There, the blue particles are
affected by the external pressure. A layer of particles on the left was fixed
to model the clamped edge of the beam. The steady state was reached when
the maximum pressure value was imposed and coincides with the deformed
solution of the mesh-based solvers used in the benchmark.

The above observations were confirmed when quantifying deformations on
the beam’s centerline (Figure 5.4) and highest z position (Figure 5.5) with
respect to the number of degrees of freedom. In Figure 5.5, the z position of
all FEM solution is provided. The z highest point computed with SPH lies
within the range of values obtained with the finite element simulations. At
the same time, a mesh convergence study was performed by maintaining to
3 the minimum number of neighbors associated to the SPH particles while
increasing the number of particles in the point cloud (see Table 5.2). The
value of the maximum z-deflection 4.16mm was used for the computation of
the relative difference in Table 5.2 since it is the value to which most of the
FEM solutions with highest degrees of freedom converge (see Figure 5.5).

The strain was computed along the object’s centerline in all three direc-
tions x, y and z (see Figure 5.6). The index of points indicated on the
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Figure 5.4: Problem 1. Up: Comparison of the centerline in the mid of the
bar before deformation (in gray) and after deformation for both FEM and SPH
methods. A resolution of 4544 particles was used for the SPH simulation. Bottom:
Undeformed mesh (in gray) with centerline (in red).

no Particles 1025 1836 4544 9100 15984

Z-deflect. (mm) 4.707 4.404 4.217 4.153 4.152

Rel. diff. (%) 13.15 5.87 1.37 0.17 0.19

Table 5.2: Convergence analysis on the highest z point of the deformed beam for
five different number of particles in the SPH point cloud. The third row shows the
relative difference of the highest z-deflection with respect to the value 4.16mm.

horizontal axis corresponded to the x coordinates in the undeformed config-
uration from left to right, every 1mm, as defined in the benchmark (Land
et al., 2015). The strain curves are similar for both FEM and SPH methods
with differences of up to 0.01% in the x-axis direction, 0.05% in the y-axis
direction and up to 0.32% in the z-axis direction.

5.3.2.2 Problem 2: Inflation of a ventricle

Second, an inflation of an ellipsoidal ventricle with isotropic material prop-
erties was evaluated (Land et al., 2015). This problem tests the discretiza-
tion of a geometry described by an analytical expression and a deformation
mimicking cardiac relaxation. The ventricle is given by an ellipsoid with a
wall width of 10 mm and a length of 25 mm. The analytical expression of
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Figure 5.5: Highest z point of the deformed beam for various FEM and SPH
solutions depending on the degrees of freedom.

Figure 5.6: Comparison of strain curves computed with the difference in posi-
tions (p0 . . . p9) between the initial and end configurations for both FEM and SPH
solutions. Solutions from all 11 FE solvers published in (Land et al., 2015) are
overlaid with our SPH solution, where a resolution of 4544 particles was used.

the geometry can be found in (Land et al., 2015). A pressure of 10 kPa
was applied on the endocardial surface and the basal plane (z = 5 mm)
was fixed in all directions. Finally, the constitutive parameters were set
to C = 10 kPa, bf = bt = bfs = 1 following instructions from the bench-
mark (Land et al., 2015).

As qualitative results, four stages of the ventricle inflation while increasing
pressure are presented in Figure 5.7. The blue particles on the endocardium
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Figure 5.7: Dynamic simulation of a ventricle inflation using SPH with the se-
lected FEM solution as a reference (in gray). Endocardial pressure boundary con-
ditions is applied on particles in blue. Pressure is increased gradually from phase
A to phase D until 10 kPa where the final state is reached.

are affected by the pressure, which works as the blood pressure acting on a
ventricle. The steady state was reached when the maximum pressure value
was equal to the imposed value.

As it can be seen in Figure 5.7 the SPH solution converged to the FEM
solution. The model was able to simulate quasi-incompressibility keeping
the same volume of the tissue, implying therefore, a wall thinning. This is
especially noticeable by comparing Figure 5.7A with Figure 5.7D where the
thickening of the wall around the apex is reduced by about 50%.
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Figure 5.8: Left: Comparison of the longitudinal centerline of problem 2 before
(in gray) and after deformation for the SPH (in blue) and for the FEM (in dashed
yellow line) simulations. Right: Undeformed mesh (in gray) with centerline (in
red).

These qualitative results of the final deformation are confirmed by the long-
axis centerline computation in Figure 5.8 as well as the highest and lowest
z values in the apical region in Figure 5.9. Specifically for Figure 5.9, the
z-position of all FEM solutions for different degrees of freedom is provided.
The endocardial and epicardial z-position lies within the range of values
obtained with the finite element simulations.

For the ellipsoidal problems, longitudinal, circumferential and transmural
strains were calculated at the endocardium, epicardium and midwall as done
in the benchmark (Land et al., 2015). Points on the long-axis centerline were
used to compute the strains. For an exact definition of the points we refer
to the benchmark (Land et al., 2015). Figure 5.10 shows that both solutions
have similar strain curves in terms of both behavior and range of values.
The strain curve that showed most similar results with both methods is the
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Figure 5.9: Endocardial and Epicardial apex points for FEM and SPH simulations
of problem 2 with different degrees of freedom.

circumferential strain in the epicardium and the one that obtained higher
percentage of differences is the longitudinal strain curve in the endocardium
(with up to 5% of differences in several points).

5.3.2.3 Problem 3: Inflation and active contraction of a
ventricle

The third problem consists on inflating and contracting actively an ellip-
soid with transversely isotropic material properties. The problem tests re-
producibility of complex fiber patents and the implementation of active
contraction, both important aspects of a cardiac mechanics solver (Land
et al., 2015). The reference geometry of this problem is exactly the same
as in Problem 2. The pressure applied to the endocardium is of 15kPa, the
basal plane was also fixed and the constitutive parameters were the same
as in Problem 1. Moreover, a system of fiber directions were defined on
the myocardium and an active force was imposed on these fibers. The fiber
angles α range from −90◦ at the epicardial surface to +90◦ at the endocar-
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Figure 5.10: Strain comparison for both FEM and SPH simulations of problem 2
in the three directions (circumferential, longitudinal and transversal) for each of the
three myocardial layers taken into account (endocardial, epicardial and midwall).
Solutions from all 11 FE solvers published in (Land et al., 2015) are overlaid with
our SPH solution.

dial surface. For a complete mathematical definition of the fibers we refer
to (Land et al., 2015).

Wall thickening is present at the end of the simulation of problem 3 due to
the contractile forces and the incompressibility constraint (see Figure 5.11
D). Rotation due to the fiber orientation is also visible when comparing the
particle orientation of Figure 5.11A against Figure 5.11D. These qualitative
results of the final deformation are confirmed by the centerline computation
in Figure 5.12 as well as the highest and lowest z values in the apical region
in Figure 5.13.

Specifically for Figure 5.13, the z-position of all FEM solutions for different
degrees of freedom is provided. The centerline has a stronger deformation
for the SPH than for FEM.

The third problem is the one with higher differences between FEM and
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Figure 5.11: Dynamic simulation of a ventricle subjected to dilation and contrac-
tion with the selected FEM solution as a reference (in gray). Endocardial pressure
is increased gradually from phase A to phase D until 15 kPa where the final state
is reached. An active force on the fiber orientation is as well gradually increased
from phase A to phase D until 60 kPa.

SPH strain curves, especially in strains of the midwall (see Figure 5.14).
But the SPH solution still lies among the median of the FEM solutions.
The SPH solution achieves a slightly higher rotation than the one obtained
using FEM (see Figure 5.15).

Finally, three tables of quantitative differences between two compared mod-
els using the same geometry are shown in Tables 5.3,5.4 and 5.5.
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Figure 5.12: Left: Comparison of the longitudinal centerline in the middle of
the wall of problem 3 before (in gray) and after deformation for the SPH (in blue)
and for the FEM (in dashed yellow line) simulations. Right: Undeformed mesh (in
gray) with centerline (in red).

x-axis y-axis z-axis

centerline 0.01% 0.05% 0.32%

Table 5.3: Maximum absolute differences of strain curves between SPH and
GlasgowHeart-IBFE for problem 1. A resolution of 4544 particles was used for
the SPH simulation.

Circ Long Trans

Endo 4.793% 2.706% 3.170%

Epi 1.259% 2.879% 2.169%

Mid 5.409% 1.649% 2.142%

Table 5.4: Maximum absolute differences of strain curves between SPH and
GlasgowHeart-IBFE for problem 2. The nodes of the FE geometry were set as
particles for the SPH simulation with a total of 18486 particles.
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Figure 5.13: Endocardial and Epicardial apex points for FEM and SPH simula-
tions of problem 3 with different degrees of freedom.

Circ Long Trans

Endo 5.038% 8.701% 4.755%

Epi 8.315% 6.407% 2.905%

Mid 16.168% 4.672% 3.814%

Table 5.5: Maximum absolute differences of strain curves between SPH and
GlasgowHeart-IBFE for problem 3. The nodes of the FE geometry were set as
particles for the SPH simulation with a total of 18486 particles.

5.4 Discussion

The goal of this chapter was to verify the performance of the TL-SPH solver
for cardiac electrophysiology and cardiac mechanics.

5.4.1 Electrophysiological model verification

SPH simulation results were compared against FEM results using the same
electrophysiological model, the same geometry and the same boundary con-
ditions. The comparison between the activation times of the SPH and FEM
simulations shows a similar activation map (see Figure 5.1) with most of the
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Figure 5.14: Strain comparison for both FEM and SPH simulations of problem 3
in the three directions (circumferential, longitudinal and transversal) for each of the
three myocardial layers taken into account (endocardial, epicardial and midwall).
Solutions from all 11 FE solvers published in (Land et al., 2015) are overlaid with
our SPH solution.

differences being less than 4 ms of an activation map that reaches 129 ms.
These differences could be explained by the different discretization tech-
niques and by differences in the interpolation used to produce the Delaunay
tessellation. The tessellation built from just particles might as well explain
the interpolation artifact observed in the homeomorphic disk of the SPH
simulation in Figure 5.1 The location of the biggest errors in the lateral and
apical endocardial regions (see Figure 5.2) may be explained by a faster
depolarization on the FEM solution due to differences in the discretization
domain.

Future work should be done in the analysis of the effect of the Delaunay
interpolation on the final solution. The model should be as well compared
against other existing mesh-based models in order to have a robust verifi-
cation. Other experiments involving multiple geometries could be further
investigated. The preliminary experiments adding scar tissue, shown in
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Figure 5.15: Up: Circumferential centerlines of problem 3 to observe the differ-
ence on rotation between the compared SPH and FEM simulation. Bottom: View
of the circumferential centerline from the base.

Appendix A are very promising, suggesting the potential of the SPH elec-
trophysiological solver to simulate reentries.

5.4.2 Cardiac mechanics model verification

SPH simulation results were compared against an available benchmark,
where 11 FEM solvers were used to solve three mechanical problems. Com-
parison between SPH and FEM for these three experiments show that the
proposed SPH simulation can be used for cardiac mechanics.

Indeed, it is observed that SPH approaches the FEM solutions for all prob-
lems. Both, the overall structure of the domains (beam and idealized ven-
tricles in Figure 5.3,5.7 and 5.11), as well as the centerlines (Figure 5.4,5.8
and 5.12) are in good agreement, and deformation patterns are respected.
Regarding strain, patterns and values of SPH and FEM are similar (see
Figure 5.6,5.10 and 5.14). Quantitatively, for Problem 1, Table 5.3 shows
indeed similarities with strain measurements with highest differences up to
0.32% in the computation of strain in the z-axis direction. For problem 2,
Table 5.4 shows that differences between the compared models are in most
of the computed strains less than 5% and just in the circumferential midwall
strain there is a maximum difference of up to 5.4%. Finally, an analysis of
the strain differences between SPH and FEM for problem 3 is shown in Ta-
ble 5.5. The highest differences between the two methods are less than 10%
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for the comparison of all strains except the circumferential midwall strain
with a difference of up to 16.17%. The three tables show that both meth-
ods are comparable and the worse results are the circumferential midwall
strains, which probably arises from the fact that particles in SPH tend to
get reorganized (without preserving their relative position) inside the vol-
umetric object to keep the conservation of mass and the incompressibility
constraints. In zones where particle reorganization gets relatively impor-
tant, additional numerical strategies, such as particle reseeding or updating
neighbors (also known as updated total Lagrangian) might be used (Leroch
et al., 2016). The use of those strategies was not investigated here.

Even though differences in the results for mesh-based and meshless methods
are present, it is important to note that differences were higher among
different mesh-based methods as it was reported in the benchmark (Land
et al., 2015). For example, in problem 2 and 3, differences up to 20% in the
endocardial circumferential strain were present.

These results were obtained thanks to the combination of several novelties
that are available for SPH:

• A total Lagrangian formulation of the cardiac mechanics problem was
formulated. We found that the method lends itself well to the im-
plementation of exponential constitutive laws, commonly employed in
cardiac tissue mechanics.

• The CSPM correction was implemented because it accounts for first
order completeness and at the same time there is no need of ghost
particles around the boundaries.

• The RK4 time integration scheme was used since it was reported to
be a suitable time integration scheme in the context of SPH (He and
Seaid, 2016). Improvements of RK4 integration time exist but they are
computationally more expensive (He and Seaid, 2016; Mabssout and
Herreros, 2013) and for the problems taken into account throughout
this study, RK4 suffices.

• To deal with high deformations, the term of the artificial viscosity
introduced by Monaghan (Monaghan, 2005) was added to the SPH
formulation since the hourglass effect does not account for large de-
formations (Ganzenmueller, 2015).

• Moreover, the ability to use a Poisson ratio of 0.495 to impose quasi-
incompressibility showed robustness of the method.
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SPH as a numerical solver for mechanics provides several advantages, start-
ing from its meshless nature. In FE analysis, the polynomial bases are
limited by the element structure, which implies that the method is less
adaptive to different geometries. For complicated geometries like the one
of the heart, building the element structure for high order elements (mesh-
ing) is very complicated and cannot be done automatically, so meshing and
remeshing are very time consuming and labor-intensive.

By using SPH, the polynomial bases for spatial approximation are not lim-
ited by the element structure, avoiding the tedious step of meshing and
remeshing (Zhang et al., 2018). On top of that, releasing the need for
a mesh can certainly suit biophysical problems. In particular for cardiac
mechanics, spatial resolution of images and image segmentations provide
uncertainties on the wall location. Besides, small structures such as cardiac
trabeculations can be hard to mesh.

The particle distribution was not evaluated in this article for all problems,
since it was assumed that the same prior knowledge that is employed to
mesh a geometry for FEM can be used for SPH. This FEM mesh might not
be the optimal for SPH, but it can be used as a starting point towards an
optimal strategy to find the particle number and distribution using SPH for
cardiac mechanics.

Another advantage of SPH is the easy parallelization. The code could be fur-
ther optimized in a more efficient framework and parallelized using graphic
processing units (GPU) that would probably decrease the computation time
getting closer to real-time simulations (see (Krog and Elster, 2012) for an
example with real time simulations with SPH). In fact, (Horton et al., 2010)
discussed the potential of meshless total Lagrangian explicit methods such
as SPH for real-time simulations.

A third advantage is the possibility to perform FSI for cardiac physiology.
Indeed, SPH has been used for cardiac electrophysiology (Lluch et al., 2017)
and also used to simulate flow through valves (Mao et al., 2017). Moreover,
pure SPH for FSI has been shown to nicely perform when compared with
experimental data (Antoci et al., 2007). The use of a unique numerical
technique for cardiac electromechanics and fluid dynamics opens the pos-
sibility to tackle the challenging problem for cardiac modeling with a sole
numerical technique.

As limitations of this work, without any GPU parallelization, the compu-
tation time using the same degrees of freedom as the ones using FEM is
higher. Another limitation is that the problems taken into account did not
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reflect reality, especially in terms of deformation and complexity of the ge-
ometry. The solver needs to be evaluated on image-based heart anatomies.
More research should be performed to properly characterize the magnitude
of the errors for more complex cases, including an analysis of the influence
of the choice of the time step. Finally, the main future direction is to couple
the proposed model with an electrophysiological model, as well as with fluid
particles.
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Abstract – Having shown in the previous chapter that the electrophys-
iological and mechanical meshless cardiac models presented in this thesis
behave similarly to existent mesh-based cardiac models, we are one step
closer to the confrontation and personalization of the model with clinical
data. Still, even before analyzing any data, it is interesting to explore the
model in an exhaustive way, finding its range of validity, limitations and
different aspects of model parameters in a sensitivity analysis.

In this chapter, we therefore describe a study the influence and physiologi-
cal meaning of the model parameters on the simulated pressure and volume
curves, which is crucial in order to build a patient-specific model. Specifi-
cally we present a global variance-based sensitivity analysis of the meshless
electromechanical cardiac model developed during this thesis to quantify
the effects of 13 parameters (or factors using the sensitivity analysis ter-
minology) on volume and pressure curves. A simplified version of the elec-
tromechanical model based on a dimensionality reduction was used as a first
step to analyze the impact of these factors while reducing computational
times. Results highlight the relevant influence of five concrete factors re-
lated to sarcomere contraction and aortic properties. These five factors were
selected for further analysis of variance on the detailed model, reducing thus
the number of required simulations and the associated computational time.
Results on the analysis of the detailed model provide valuable information
to understand the physiological behavior of the meshless electromechanical
model, which might help the subsequent parameter estimation towards the
creation of a patient-specific model. Moreover, the results of this chapter
show a similar trend behavior for the detailed and simplified models, which
might eventually be used for a reduction of the computational time in a
personalization step.
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6.1 Introduction

Ideally, cardiac multi-physics models might be one day used to obtain mean-
ingful heart characteristics that are in general difficult to measure in a non-
invasive way in a clinical setup, to predict certain behaviors of the cardiac
function and eventually for therapy planing. For the outcome of cardiac
models to be reliable, they need to reproduce clinical measurements, which
requires an adaptation of the model factors (parameters).This step receives
the name of parameter estimation or personalization and is based on the fit-
ting of boundary conditions and model factors to structural and functional
information of the patient, which entails an understanding of their influence
on simulations outputs. Detailed models often rely on partial differential
equations that represent physical phenomena, and in general do not have
an analytical solution (Niederer et al., 2018). The often extensive amount
of factors involved in detailed models implies a laborious understanding of
their influence on model outputs.

Strategies exist for the automatic estimation of multiple factors (Molléro
et al., 2018) but they often rely on many simulations, which can be com-
putationally expensive. An alternative personalization strategy consists of
finding the most influential factors and estimating them, reducing this way
the amount of iterations required. This is based on a sensitivity analysis,
which evaluates the impact of the model factors on certain outputs. Vari-
ous works have been published on sensitivity analysis of circulatory cardiac
models where simulations are economical (Calvo et al., 2018; Kappel and
Batzel, 2006). Even though some work was done on parameter sensitivity
analyses of detailed multi-physics models (Marchesseau et al., 2015), little
work was performed on the analysis of inter-factor interactions, which could
have an impact on model outputs.

In this chapter we propose a sensitivity analysis to quantify the effect of 13
factors of our multi-physics cardiac model and their interactions on hemo-
dynamics (pressure and volume) curves. The sensitivity analysis was per-
formed in three steps: first, a fractional multi-factorial analysis of variance
was carried out on a simplified version of the electromechanical model re-
ducing to five the number of factors that had an impact on hemodynamics
curves; second, a full factorial analysis of variance was performed on the
same simplified model (with five factors) and three levels to analyze pos-
sible non-linearities; finally, a full factorial analysis of variance of the 3D
electromechanical model was performed based on the results of the simpli-
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Figure 6.1: Pipeline of the sensitivity analysis on a number of parameters/factors
to study their influence on simulation results, including interactions betwene the
0D and 3D models.

fied model.

6.2 Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodology behind the sensitivity analysis
on the effect on pressure and volume curves (see Section 6.2.2) of 13 factors
(or parameters) of the detailed electromechanical model presented in this
thesis. An scheme of the sensitivity analysis pipeline is shown in Figure 6.2.

A sensitivity analysis implies the formulation and solution of several simu-
lations of the electromechanical model, which then is associated with high
computational cost3. Therefore, a dimensionality reduction of the elec-
tromechanical model was derived (see Section 6.2.1), which allowed faster
simulations with a similar behavior on hemodynamics curves.

330 minutes in Intel i7 with 8 processors.
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6.2.1 Dimensionality reduction

Dimensionality reduction is a process by which the dimension of the spatial
variables describing the model is decreased by making adequate assump-
tions. Dimensionality reduction models in the literature commonly assume
the left ventricle to be represented by a sphere with isotropic distribution
of fibers (Arts et al., 2004; Caruel et al., 2014). This strong assumption
reduces the accuracy of the simulation but the overall behavior of simula-
tion outcomes might still be trusted (Caruel et al., 2014). In our work, the
simplified geometry of a ventricle was given by a sphere of radius R0 and
thickness d0 in the zero-load reference configuration Ω0. Under the assump-
tion of isotropy, the effect of an internal pressure acting in the spherical
walls will remain symmetric, and the deformed configuration will be char-
acterized by the deformed radius R and thickness d. The displacement field
with respect to the reference configuration is radial, which implies that the
right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor of Equation (4.11) can be rewritten
as:

C =

C−2 0 0
0 C 0
0 0 C

 , (6.1)

where
√
C = 1 + x/R0 is the ratio of circumferential lengths between the

reference and deformed configuration and x is a displacement field. The
derivation of the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor comes from the
assumption of incompressibility that assumes det C = 1 (Caruel et al.,
2014). Considering a displacement field x, we obtained a simplification
of the deformation gradient as:

F =

(
1 +

x

R0

)2

, (6.2)

which implied the following simplified version of the strain tensor expressed
as a scalar value:

e1D =
1

2
(F 2 − 1). (6.3)
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Since the volume rate is constant and only depends on the symmetric in-
flation or contraction of a sphere, the following formula can be derived for
the volume and flow, respectively:

V =
4π(R0 + x)3

3
, (6.4)

q = −4πR2
0

(
1 +

x

R0

)2

v. (6.5)

Moreover, since the wall is thin compared to the sphere radius, classical
postulates of shell theory allow to assume that the stress in the radial di-
rection can be neglected. This assumption facilitated the derivation of the
following ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the displacement x:

ρd0
d2x

dt2
+
d0

R0

(
1 +

x

R0

)
Σ = Pv

(
1 +

x

R0

)2

. (6.6)

where Σ represents the combined stress quantity that is decomposed simi-
larly to the first Piola-Kirchhoff decomposition of Equation (4.10):

Σ = Σpas + Σact + Σinc = Σpas + σ1D + Σinc. (6.7)

Shell theory can also be used to justify that the radial stress Σrr can be
neglected compared to the orthoradial components (Caruel et al., 2014;
Chapelle and Bathe, 2011). Thus, the Lagrange multiplier p can be in-
ferred from the following hypothesis: p = C−2(σpas)rr. Finally, Σpas can be
expressed as a summation of the diagonal components of the tensor Σpas.
Since σrr was neglected, Equation 6.7 reads:

Σ = (Σpas)ff + (Σpas)fs,fs + σ1D − 2C−3(Σpas)rr. (6.8)

Finally, the tensor Σpas can be derived from the derivation of the energy
function that defines the constitutive law (Equation 4.12) following the same
procedure as in (Caruel et al., 2014).

These simplifications, together with the valve law and the hemodynam-
ics model of circulation used in this thesis (see Section 4.2.4), allowed for
a complete definition of the cardiac cycle only using ODEs without any
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spatial-derivative. For a similar dimensional reduction exercise the reader
is referred to (Caruel et al., 2014).

Initial conditions for the 0D model: In order to reproduce conditions
of the 3D model as close as possible, the radius of the LV was computed on
the basal plane of the synthetic geometry, resulting in a spherical ventricle
of radius 0.285 m.

Initial conditions for the 3D model: The initial synthetic geometry
from Chapter 5 in diastasis was used for simulations with a simple boundary
condition of a fixed base to take 3D model assumptions close the 0D model
ones.

6.2.2 Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis presented in this chapter is based on a multifacto-
rial and multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). Thirteen factors were
chosen for the sensitivity analysis (see Table 6.1) based on experiments with
the electromechanical model (Lluch et al., 2019, 2017), where we identified
these factors as the ones producing a higher variability in the simulation
results. The range of values of the studied factors were manually adjusted
from the values of the sensitivity analysis performed by Marchesseau et
al. (Marchesseau et al., 2013) and ensure the convergence of our 0D model.

Three measurements of ventricular volume and pressure (dependent vari-
ables) over the entire cardiac cycle were considered as hemodynamics out-
comes of the model in order to analyze the impact of factors. The end-
diastole (VED) and end-systole (VES) volumes were taken into account to
understand how much blood the ventricle pumps out with each contraction,
which determines the performance of the heart and it is often quantified
with the ejection fraction (EF) index:

EF =
VED − VES

VED
· 100. (6.9)

The maximum volume (Vmax) was also considered to analyse if the heart’s
volume recovered at the end of the cardiac cycle. The maximum, end-
diastole and end-systole pressures (pmax, pED and pES , respectively) were
also used since they are the three points where the derivatives change the
most in pressure curves .
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Parameter Unity Range Meaning

σ0 Pa 5e4 − 1.5e5 Max. sarcomere contraction

kATP 5− 60 Sarcomere contraction rate

Parlow Pa 6.5e3 − 1.2e4 Lower aortic pressure

Rp Pa ·m−3 · s 3e7 − 3e8 Aortic resistance

Zc Pa ·m−3 · s 1e6 − 1e7 Aortic characteristic impedance

APD s 0.2− 0.24 Action potential duration

AVdelay s 0.02− 0.05 Atrioventricular node delay

QRS s 0.075− 0.1 QRS duration

Es MPa 4.5e5 − 3e8 Active young modulus

Patlow Pa 100− 750 Lower atrial pressure

kar 1e−7 − 1e−4 Aortic slope factor

kat 1e−6 − 1e−4 Atrial slope factor

τ s 0.4− 2
Characteristic time.
Resistance times compliance

Table 6.1: The thirteen factors of the electromechanical and hemodynamics mod-
els to be analyzed in the sensitivity analysis (physical units and range of values
also included). Parameters in bold highlight the ones with highest statistical sig-
nificance, as obtained in Section 6.4. Max: Maximum.

Computational models of the heart are governed by physical equations
whose solution is unique under a complete definition of initial and bound-
ary conditions. Thus, the variability of measurements for repeated in-silico
experiments should be non-existent. Having 13 factors with two levels im-
plied a total of (213) − 1 factors to analyze. Of these, 13 were the main
factors, the others being all possible interactions between them. Since we
already selected all factors that were supposedly the most significant, we
might want to analyze their first order interactions (interaction between two
factors), neglecting higher level interactions. These interactions were used
as estimations of the error to handle with no repetition, which could imply
a smaller estimation of the error than the real physiological error observable
among different individuals of a population. Therefore, the Fisher coeffi-
cient (F -factor) was used as a significance estimation, which was computed
as the ratio between the variance (mean sum of squares) of the analyzed
factor and the variance of the error.

In a screening phase, we assumed linearity of the output, which was reason-
ably the dominant component, and reduced the number of simulations of a
full factorial analysis with 13-factors (313 = 1594323 simulations). Assum-
ing linearity together with the use of a fractional factorial analysis reduced
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the number of simulations to 213−6 = 128; it means that we only analyzed
2 levels (minimum/maximum in range of values), not taking into account
all the interactions. Actually, only 27 − 1 factors were analyzed, of which
13 were the main factors and the remaining ones were either the interaction
between two or more factors, which were supposed negligible and used as an
estimation of the error. However, due to the strong assumptions over the
estimation of the error (it might increase under physiological conditions),
only factors showing a F -factor larger than 500 were finally selected, im-
plying that the variability of the factor was 500 times larger than error’s
variability. This analysis was performed on the zero-dimensional model in
order to reduce the computational time of each simulation, under the as-
sumption that trends in behavior of the simplified model were similar to
with 3D model ones.

Subsequently, the selected factors were used for a full factorial analysis with
3 levels (minimum/median/maximum of range of values) for each factor to
analyze their linearity as well as all possible interactions between factors,
which was a verification step of the significance of the selected factors. The
interactions between 4 and 5 factors were used as an error estimation. This
analysis was performed on the zero-dimensional model as well. Finally, the
significant factors of the above mentioned test that fulfilled the threshold
of the F -factor were selected for the simulations of the 3D model with the
proper number of levels according to the linearity analysis.

The sensitivity analysis’ results were further studied through two multi-
variate analysis for the volume and pressure factors. Once significance of
factors was verified, a univariate analysis was performed to verify the effect
of factors on each individual pressure and volume observation. As a last
methodological step in the sensitivity analysis pipeline, the 13 factors were
analyzed for the 3D model using the same fractional factorial set-up used
for the 0D one in order to demonstrate if the criteria used for selecting the
most influential factors in 0D was still valid for the 3D model.

6.3 Experiments

The three steps of the sensitivity analysis pipeline (see Figure 6.2) required
the generation of experiments with different factor values. In particular, due
to different assumptions in both 3D and 0D models, the range of values for
each factor differs (Molléro et al., 2018). In order to have similar pressure
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and volume curves from both the 3D and 0D models, the range of values
for σ0 and Rp was multiplied by 10 in the 3D model.

For each step of the sensitivity analysis pipeline, a residual analysis was first
performed to prove the correctness of the analysis for the available dataset.
The commercial statistical software Weibull++4 was used for the design of
experiments of the ANOVA study in each of the statistical phases involved
in the sensitivity analysis.

The ability of the model to reproduce pressure and volume curves by chang-
ing the most influential factors of the sensitivity analysis is here studied by
analyzing their impact on the variability of simulation results. In partic-
ular, the range of observed pED, pES and EF were divided in normal and
abnormal ranges. The values of the parameters that allowed a simulation
to be within normal values of pressures and volumes were then reported.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Sensitivity analysis

The residual analysis of the fractional factorial analysis with 2 levels and
13 factors on the 0D model is shown in Figure 6.2a and demonstrates the
correctness of the first test for both volume and pressure curves, since the
measured residuals were close to the predicted normal values. In order to
reduce the amount of parameters considered as significant, the Fisher’s coef-
ficient (F -coefficient) for each of the 13 factors is plotted in Figure 6.3. Five
of the 13 factors have an F -coefficient above the threshold of 500 for either
pressure or volume measures. These were chosen as the 5 selected factors
for the next step of the sensitivity analysis, namely: σ0, Parlow , Zc, Rp, Patup ,
which are marked in bold in Table 6.1.

The second phase of the sensitivity analysis pipeline consisted of a full fac-
torial analysis performed over the above mentioned five factors of the 0D
model, with three levels each (35 combinations). The residual analysis of
this second phase (see Figure 6.2b) showed that the choice of the assump-
tions was not guaranteed to be correct, especially for VES and Pmax. Thus,
the linearity analysis was not taken into account for the VES and Pmax
outputs.

4https://www.reliasoft.com/products/reliability-analysis/weibull
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Figure 6.2: Multivariate residual analysis of the three statistical tests for volume
and pressure outputs. a) Test with 13 factors and 2 levels in 0D. b) Test with 5
factors and 3 levels in 0D. c) Test with 5 factors, mixing 2 and 3 levels in 3D. d)
Test with 13 factors and 2 levels in 3D.96
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Figure 6.3: Plot of Fisher’s coefficient of the multivariate analysis for volume
and pressure outcomes of the 0D model. The horizontal gray line represents the
threshold of 500 considered in this chapter.

However, a linearity analysis showed that the factor Rp was mainly linear
because it had higher p−values for the quadratic analysis. On the other
hand, all remaining factors had a low p-value for the quadratic analysis
on the majority of the volume and pressure outputs. Factors σ0, Zc and
ParLower had higher absolute values of quadratic contrast estimate for the
pressure than the other two parameters (see Table 6.2), which suggested an
important non-linear behavior. Thus, these three factors were considered as
non-linear for further analysis. Examples of linearity, in practice negligible
linearity and non-linearity can be visualized in Figure 6.4. A comparison of
linearity for the five analyzed factors is shown in Figure 6.5.

Only the factors having a clear non-linear behavior were considered as non-
linear. Therefore, on the analysis of variance of the 3D model, three levels
were considered for factors Parlow , σ0 and Zc and 2 levels for factors Patlow
and Rp since their behavior was mainly linear. The residual analysis of
the full factorial analysis with 2 and 3 levels on the above mentioned 5
factors for the 3D model is shown in Figure 6.2c, proving the correctness
of the third test. The interaction matrix (see Figure 6.6) showed that the
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Volume Pressure
linear quadratic linear quadratic

c.e. sig. c.e. sig. c.e. sig. c.e. sig.

σ0

ES -13.264 .000 2.845 .000 max 2117.628 .000 -197.119 .000
max -.316 .000 -.047 .000 ED 3274.316 .000 -359.017 .000
ED -.412 .000 -.094 .000 ES 929.364 .000 -102.561 .000

Patlow

ES .727 .000 .054 .000 max 454.297 .000 21.265 .000
max 6.635 .000 .323 .000 ED 298.465 .000 12.243 .000
ED 6.738 .000 .265 .000 ES 252.066 .000 14.408 .000

Parlow

ES 4.515 .000 .310 .000 max 4593.129 .000 -50.993 .000
max .075 .000 -.003 .000 ED 3669.264 .000 -109.014 .000
ED .104 .000 -.006 .000 ES 4711.639 .000 -16.603 .000

Rp

ES .536 .000 .002 .717 max 297.445 .000 9.964 .000
max .010 .000 .000 .814 ED 174.889 .000 -1.342 .689
ED .015 .000 .000 .024 ES 833.304 .000 -1.509 .359

Zc

ES 2.459 .000 -.007 .145 max 4751.073 .000 -413.358 .000
max .051 .000 -.003 .000 ED 3467.097 .000 -576.697 .000
ED .070 .000 -.005 .000 ES 1479.434 .000 -106.610 .000

Table 6.2: Linearity analysis of 5 factors with 3 levels in 0D for each of the
analyzed outputs in the volume and pressure curves. c.e.: contrast estimate. sig.:
significance. ED: end-diastole. ES: end-systole. max.: maximum.

Figure 6.4: From left to right: comparison of linearity of Rp (linear), Parlow (half
quadratic), σ0 (quadratic).

maximal ventricular pressure strongly depended on Parlow and Rp, while the
remaining factors did not imply a high variability on maximal ventricular
pressures.

The strongest interactions were found between factors Zc and Rp even
though the statistical significance of Zc was low. On the other hand, Fig-
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of linearity for the five analyzed factors.

ure 6.7 shows that the minimum volume was strongly impacted by σ0, while
slightly varied with Parlow . The interaction matrices of the other analyzed
outputs are included in Appendix A, where Figure B.3 and Figure B.4 show
that Patlow was the parameter with the strongest influence on maximal and
end-diastole volumes.

In the multivariate analysis, all five factors were significant but the F -
coefficient of Zc as much lower than the others, as it can be seen in the
interaction matrices. The linearity of the five factors in the 3D analysis
was reduced (see Table 6.3) with respect to the 0D model analysis (see 6.2).
The linearity results confirmed the low significance of Zc for both linear and
quadratic analysis. For a better understanding of the physiological impact
of the parameters, a univariate analysis is shown in Figure 6.8.

Finally, a fractional analysis of variance was performed on the 13 factors
in the 3D model to strengthen the choice of the 5 selected factors. Indeed,
Figure 6.9 shows that 4 of the 5 factors with highest F -coefficient coincided
with the most significant factors of the 0D model (see Figure 6.3). Namely,
σ0, Rp, Parlow and Patlow . However, the factor Zc did not have a F -coefficient
above the threshold 500, whereas two new factors obtained an F -coefficient
higher than 500 (krs and Es). In particular, Es had the highest F -coefficient
of all 13 parameters for the 3D model. Finally, the interaction between Es
and σ0 also had a F -coefficient above 500.
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Figure 6.6: Interaction matrix for the maximum pressure.

Last but not least, we analyzed the results of the sensitivity analysis in the
3D model to evaluate the impact of the five factors on the ejection fraction,
giving us an insight on how the factors could assess the determination of
a healthy or unhealthy ventricle from a hemodynamics point of view. The
interaction matrices showed that σ0 and Patlow were the factors that pro-
duced more variability on the EF for the 3D simulations. In particular, the
ranges 0.75 − 1.5MPa of σ0 produced an EF between 49.61 and 61.713,
with a clear linear relation between σ0 and EF (see Figure 6.10).

6.5 Discussion

In the last decades, the development of cardiac models has drastically in-
creased (Chabiniok et al., 2016) due to the improvement of high computa-
tional resources and numerical techniques. However, there is a general lack
of detailed studies of model parameters in the literature of cardiac modeling.
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Figure 6.7: Interaction matrix for the minimum volume.

Figure 6.8: Plot of Fisher’s coefficient of the univariate analysis for volume and
pressure outcomes of the 3D model. The horizontal gray line represents the thresh-
old of 500 considered in this chapter.
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Volume Pressure
linear Quadratic linear quadratic

c.e. sig. c.e. sig. c.e. sig. c.e. sig.

σ0

max -.193 .002 .460 .000 max 1.158 .000 -.116 .000
ED -.314 .000 -.020 .738 ED .352 .000 .036 .142
ES -6.733 .000 .020 .762 ES 1.214 .000 -.151 .000

Parlow

max -.034 .576 .001 .869 max 28.230 .000 -.026 .264
ED -.007 .914 -.103 .093 ED 28.804 .000 .180 .000
ES .461 .000 -.094 .156 ES 27.962 .000 -.036 .241

Zc

max .082 .178 -.007 .244 max -1.728 .000 .345 .000
ED .088 .181 -.003 .510 ED -.218 .135 .037 .135
ES -.016 .002 -.005 .329 ES -1.194 .000 .187 .000

Rp

max .017 .730 - - max 8.427 .000 - -
ED .013 -.082 - - ED .685 .000 - -
ES .137 .000 - - ES 8.670 .000 - -

Patlow

max 4.474 .000 - - max .352 .000 - -
ED 4.654 .000 - - ED .195 .000 - -
ES .006 .136 - - ES .323 .000 - -

Table 6.3: Linearity analysis of the 3 factors with 3 levels from the 3D analysis

Despite the existence of some sensitivity analysis studies (Karan and Srini-
vasu, 2016; Marchesseau et al., 2015; Sánchez et al., 2018), the interaction
between parameters is rarely studied. In this chapter, we present a substan-
tial step forward with a sensitivity analysis of thirteen parameters of the
model developed during this thesis, based on an analysis of variance. The
choice of the factors to be studied throughout this chapter was motivated
by the experiments performed during this thesis and by previous sensitivity
analysis studies in similar models (Marchesseau et al., 2013; Molléro et al.,
2018).

A sensitivity analysis requires the computation of many simulations, in-
volving a high computational cost. Aiming for a reduction of the cost, we
studied the behavior of a dimensionality reduction of the model to evalu-
ate its similarity to the 3D model. The dimensionality reduction approach
was similarly to the one proposed by Caruel et al. (Caruel et al., 2014).
Moreover, the design of experiments followed in this chapter allowed the
reduction of the number of simulations of the 3D model from 8192 to 128
while still presenting reliable results (see Figure 6.2). The sensitivity analy-
sis was performed on both the simplified and detailed models, whose results
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Figure 6.9: Plot of Fisher’s coefficient of the multivariate analysis for volume
and pressure outcomes of the 3D model. The horizontal gray line represents the
threshold of 500 considered in this chapter.

were compared, showing similar trends of behavior. In particular, four out
of five of the most significant parameters were relevant for both models.
The most statistically significant interaction of the 3D analysis between Es
and σ0 could have arisen from the fact that they were very related in the
equations (see Equation(4.6)), being the impact of both factors on simula-
tion outputs very similar (see Figure 6.8). Thus, an increment of either Es
and σ0 resulted on a smaller VES and an increase on the ejection fraction.

Ideally, instead of considering only 13 parameters, which is one of the main
limitations of this study, all factors of the 0D and 3D models should be con-
sidered for a detailed sensitivity analysis. This would imply a careful anal-
ysis on the range of values accepted for each of the factors that guarantee
the convergence of the simulations. It would also require an extremely high
amount of computational time to build a valid space of factors, especially
when doing the analysis for the 3D model. The ranges of values of Rp and
σ0 were multiplied by 10 in the 3D model as compared to the ranges used in
the 0D model in order to obtain similar ventricular volumes and pressures.
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Figure 6.10: Plot of ejection fraction interaction matrix from the third phase of
the sensitivity analysis pipeline.

The rescaling of the factors was based on observations in the literature be-
tween dimensionality reduced models (Molléro et al., 2018). However, the
correspondence between both models should be further investigated so that
the relation between 0D and 3D factors is better determined. Moreover,
other ranges of parameters might need to be rescaled. Indeed, since the
range of values of Zc was not increased, its impact on the simulation was
reduced from 0D to 3D (see Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.9). Not knowing the
exact correspondence between the value ranges of both models is another
limitation of the current study.

Results of this first analysis of the sensitivity analysis pipeline showed that
almost all factors and their interactions were statistically significant for both
the pressure and volume outputs since their p-values were smaller than 0.05.
The results of the univariate analysis (see Figure 6.8) for each of the factors
might be explained by their physiological meaning. In particular, aortic
and sarcomere properties from the Windkessel model such as Rp, σ0 and
Zc had a strong influence on systolic measurements such as pES and pmax,
while the parameter Parlow had a strong influence on all simulated pressures.
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Parameter Phases influenced Outputs of influence

σ0 Overall cycle VES , VED, Vmax, pES , pmax

Patlow Isovolumetric contraction Vmax , VED
Parlow Systole pmax, pED, pES , VES
Rp Systole pmax, pES
Zc Systole pES , pmax

Table 6.4: The phases that are mostly influenced by the factors.

The maximal sarcomere contraction, σ0, was the most influential parameter
over volume and pressure observations, even if having a greater effect on the
former. In particular, the influence was higher in the end-systole volume
and pressure, which implies a high influence in the ejection fraction and
the global function of the heart. The atrial pressure, Patlow , had a strong
effect on the volume curves but a negligible effect on the pressure curves.
A summary of the influence on the analyzed dependent variables is shown
in Table 6.4.

As a future step, more factors could be considered on the analysis of the
0D model. Parameters that were not present in the 0D model, such as car-
diomyocyte properties, might be considered for a future detailed sensitivity
analysis on the 3D model. Ideally, a more detailed analysis of the relation
between the 0D and 3D ranges of factors could be performed, which would
complement the analysis of (Molléro et al., 2018). Regarding the simplified
model, more complex assumptions could be adopted such as more complex
geometric descriptors considering the interaction of the ventricles (Lumens
et al., 2009). More complex 0D models could bring them closer to the 3D
models, hence improving the comprehension of the relation of their factors
and facilitating their combination.
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Abstract – A last step in the evaluation pipeline is still missing to fulfill the
promise in the thesis title of going from pixels to particles. This step, after
model verification with synthetic and benchmark data, should assimilate
available experimental or clinical data (e.g. observations) onto the model
through the optimization of the most relevant parameters to produce real-
istic simulations with a similar behavior to measurements.

In this chapter, for calibration purposes, the proposed TL-SPH model was
personalized to minimally invasive in vivo pressure measurements and in
vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data of the left ventricle (LV) of a
canine heart. The parameters of the electromechanics and hemodynamics
models were estimated to fit LV volumetric and displacement data from MRI
and available pressure signals in two phases: first, passive parameters based
on diastolic data minimizing point-based differences between simulations
and measurements; and, subsequently without any pressure information,
active contraction and hemodynamics parameters based on volumetric and
pressure data over the entire cardiac cycle. The TL-SPH model was able
to reproduce pressure, volumetric and morphological indices from experi-
mental measurements with good accuracy: end systolic / diastolic errors
of 0.29 / 0.46 % and 1.82 / 4.18 % for maximal volume and pressure mea-
surements, respectively. As this was achieved without the burden of mesh
generation, the obtained results support the use of meshless methods as a
valid alternative to standard FEM for cardiac electromechanical modeling,
especially to assimilate point-based cardiac medical data.

This chapter is adapted from:
Lluch È, Camara O., Doste R., De Craene M., Bijnens B., Sermesant M., Wang V.,
Nash M. and G. Morales H. Calibration of a fully coupled electromechanical meshless
model of the heart with experimental data. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and
Engineering (submitted), 2019.
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7.1 Introduction

Modelling heart’s physiology involves the study of multiple physics systems
at the tissue level, notably electrophysiology, (active and passive) mechanics
and hemodynamics. A complete multi-physics computational model of the
heart providing detailed and simultaneous simulations of different physical
phenomena requires the coupling of these biophysical systems, which is not
straightforward and asks for advanced numerical techniques and compu-
tational power that was not available until recently (Pfaller et al., 2019b;
Quarteroni et al., 2017; Santiago et al., 2018; Sermesant et al., 2012; Sugiura
et al., 2012). Access to hardware infrastructures such as high-performance
computing (HPC) clusters is a solution to the computational power de-
mands of fully coupled electromechanical models of the heart, as it has
been reported in (Santiago et al., 2018; Sugiura et al., 2012).

However, even with HPC technology, the personalization of cardiac mod-
els with medical data still remains challenging, especially when building
the patient-specific geometrical domain where physical equations will be
solved. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is the standard numerical tech-
nique in cardiac electromechanics modeling, as reported in recent literature
reviews (Chabiniok et al., 2016; Niederer et al., 2018). In practice, mesh
generation involves tedious manual interactions that hinder the application
of computational models to large patient databases. Good quality elements
are needed to ensure convergence of the numerical solution, which some-
times leads to meshes with millions of elements to represent the complexity
of anatomical structures such as the heart. Building FEM meshes of the
heart directly from high-resolution medical imaging data is very hard to
automatize, usually requiring manual corrections. Moreover, large deforma-
tions, which are of great importance in the context of biophysical models of
moving structures such as the heart (Naceur et al., 2015), can easily distort
elements in highly detailed meshes.

Despite not reaching the level of maturity of FEM in solid mechanics, mesh-
less methods such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) are well rec-
ognized and accepted for fluid dynamics (Antoci et al., 2007). In SPH, the
computational domain is composed of particles that can be unstructured
and without explicit connectivity. As for structural problems, SPH can
produce instabilities in the solution near the boundary conditions. A dif-
ferent meshless method, the Element-Free-Galerkin (EFGM), has already
been applied in cardiac mechanics, including cardiac mechanical dynamics
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in the quasi-static formulation (Wong et al., 2010).

With the long term objective of having a unique numerical framework
across all physical domains for an entire fluid-electromechanical model of
the heart, we recently developed SPH-based methods for cardiac electro-
physiology (Lluch et al., 2017) and mechanics (Lluch et al., 2019). They
included numerical corrections to solve classical stability issues, obtaining
performances equivalent to mesh-based FEM implementations. Neverthe-
less, the different physical models were not integrated into a coupled system
and were only tested on synthetic and benchmark data.

The personalization of cardiac models with more realistic data is key to ob-
tain meaningful parameters or predictions. It requires fitting model param-
eters and boundary conditions to the structural (i.e. geometry, volumes)
and functional (e.g. pressure curves, activation times) information avail-
able from the subject under study. The model personalization strategy is
an optimization process (often referred to as an inverse problem or data
assimilation) where an objective function minimizing the differences be-
tween simulations and observations needs to be defined, along with a set of
(physical or regularization) constraints. Model personalization is obviously
dependent on the available data for the particular targeted application.
However, cardiac data acquired in a clinical environment is usually insuffi-
cient (e.g. lack of invasive and high-resolution data, not enough cases) for
a thorough model calibration, verification, validation and personalization.
Nevertheless, the personalization of biventricular electromechanical mod-
els with imaging data has allowed a better understanding of some diseases
such as heart failure (Aguado-Sierra et al., 2012; Kayvanpour et al., 2015;
Krishnamurthy et al., 2013), and response to device-based treatment such
as cardiac resynchronization therapy (Crozier et al., 2016; Niederer et al.,
2011; Sermesant et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2011). Personalization will also
differ based on the complexity of the model: from the estimation of a few
parameters in a detailed model (Camara et al., 2011; Sermesant et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2009) to the personalization of many parameters in simplified
models (Molléro et al., 2018).

In this chapter we present a fully coupled electromechanical model of the
heart based on the SPH meshless method, with a Total Lagrangian im-
plementation (TL-SPH) to correct the tensile instability numerical artifact
usually present in mechanical simulations. The TL-SPH allows a seamless
integration to available SPH-based fluid dynamics solvers and paves the way
for a fully coupled meshless fluid-electromechanical model of the heart. In
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order to reduce computational costs while being able to simulate a complete
cardiac cycle, we used a lumped (0D) model of circulation as a simplifica-
tion of a fluid dynamics model, which generates the blood pressure acting
on the ventricle at each phase of the cardiac cycle. A model personalization
pipeline was designed for calibrating the TL-SPH model based on pressure
and deformation data of an animal model (Wang, 2012). The meshless na-
ture of TL-SPH facilitated the use of point-based imaging data as boundary
conditions. The estimation of model parameters was performed in two steps.
First, passive parameters of the mechanical model were automatically esti-
mated with data from the late filling phase, as in Wang et al. (Wang, 2012).
Subsequently, active contraction and hemodynamics parameters were esti-
mated from the coupling of the full 3D electromechanical model with the
0D circulatory model to match pressure and volume curves throughout the
whole cardiac cycle. The accuracy of the resulting simulations was assessed
by quantitatively comparing with pressure, volumetric and morphological
indices measured from available images and signals such as image-based
displacements, their global strains in the longitudinal direction and their
pressure-volume loops, among others.

The chapter is structured as follows. Data-driven boundary conditions,
defined by experimental data for cardiac geometry and kinematics as well
as by a rule-based model for cardiomyocyte orientation, are detailed in
Section 7.2.1. Section 7.2.2 is devoted to the parameter estimation pipeline,
whose results are summarized in Section 7.3. The chapter finishes with a
discussion on the obtained results in Section 7.4.

7.2 Methodology

7.2.1 Data-driven boundary conditions

The definition of boundary conditions is key to obtain a realistic behavior of
the simulated heart. In cardiac electromechanical modeling, patient-specific
data (e.g. signals, images) can be used to personalize certain boundary
conditions such as the geometrical domain or impose some kinematic con-
straints. Nevertheless, often the non-invasive and low-resolution data clin-
ically available from humans is insufficient to fully define the initial and
boundary conditions required in cardiac modeling. The combined use of
higher resolution experimental invasive or ex-vivo data and models rep-
resenting the complexity of heart sub-structures helps to better define an
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appropriate set of boundary conditions resulting in realistic cardiac simula-
tions. A study of different boundary conditions in biventricular geometries,
including the development of a new pericardium boundary condition, is
detailed in Appendix A.

7.2.1.1 Acquisition and processing of experimental data

In this work, a set of high resolution imaging and haemodynamics data
from a canine heart model was used to define boundary conditions and for
model calibration purposes. The same data was the basis of previous FEM-
based cardiac modeling studies by Wang et al. (Wang, 2012). All studies
were approved by the local Institutional Review Boards, and conformed to
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the
National Institutes of Health (NIH publication no. 85-23, revised 1985).
Tagged magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed using a General
Electric 1.5T CV/i scanner and a 4-element phased array knee coil. Short-
axis tagged images were acquired using the 3D fast gradient echo pulse
sequence with the following parameters: 180 × 180 × 128-160 mm field of
view (FOV), 384 × 128 × 32 acquisition matrix, 12 ◦ imaging flip angle, ±
62.5 kHz bandwidth, TE/TR = 3.4/8.0, five pixel tag spacing and 5 mm slice
thickness. Long-axis images were oriented radially and a 2D fast gradient
echo pulse sequence was used to acquire images with parameters: 200 ×
200 × 8 mm FOV, 256 × 128 acquisition matrix, 12 ◦ imaging flip angle, ±
31.25 kHz bandwidth, TE/TR = 3.2/8.0, one view per segment and seven
pixel spacing (Ennis, 2004). Moreover, in vivo LV cavity pressure recordings
were also obtained by inserting a MR compatible Millar transducer into the
LV cavity before tagged MRI data was acquired. Pressure recording was
synchronized with imaging trigger and atrial pacing as in (Ennis, 2004).

The semi-automatic segmentation of tagged MRI obtained in Wang et
al. (Wang, 2012) was used to build the initial SPH geometrical domain
in the left ventricle. The geometry at diastasis was chosen since it is the
cardiac phase where the LV motion is relatively quiescent. In practice, a set
of 50,000 particles was randomly distributed in the 3D volume of a paral-
lelepiped containing the LV geometry. Subsequently, the particles intersect-
ing with the convex hull of the myocardium generated by endocardial and
epicardial surfaces, resulted in a LV point cloud formed by 20,522 particles.
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7.2.1.2 Model boundary conditions

Modeling the LV without kinematic constraints provokes its arbitrary move-
ment over space when pressure is applied to their endocardial surface. When
image-based cardiac motion data is available (e.g. tagged MRI or echocar-
diographic data), it can be used to avoid possible unrealistic cardiac de-
formation and restrict the space of possible solutions. In this work, we
imposed a kinematic Dirichlet boundary condition based on displacements
observed in a set of randomly distributed 70 tagged MRI points located near
the heart basal plane (P, basal particles), prescribing movement of the atri-
oventricular plane, as described in the personalization pipeline in (Wang,
2012). In practice basal particles were selected in imaging time-frames cor-
responding to diastasis and end-diastole. Subsequently, their position was
interpolated from these two cardiac events and updated at each time step
of the simulation.

A state of zero-load configuration was assumed in diastasis, in agreement
with (Wang, 2012), even if the invasively measured pressure in DS was of
2.7 mmHg. For the estimation of passive parameters, the passive diastolic
filling phase was then simulated by inflating the diastasis (reference) LV
model to a ventricular pressure (pv) of 6.2 mmHg to match invasive pressure
measurements at end-diastole (8.9 mmHg). The ventricular pressure was
applied to the endocardial surface using load-stepping as follows. First, the
pressure at each time step, pvt , was increased gradually during a period t1 =
0.112 s of simulation (end-diastole duration) until pv was reached. Then, the
value of pvt stayed the same as pv while the simulation ran until t = 0.2 s to
reach equilibrium. It needs to be pointed out that the ventricular pressure at
ED, pvED , was only constrained during the estimation of passive parameters,
while it was a simulation result of the lumped model of circulation in the
TL-SPH simulations during the entire cardiac cycle (i.e. as a time-point in
the estimated whole pressure curve).

The cardiac myocardium has an anisotropic behavior that is defined by its
cardiomyocyte orientation structure and needs to be considered to generate
realistic cardiac electromechanical simulations. Since it is still not possi-
ble to acquire reliable cardiomyocyte orientation data from in-vivo experi-
ments, it is common practice in cardiac modeling to use rule-based models
that mathematically describe cardiomyocyte orientation observations from
ex-vivo data. Therefore, we applied a rule-based model (RBM), recently
proposed by Doste et al. (Doste et al., 2019), to assign a cardiomyocyte
orientation vector to each point of the SPH geometrical domain. The RBM
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solves the Laplace equation in the left ventricle from the apex to the aortic
and mitral valves to estimate the longitudinal and transmural directions,
defining a local coordinate system. Subsequently, cardiomyocyte orienta-
tion was obtained in every TL-SPH particle by rotating the local coordinate
system to better match histological observations: the helix angle for the en-
docardium and epicardium surfaces was set to -60◦ and +60◦, respectively,
following Greenbaum et al. (Greenbaum et al., 1981).

7.2.2 Parameter estimation pipeline

The fully coupled multi-physics cardiac model presented in previous sections
has tens of parameters. Values of the most relevant ones can be estimated
in an optimization framework to improve the fitting of the simulations with
the available data. In our case, model parameters were estimated using dis-
placement and volume curves from MRI as well as pressure measurements
in two stages: first, passive parameters from the hyperelastic constitutive
model (Guccione et al., 1995) were adjusted with data during atrial con-
traction; then, active contraction and lumped model parameters were tuned
to data over the entire cardiac cycle.

7.2.2.1 Automatic estimation of passive parameters during
atrial contraction

In this initial step, we optimized the parameters of Guccione’s constitutive
law (see C, bf , bfs, bt and bf in Equation (4.12)) to match displacements
retrieved from tagged MR images over a time interval going from diastasis
to end-diastole, i.e. during atrial contraction. The active part in the 3D
mechanical model (see Equation (4.11)) was switched off in this step by
setting the maximum contraction of the sarcomere (σ0 in Equation (4.6))
equal to zero (then, cancelling out σ1D in Equation (4.4)). The objective
function to minimize was the root mean square distance (RMSD) between
the position of SPH particles and tagged MRI points at the different frames
during the time interval. As the spatial location of SPH particles and tagged
MRI points do not coincide, the SPH particle positions were first projected
onto the tagged MRI space. The Euclidean distance between the projected
SPH particles and the tagged MR points was then used for the RMSD
computation.
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Let S be the set of SPH particles (pSPH) and positions (xSPH) in the first
frame (diastasis, DS) and M the set of tagged MRI point positions xMR at
DS. We computed the minimum global distance dmin that guaranteed that
at least each SPH particle in S had a point in M within distance dmin:

dmin = min{dm | dm ∈ DxMR ∀ xMR ∈M} (7.1a)

DxMR = min{d | d = |xMR − xSPH | ∀ (pSPH , xSPH) ∈ S} (7.1b)

Then, for each tagged MRI point at position xMR, we computed the set
of nearest SPH neighbors (NxMR) by imposing that each tagged MRI point
had at least one SPH neighbor:

NxMR = {pSPH ||xMR − xSPH | < dmin∀(pSPH , xSPH) ∈ S} (7.2)

Assuming that the local distribution of SPH particles does not change sig-
nificantly from diastasis to end-diastole, the relative position of the SPH
particles to the closest tagged MRI points was maintained from frame to
frame. We then interpolated SPH positions in the end-diastolic frame (ED)
from the set S(ED) to get the MR projected points xMR(ED):

xMR(ED) =
1

n(NxMR)

∑
(p,x)∈S(ED) : p∈N

xMR

|xMR − x|, (7.3)

where n(NxMR) denotes the cardinality of NxMR .

The optimization of this parameter estimation stage was performed using
the Nelder-Mead algorithm implementation available at the Python library
Scipy5. Since we used the same constitute law, the initial values of the
passive parameters were set up as in previous experiments by Omens et
al. (Omens et al., 1993): C = 1.2 kPa, bf = 26.7, bt = 2.0, bfs = 14.7.
The values of these parameters were then modified until the convergence
criteria (absolute RMSD between iterations lower than 1e−4) was reached
(see Table 7.1). In addition, the squared Euclidean distance (L2) obtained
from the objective function by the TL-SPH simulation with initial and op-
timized passive parameters was a quantitative local indicator of the fitting
with imaging and pressure data. Principal strains from simulation results
with the initial and optimal set of passive parameters were also compared.

5http://www.scipy.org/
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7.2.2.2 Estimation of active contraction and lumped model
parameters during the entire cardiac cycle

The optimal passive parameters were used to initialize a sensitivity analy-
sis to estimate the most relevant parameters of the sarcomere contraction
(Section 4.2.2) and the circulatory lumped (Section 4.2.4) models to better
fit imaging and pressure parameters retrieved from the entire cardiac cycle.
Initially, parameters of the circulatory model related to different cardiac
phase timings, such as valve opening and closing, were imposed to match
when they were observed in the medical images. For example, the atri-
oventricular node delay, AVdelay, was set to 0.096 s so that end-diastole was
reached after 0.112 s. Additionally, the action potential duration, APD, was
set to 0.224 s so that end-systole finished after 0.336 s since the start of the
simulation, as visually determined from the available tagged MR images.

Jointly optimizing all active contraction and circulatory parameters would
imply an excessive computational cost. We thus focused on parameters that
have a greater impact on volume and pressure curves, according to studies
with similar models in the literature. As reported in (Marchesseau et al.,
2015), the maximum sarcomere contractile force, σ0, and aortic parameters
such as the aortic characteristic impedance, Zc, and resistance, Rp, are the
parameters having the highest impact on contractile force development. In
consequence, after testing several values in the sensitivity analysis proce-
dure, σ0 was set to 390 kPa, which provided the best matching of minimum
and maximum ventricular volumes from simulations and image-based seg-
mentations. As for aortic parameters, Rp and Zc were set to 310 and 50
MPa·m−3 ·s, respectively, which allowed for the simulated systolic pressure
to reach values closer to the measured ones, as can be seen in Figure 7.2.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 TL-SPH simulations during diastole

Table 7.1 shows the convergence of the passive parameters in the constitu-
tive law of the TL-SPH model, optimized with the Nelder-Mead algorithm,
which was reached after 163 iterations. The optimal parameter values,
which reduced the RMSD to 1.568 mm, were the following: C = 0.543
kPa, bf = 28.52, bt = 2.39, bfs = 15.85.
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Iteration C bf bt bfs RMSD
(kPa) (mm)

1 (Omens et al., 1993) 1.2 26.7 2.0 14.7 1.707

5 1.065 26.83 2.07 15.04 1.661

15 0.5355 28.78 2.36 16.42 1.579

25 0.5398 28.67 2.39 15.85 1.577

50 0.5438 28.56 2.39 15.86 1.569

163 0.5439 28.52 2.39 15.85 1.568

Table 7.1: Estimation of passive parameters from the hyperelastic constitutive
law (Guccione et al., 1995) in the TL-SPH modeling framework based on a canine
heart data. Initial parameters (Iteration 1) were set up as in Omens et al. (Omens
et al., 1993). RMSD: global difference (Root Mean Square Difference) between
positions of tagged magnetic resonance imaging points and TL-SPH particles.

Figure 7.1: TL-SPH simulation results for diastolic cardiac phase. a) Squared
Euclidean distance (L2) at end-diastole (ED) between the tagged magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) points and the TL-SPH simulated particles with initial and
optimal (after parameter estimation) passive parameters. Black arrows indicate re-
gions where errors were decreased and increased, respectively. b) Principal strain
distribution of TL-SPH at ED before and after parameter estimation. L2 and strain
maps are projected onto a Delaunay triangulation of the MRI geometry, together
with bull’s eye plot representations to facilitate regional analysis of the results.

A qualitative analysis of the passive personalization effect is shown in Fig-
ure 7.1 where results for the initial and optimal parameters are compared at
end-diastole. Figure 7.1a plots the Squared Euclidean distance (L2) between
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tagged MR points and TL-SPH simulated particles while Figure 7.1b shows
the local distribution of principal strain on the ventricle. The optimization
of passive parameters globally reduced the L2 distance between simulations
and observations, as observed for all segments in the bull’s eye plot represen-
tation of Figure 7.1a, with a larger improvement in some regions such as the
apex (see black arrows in Figure 7.1a and central segment in the bull’s eye
plot visualization). Optimal parameters produced larger principal strains
than the initial setting in most regions of the ventricle (e.g. absence of null
strain segments, dark blue color in Figure 7.1b, after parameter personal-
ization). Globally, the median strain increased from 0.06% to 0.1% before
and after the personalization step. Locally, the highest and lowest values of
strain were present in the basal and apical regions, respectively.

7.3.2 TL-SPH simulations during the entire cardiac cycle

Figure 7.2 shows pressure, volume and pressure-volume (PV) loop curves
from observations (invasive pressure recordings and tagged MRI) and from
TL-SPH simulations along the entire cardiac cycle of the analyzed canine
heart (duration of 0.5 seconds). Simulated curves were obtained after the
estimation of active contraction and lumped model parameters described in
Section 7.2.2.2. There is a very good overall fitting between measured and
simulated curves, specially for pressure and volume values at end-systole
and end-diastole. Generally, the smallest discrepancies are found at the
end of the diastolic phase whereas highest errors are found at the beginning
of the systolic phase, just after the isovolumetric contraction period, with
simulations providing slightly higher pressures and lower volumes than ob-
servations. It can be observed from Figure 7.2 that TL-SPH simulations do
not generate a closed PV loop, without canceling pressure values after the
isovolumetric relaxation phase, unlike observations.

For a more quantitative comparison between medical data and TL-SPH sim-
ulation results, we computed several pressure, volumetric and morphological
indices, whose values are listed in Table 7.2. Discrepancies between mea-
surement and model-derived indices were not large for most of them. For
instance, simulated end-diastole and maximal ventricular pressures (pvED
and pvmax) presented small differences (4.28mmHg and 1.88mmHg, respec-
tively) when considering the large range of invasive pressure measurements
(from zero to more than 100 mmHg). Moreover, ES and ED ventricular
volume differences with MRI data were 0.14 ml and 0.09 ml, respectively,
which implied a small 0.51% discrepancy in ejection fraction. Axial short-
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Figure 7.2: Pressure (left) and volume (center) curves from canine data (continu-
ous line) and TL-SPH simulations (dashed line). From left to right: volume curves,
pressure curves, pressure-volume loop. The simulation starts at diastasis (DS).
The entire cardiac cycle of the dog was 0.5 seconds. ED/ES: end-diastole/systole;
IVR/IVC: isovolumetric relaxation/contraction.

ening from ED to ES, as well as a regional analysis of wall thicknesses at
ED and ES, were used to characterize morphological changes in the ventri-
cle. While axial shortening from tagged MRI points and TL-SPH particles
showed differences of 1%, wall thickness average global differences were of
0.5 mm and 2.37 mm at ED and ES, respectively. As can be seen in Ta-
ble 7.2, slightly larger discrepancies in wall thickness values were found at
the base compared to mid and apical regions.

Figure 7.3 compares the dynamic behavior of the heart extracted from
tagged MRI points and TL-SPH particles. In the first row of the figure,
the TL-SPH particle configuration (blue and red spheres are endocardium
and epicardium particles in Figure 7.3a, respectively) is superimposed with
the tagged MRI points (yellow spheres) at different time-points (DS, ED
and ES). The TL-SPH simulation induced a deformation pattern along the
cardiac cycle that can be identified by the differences at end-systole between
the blue/red spheres and the Delaunay triangulation of the initial TL-SPH
particle configuration at diastasis (black wireframe in the figure). The sim-
ulated heart dynamics included notable longitudinal deformation and wall
thickening, effects especially visible in the apical region and already quan-
tified in Table 7.2: 5 mm and 7.13 mm of wall thickness at ED and ES,
respectively.

The evolution of differences between tagged MRI points and TL-SPH parti-
cles over the entire cardiac cycle, quantified with the L2-distance, is shown
in Figure 7.3b in the form of boxplots for basal, mid and apical regions
independently. We can observe that differences were larger in the systolic
phase than in diastole, especially in mid and apical regions: median errors
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below 2 mm in the basal regions and up to 7 mm in mid and apical regions.
Figure 7.3c confirms these observations, depicting the regional distribution
of the L2-distance at end-systole, including a bull’s eye plot segmental rep-
resentation.

Finally, Figure 7.4 shows the global longitudinal strain (GLS) curve along
the cardiac cycle estimated from the tagged MRI points and the TL-SPH
simulations. The GLS curves were obtained measuring the distance between
the upper basal point in the septal wall (e.g. with highest z component) and
the lower apical point (e.g. with lowest z component). A similar pattern
of the measured and simulated GLS curves is observed, with larger positive
and negative values at the isovolumetric contraction and relaxation periods,
respectively. Nevertheless, as already observed in Figure 7.3a, the TL-SPH
simulation presented larger longitudinal deformation and strain at systole
than in measurements. The maximum and average differences of GLS in
the entire cardiac cycle between data TL-SPH simulations were 8.06% (at
0.21 s, during systole) and 3.99%, respectively.

Variable
Value

TL-SPH Data

VES (ml) 14.5 14.3

VED (ml) 30.2 30.3

pvED (mmHg) 4.6 8.9

pvmax (mmHg) 104.2 102.3

EF (%) 52.1 52.6

Axial shortening (%), ED-ES 7.2 8.5

Wall thickness (mm)
basal

ED 7.8 8.1
ES 9.2 10.4

mid
ED 8.8 8.4
ES 11.5 12.1

apical
ED 5.0 5.6
ES 7.1 7.7

Table 7.2: Pressure, volumetric and morphological indices estimated from medical
data (tagged magnetic resonance images and invasive pressure measurements) and
from TL-SPH simulations. VES/ED: end systolic/diastolic volume, respectively;
pvED

and pvmax
: end-diastole and maximum ventricular pressures, respectively;

EF : ejection fraction. Axial shortening was estimated from end-diastole to end-
systole.
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7.4 Discussion

In this chapter, passive and active parameters of the developed TL-SPH
model were independently tuned to replicate good quality imaging and in-

Figure 7.3: a) Deformation patterns of the heart during the cardiac cycle from
tagged magnetic resonance images (MRI) and the TL-SPH simulation. Black wire-
frame: Delaunay triangulation of the initial configuration of TL-SPH particles at
diastasis (DS). Red and blue spheres represent the endocardium and epicardium
TL-SPH particles, respectively, while yellow spheres show tagged MRI particles.
ED/ES: end-diastole/systole. b) Boxplots of L2-distance between TL-SPH parti-
cles and tagged MRI points over time at basal, mid and apical regions. c) Regional
distribution of L2-distance in (mm) at ES and the corresponding bull’s eye plot.
TL-SPH simulations started at diastasis. The entire cardiac cycle was 0.5 s.
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Figure 7.4: Global longitudinal strain (GLS) curves along the cardiac cycle from
tagged magnetic resonance imaging data and TL-SPH simulations (continuous and
dashed lines, respectively). The simulation starts at diastasis. The entire cardiac
cycle was 0.5 seconds. ED/ES: end-diastole/systole; IVR/IVC: isovolumetric re-
laxation/contraction.

vasive measurement data of an entire cardiac cycle of a canine heart. Sim-
ulated pressure and volume curves were very similar to observations at ED
and ES (see Figure 7.2), implying a satisfactory modelling of the global
function of the heart. However, point-to-point matching results were better
at diastole than at systole since passive parameters were to particularly op-
timized to minimize the RMSD between the TL-SPH particles and tagged
MRI points while active parameters were tuned to fit minimum/maximum
ventricular volumes and measured systolic pressure as much as possible.

The accuracy of pressure, volume and morphological indices estimated from
the TL-SPH simulations was comparable to FEM-based approaches pro-
posed by Wang et al. (Wang, 2012; Wang et al., 2009) and also by the
participants of the LV Mechanics Challenge at the STACOM14 workshop6.
For instance, among the different parameter configurations tested by Wang
et al. (Wang, 2012) in a FEM-based model for the same canine dataset used
in our work (animal 0912), the best one provided a RMSD of 1.6 mm at

6http://stacom.cardiacatlas.org/stacom2014/capwebprd01.its.auckland.ac.

nz/web/stacom2014/lv-mechanics-challenge.html
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end-diastole compared to tagged MRI points, very similar to the TL-SPH
method (1.57 mm). Interestingly, while both approaches provide similar
fitting with data in terms of RMSD, passive parameter values were differ-
ent (C = 1.0 kPa, bf = 43.8, bt = 4.5, bfs = 2.2), demonstrating their
non-uniqueness and observability issues. As already identified in several
modelling studies based on Guccione’s constitutive law (Augenstein et al.,
2005; Omens et al., 1993; Wang, 2012) there is a strong coupling of its
parameters, especially with the global stiffness, C, which serves a a global
scaling factor in the transversely-isotropic constitutive equation, making the
parameter estimation phase even more challenging. These results demon-
strate the challenge of comparing parameter configurations when numerical
approaches are very different (e.g. meshless vs FEM; hundreds vs thousands
of evaluation points), despite using the same constitutive law (Guccione
et al., 1995) on the same data. Comparing parameter configurations per-
sonalized to different datasets is even more complicated due to their high
variability, as showed in the optimal parameters for five different canine
datasets in Wang et al. (Wang, 2012) and other studies (Augenstein et al.,
2005; Omens et al., 1993). A parameter personalization could then be re-
quired to find the optimal set of parameters for a given numerical approach
or discretization scheme on a particular dataset.

Figure 7.2 shows a similar behavior of the pressure and volumetric curves
of the TL-SPH and the experimental data over the entire cycle, after the
two phases of passive and active parameter estimation. The good fitting
between the simulated and measured PV loops is noteworthy. The maxi-
mum pressure differences (4.28 mmHg) were obtained at end-diastole by the
TL-SPH simulation during the whole cardiac cycle, when pressures are not
imposed as boundary conditions, unlike when personalizing passive param-
eters. In the developed heart model (including the active part), sarcomere
contraction, parameterized with σ1D, did not reach null values in diastole
since sarcomeres never reach a totally relaxed state in reality. The conse-
quence was a non-negligible increase in overall stresses leading to changes
in ventricular volume changes that forced the lumped model of circulation
to estimate lower than optimal diastolic pressures. Nevertheless, pressure
differences were small compared to the whole range of measured pressures
(maximum pressure of 102.3 mmHg).

Ventricular volume differences were around 0.1 ml at ES and ES after the
adjustment of the active and circulation parameters with a sensitivity anal-
ysis. Similar outcomes were recently obtained (Marchesseau et al., 2015;
Molléro et al., 2018) after personalizing mechanical and fiber parameters
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with human heart data (i.e. errors below 3% and 1.26% in minimum vol-
ume). In terms of ejection fraction, as seen in Table 7.2, the TL-SPH simu-
lation has a EF of 52.1%, which is close to the only one reported (53% ) by a
participant in the STACOM14 challenge (Giffard-Roisin et al., 2015). Qual-
itatively, their PV loop was more different to observations than ours due to
their reported pressure and volumetric differences (26.25 mmHg and 3 ml,
respectivley) at ES. Another participant in the STACOM14 challenge (Kr-
ishnamurthy et al., 2015) achieved a very accurate PV loop, with larger
ED volumetric errors but better data pressure matching than our TL-SPH
results. As for additional morphological indices in Table 7.2, a STACOM14
challenge participant (Gjerald et al., 2015) obtained basal wall thicknesses
of 7.8 mm and 10.3 mm at ED and ES, respectively; we obtained 7.8 mm
and 9.2 mm. The small differences in wall thicknesses among these sim-
ulations and observations (at the base, 8.1 mm and 10.4 mm for ED and
ES, respectively) may be due, beyond model choices and accuracy, to the
challenge of rigorously defining wall thickness in sparse clouds of points,
especially at the base.

Qualitatively, the dynamic behavior of the heart simulated with TL-SPH
illustrated in Figure 7.3 is realistic, including physiologically plausible wall
thickening and longitudinal shortening from diastasis (black wire-frame
mesh in Figure 7.3a to ES. However, the matching of TL-SPH particles
with tagged MRI points (yellow spheres in the figure) was not good in some
regions (e.g. apex) during systole. Figure 7.3b shows the quantification of
these differences with the L2 distance over time, which is maximum at ES
(5.1 mm). Regionally, it can be appreciated that basal segments have lower
L2 values, likely due to the application of Dirichlet boundary conditions at
some points of the basal plane where we forced TL-SPH particles to fol-
low corresponding tagged MRI points. Otherwise, the TL-SPH simulation
produced more heart contraction than the observed one in tagged MRI,
as can also be concluded inspecting the global longitudinal strain curve of
Figure 7.4. The simulated and measured GLS curve patterns were similar
but the TL-SPH induced larger deformation magnitudes and the maximum
peaks (e.g. indicating ES) were not synchronized. Furthermore, oscillations
at the TL-SPH GLS curve could easily be corrected computing it regionally
for several particles in an area rather than in only one particle, as it is im-
plemented now. However, the sub-optimal fitting of meshless simulations
with observations was mainly due to the simple adjustment after a sensi-
tivity analysis of some active parameters, which was performed to replicate
pressure and volume values at ED and ES, not to minimize the distance
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with tagged MRI points.

Better choices in the parameter optimization stage and in boundary con-
ditions such as apical and pericardial boundary conditions, as the ones
detailed in Appendix A, should minimize the existing differences between
TL-SPH simulations and tagged MRI data. A more exhaustive and auto-
matic personalization of active parameters considering tagged MRI points
over the whole heart, as it was performed for the passive part, would improve
the matching between simulations and image-derived points (e.g. apical re-
gion in Figure 7.3). The current passive parameter personalization stage
could also be updated with more sophisticated optimizers. The Nelder-
Mead method was preferred since it is well suited for non-linear problems
with few parameters to estimate (four in our case) and the objective func-
tion gradient is unknown. A good alternative would be to use a genetic
algorithm estimating many parameters simultaneously for different regions
(until now 3D parameters were global), as in a recent multi-fidelity approach
for cardiac electromechanics (Molléro et al., 2018). However, the ultimate
goal would be to perform a simultaneous estimation of passive and active
parameters of the model, matching the entire PV loop from observations at
once. Moreover, the estimation of a more realistic initial load configuration
at diastasis, which we assumed as zero-load in the passive personalization
strategy, would be beneficial since, in reality, there are always non-zero pres-
sures at diastasis (Nikou et al., 2016). Converting the current kinematic
Dirichlet boundary condition, which was guided by the position of some
tagged MRI points and it was required for realistic atrioventricular plane
displacement (i.e. towards the apex during systole and recovering the origi-
nal position at diastole (Höglund et al., 1988)), onto a pericardial boundary
condition could also improve the realism of cardiac mechanical simulations,
as it has recently been reported (Pfaller et al., 2019b). Finally, we should
extend the validation study to more cases to test the robustness of the pro-
posed methodology with different specimens. Having access to other types
of data such as electrophysiological signals and local strain imaging would
also allow the personalization and deeper analysis of electrical parameters
and local deformation.

Improvements in boundary conditions and parameter personalization strate-
gies will not completely eliminate differences between TL-SPH particles and
tagged MRI points. A difficult problem appeared when comparing and visu-
alizing the 4D dynamics of a moving heart provided by different simulations
and observations that are discretized as clouds of points with very different
density and not always homogeneously distributed, as can be seen in Fig-
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ure 7.3. Building meshes (e.g. with Delaunay algorithm) from point clouds
for visualization purposes and finding the appropriate clipping planes to vi-
sualize results is not obvious. Furthermore, although we worked with good
quality tagged MRI data from an experimental model, several segmentation
and registration image processing steps were needed, each one adding a cer-
tain degree of error into the process for obtaining the tagged MRI points
that were compared with the TL-SPH particles. In consequence, some of
the mismatches between simulations and observations were related to the
uncertainty of the ground truth data.

Pressure, volumetric and morphological indices estimated from TL-SPH
simulations were as accurate as FEM-derived ones when compared imag-
ing and pressure data of the canine heart under study. These promising
preliminary results need to be further confirmed with more data but sup-
port the use of SPH-based approaches for some modeling problems where
the intrinsic properties of meshless techniques seem more appropriate than
finite-element ones. Basically, in applications where a good quality mesh
(e.g. reasonable small number of elements, homogeneous good aspect ratios)
is difficult to build or where large deformations from mechanical simulations
can easily distort it (e.g. lack of convergence, negative Jacobian elements),
the TL-SPH model can be a good alternative. For instance, in complex
anatomical structures such as the atria (Aguado et al., 2019) or with highly
detailed anatomy extracted from ex-vivo data such as endocardial walls
including trabeculations acquired with high-resolution MRI (Sacco et al.,
2018) or synchrotron imaging systems (Garcia-Canadilla et al., 2018). Even
for lower resolution data of simpler anatomical structures, the high inter-
subject variability of most human organs makes the automatic construction
of meshes directly from imaging-derived segmentations very difficult, being
one of the most critical bottlenecks for translating computational models
into the clinics and run them on large amounts of data. On the other hand,
the developed TL-SPH approach is very versatile, being able to deal with
any arbitrary cardiac geometry after generating a randomly distributed set
of particles between the endocardium and epicardium. In addition, the
developed SPH-based electromechanical model will allow an easy coupling
with the existing SPH-based fluid solvers. Using the same spatial discretiza-
tion scheme and numerical technique would be an advantage (Mao et al.,
2017) with respect to other meshless approaches such as EFGM (Wang et al.,
2015), avoiding common problems of interactions between different physical
systems (e.g. different number of degrees of freedom). Nevertheless, more
advanced meshless methods, currently under development (Oñate et al.,
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2014), will be explored in the future as potential upgrades to the TL-SPH
model.

Being a particle-based approach makes the TL-SPH approach well-suited for
assimilating cardiac data extracted from some imaging modalities such as
echocardiography, including speckle tracking, electro-anatomical maps with
electrophysiological signals or tagged MRI, as was the case in this work. We
have confirmed the relevance of the parameter personalization stage to im-
prove the realism of computational models of the heart. Working with rich
data from an experimental model has been a key step in the development
of our model, prior to work with more limited and poorer clinical data from
patients (i.e. lack of tagged MRI and invasive pressure data), to tune as
many model parameters as possible from the different multi-physics systems
and better understand their potential and limitations. However, simulation
results cannot blindly compared with observations, even coming with ex-
perimental models, due to the existing uncertainty in the ground-truth due
to data processing errors and inter-subject variability. Furthermore, the
current developments will need to be adapted to the characteristics of real
clinical data such as ultrasound images, which will not be trivial. Finally,
smart personalization strategies will be required to apply the TL-SPH model
to large amounts of data (i.e. population personalization), even without the
process of building meshes since parameter personalization needs many sim-
ulations to be run, thus high computational costs. A multi-fidelity approach
where a covariance matrix adaptation (CMA) method could be used to per-
sonalize simplified versions of the 3D model and to establish the relation
between the simplified and original model (Molléro et al., 2018), as we have
recently applied to process thousands of cases of the UK Biobank dataset
(Banus et al., 2019).
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Discussion

8.1 Pros of proposed meshless model of the heart

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the world (Wilkins
et al., 2017), which makes it one of the greatest problems in healthcare.
The majority of current studies to understand the function of the heart un-
der healthy and pathological conditions are based on in-vivo experiments,
which produce health and economic burdens. Owing to a recent increase
of computational power and improvements of numerical methods, in silico
experiments start to be an inexpensive alternative to study physical phe-
nomena in a virtual environment. The majority of computational cardiac
models are mesh-based (Chabiniok et al., 2016; Niederer et al., 2018). The
high accuracy of mesh-based methods relies on the proper definition of a
detailed geometrical mesh to discretize the domain, which becomes chal-
lenging when working with the high complexity of the heart’s structure.

During the recent years before the start of this thesis, novel meshless tech-
niques were proposed as an alternative to classical FEM-based solutions,
including for clinical applications (Wang et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2010).
Most SPH-based approaches available in the literature (Antoci et al., 2007;
Caballero et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2017) are naturally focused on particle-
based phenomena such as fluid dynamics. Chapter 5 describes the adapta-
tion of the SPH framework for simulating cardiac electrophysiology (Lluch
et al., 2017) and mechanics (Lluch et al., 2019), both solvers being inde-
pendent and only tested against limited (synthetic) data. In this thesis we
present a substantial step forward with a fully coupled 3D model of cardiac
electromechanics based on a Total Lagrangian SPH formulation, considering
hemodynamics with a lumped model of circulation. Detailed electrophysi-
ological and mechanical models were discretized with SPH and coupled to
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each other, to a model of sarcomere contraction and to a model of circu-
lation that controls the different phases of a heart beat. The behavior of
our cardiac model was conditioned to the hypotheses chosen for each of the
physical subdomains.

The original formulation of SPH suffers from several instabilities, especially
when solving problems of solid mechanics. An artificial stress tensor was
added to reduce particle clustering in the simulations, leading to better re-
sults. However, it was not until the use of a Total Lagrangian formulation
that tensile instabilities were completely eliminated. The use of the total
Lagrangian formulation for solid mechanics did not require an update of
the neighboring particles, reducing considerably the simulation time. These
corrections are not valid for fluid dynamic simulations where the update of
neighboring particles is required and problems in the boundary arise. Addi-
tionally, Taylor-based corrections of the kernel functions were also applied
to improve the accuracy on the boundary for both electrophysiological and
mechanical simulations. After the application of these corrections, particle
oscillations were still present due to rank-deficiency. Both the damping and
hourglass corrections were implemented and tested observing that the first
one had a much greater impact on the reduction of the oscillations, which
allowed the use of higher time steps and a reduction of the vibrations gen-
erated by numerical artifacts. Thus, the damping correction was preferred
over the hourglass correction. Last but not least, increasing steps did not
result in energy loss but a large amount of computational time was required;
still the stress oscillations were always present. After testing several kernels
for the simulation of the different physical phenomena, the viscosity kernel
and the Wendland kernel functions were chosen for the SPH discretization
of the electrophysiological and mechanical domains, respectively.

In order to verify the performance of the developed multi-physics model,
one electrophysiological and three mechanical problems were simulated with
our model and compared against solutions of state-of-the-art FEM models.
Despite the observed local differences between meshless and mesh-based
methods, the solutions of the SPH cardiac model in the analyzed problems
lied within the range of solutions of the FEM models used for compari-
son. Discrepancies between models could be explained by differences in
discretization domains, visualization strategies or number of degrees of free-
dom. A detailed analysis of the strain curves for each one of the mechanical
problems solved showed that, for some of the computed strains, differences
between strain curves of certain pairs of FEM models were higher than dif-
ferences between SPH and all the rest of FEM, which might imply that our
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model might have better accuracy than some of the state-of-the-art models
on the strain computation.

The majority of state-of-the-art cardiac models that conducted a sensitiv-
ity analysis (Karan and Srinivasu, 2016; Marchesseau et al., 2015; Sánchez
et al., 2018) omitted the effect of interactions between parameters. In this
thesis, a detailed sensitivity analysis of the impact of thirteen parameters of
our model on simulated pressure and volume curves was performed, where
interactions between parameters were taken into account. An in-depth anal-
ysis of the interactions would require a high number of simulations with an
associated high computational time. The number of required simulations
was reduced by the use of a fractional factorial analysis. Additionally, a
dimensionality reduction model was derived in this thesis to reduce the
computational time required for each simulation in the sensitivity analysis.
Results showed that the trends in behavior of the impact of parameters
on the simulated pressure and volume curves for the detailed and simpli-
fied models presented in this thesis were similar. Since simulations of the
simplified model can be performed in real time, it can be used to obtain
a fast insight on the effect of the change of parameters in the detailed
model. Moreover, five of the thirteen analyzed parameters showed to have
a greater significance on the hemodynamic outcomes of the model. Last
but not least, the pipeline of the sensitivity analysis presented in this the-
sis is easy generalizable to any cardiac model, which might be useful for a
better understanding of the impact of parameters and their interactions in
state-of-the-art cardiac models.

Passive and active parameters of the developed multi-physics meshless model
were estimated to replicate MR imaging and invasive pressure measurements
of an entire cardiac cycle of a canine heart. The accuracy of pressure, volume
and morphological indices estimated from the simulations were comparable
to FEM approaches (see Chapter 7). The non-uniqueness and lack of iden-
tifiability of the passive parameters was observed in our experiments when
compared to FEM-based approaches run on the same data, due to difference
in optimization algorithms, discretization schemes and solvers. Therefore,
the comparison of parameter configurations when using different numerical
approaches that differ (e.g., meshless vs FEM) was even more challenging
when run on different datasets. Several optimization techniques exist for
patient-specific models of the heart depending on the application of inter-
est, the number of parameters to optimize upon or the computational time
associated to the simulation of a heartbeat. Due to the complexity of the
multi-physics model, the gradient-free method Nelder-Mead was used in
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this thesis since no knowledge on internal dynamics of the model was used,
which implied that the derivatives did not need to be computed. On the
other hand, the developed TL-SPH approach is very versatile, being able
to deal with any arbitrary cardiac geometry after generating a randomly
distributed set of particles between the endocardium and epicardium. This
versatility makes the TL-SPH well suited for assimilating cardiac data ex-
tracted from several imaging modalities such as echocardiography, including
speckle tracking, electro-anatomical maps with electrophysiological signals
or tagged MRI, as it was done in this thesis. Last but not least, qualita-
tively, the dynamic behavior of the heart simulated with the multi-physics
model was realistic, including physiologically plausible wall thickening and
longitudinal deformation from diastasis. Moreover, pressure, volumetric and
morphological indices estimated from TL-SPH were as accurate as FEM-
derived ones when compared to imaging and pressure data of the canine
heart studied in this thesis (see Chapter 7).

8.2 Cons of proposed meshless model of the
heart

The model presented in this thesis is the first fully coupled electromechanical
model of the heart based on SPH. Therefore, many improvements would
make it even more suitable for in silico experiments in a clinical context:

• The accuracy of the model was constrained by our choice of the nu-
merical method and the applied corrections based on the literature
of meshless methods, without having done an exhaustive study on
the accuracy of other meshless methods. This might be improved by
other choice of SPH corrections or by the use of other more advanced
meshless methods, currently under development (Oñate et al., 2014).

• Despite having implemented a generalizable multi-physics cardiac model
by defining different physical domains as different modules, the behav-
ior of the model is completely dependent on the choice of equations.
The current model is then limited by the detail of equations in some
of the physical domains such as the fluid domain, where a simplified
model was used.

• The reliability of the model was supported by its comparison against
the performance of state-of-the-art mesh-based models. However, it
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was limited by the use of artificial geometries of one ventricle instead of
studying more complex and realistic geometries of the heart. More-
over, the reliability of the electrophysiological model was impacted
by a poor comparison against only one mesh-based implementation.
More research should be performed to properly characterize the mag-
nitude of the errors for more complex cases, including an analysis of
the influence of the choice of the time discretization and time step
used. Additionally, convergence studies to define optimal number of
SPH particles for a given problem should be carried out.

• The generalizability of the sensitivity analysis results was limited by
the choice of the thirteen analyzed factors, which was completely
driven by a combination of user experience, relation between param-
eters of the equations and previous sensitivity analyses performed on
similar models (Marchesseau et al., 2015).

• Due to the lack of available data on local strain of the analyzed canine
heart, the strain was not compared to the images, which could have
given a better insight of the accuracy of the model on the computation
of local deformations. Additionally, the calibration study was only
performed on a single canine dataset, which is clearly insufficient for
a more rigorous personalization and validation of the developed model.

• The kinematic boundary conditions applied during this thesis were
constrained by the problem definition in the comparison of meshless
and mesh-based models. This limited the boundary conditions to
be relatively simple and non-physiological by fixing the basal plane,
which did not guarantee a correct movement of the atrioventricular
plane of the heart.

• From a numerical perspective, lower computational times were achieved
with SPH for the same degrees of freedom as FEM approaches. De-
spite the promising results on parallelization of particle methods (Gu-
nadi and Yugopuspito, 2018), it was beyond the scope of this study
to analyze the improvement of computational performance by the use
of Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) for a fast parallelization.
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8.3 Future research directions

The vast experience gained during this thesis, especially since all devel-
opments were made from scratch, places us in a situation where we can
confidently suggest several promising future research directions that could
bring the meshless model a step further.

First, the model was detailed for cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics
but not yet for fluid dynamics. As the computational power increases from
year to year, for future studies, the level of detail of each of the presented
models could be increased depending on the application of interest. For
instance the complexity of the circulation model could be increased by con-
sidering the interaction between different chambers of the heart such as in
the CircAdapt model (Arts et al., 2005), leading to more detailed simula-
tions of the relation between blood flow and ventricular pressures. Other
constitutive laws could also be explored to make heart tissue viscoelastic as
many recent cardiac models suggest (Chabiniok et al., 2016). Additionally
more complex electrophysiological models of human ventricular tissue (ten
Tusscher et al., 2004) describing the molecular exchange could be used if
required. Since the multi-physics model was built as a combination of mod-
ules, it would be relatively easy to replace each physical domain with more
detailed models. If each of the physical phenomena would use the same
SPH discretization technique, it might even facilitate their coupling.

The coupling between the three different physical components with detailed
models could be a step forward towards the creation of a complete multi-
physics meshless model of the heart. Since the majority of the thesis was
focused on the creation of the meshless model and its verification, the model
was mainly applied on single-ventricle geometries (i.e. the left ventricle).
Biventricular geometries were also tested, giving promising preliminary re-
sults and suggesting a good behaviour of the SPH approach on cardiac
geometries with multiple chambers (2 or 4), which usually are extremely
complex to handle with FEM-based approaches due to difficulties to create
the corresponding meshes, which is not an issue with the meshless approach.
Related to this, simple boundary conditions for single-ventricle simulations
were implemented where the movement of the basal plane was prescribed to
mimic the displacement observed in MRI. Other boundary conditions with
the inclusion of physiological boundary conditions such as the pericardium
have shown to perform better and to achieve a correct displacement of
the atrioventricular plane from the model directly (Pfaller et al., 2019b;
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Quarteroni et al., 2017). The study of the impact of different boundary
conditions is an interesting future step on getting the simulations closer to
measurements.

As an initial calibration and validation step, the developed SPH-based
model was applied to experimental data of a canine heart, including good
quality tagging MR images and invasive pressure measurements. However,
due to the meshless nature of SPH, it is expected that working with lower
resolution clinical data such as ultrasound might be as easy, since the point-
based information from the images can directly be used at the personaliza-
tion stage, similar to the use of tagging MRI points in this thesis. Hence, the
next logical step will be to adapt the developed model and personalization
strategies to echocardiography data of human hearts, including automatic
personalization stages of passive and active parameters in both diastolic and
systolic phases. As a matter of fact, a more exhaustive and automatic per-
sonalization of the active parameters considering tagged MRI points over
the whole heart, as it was performed for the passive part, would certainly
improve the matching between simulations and image-derived points. The
current passive parameter personalization stage could also be updated with
more sophisticated optimizers.

From the numerical point of view, a trade-off between the use of hourglass
and damping effects to find an optimal correction of the stress oscillations
without a consequent energy loss might be part of future work related to
the SPH developments presented in this thesis. Additionally, further work
could include a detailed analysis on the effect of kernel functions for each
biophysical problem modeled in this thesis. A detailed analysis of each
of the SPH parameters and chosen assumptions should be performed for
electrophysiological and mechanical tests.

Finally, due to the general formulation of the model presented in this thesis,
the model is not limited to the simulation of the ventricle or even to cardiac
simulations. In fact, the model is currently being used in different applica-
tions by other research groups in the university and industry to simulate the
mechanical behavior of atria, valves or even the aortic walls. Additionally,
the SPH model will also be investigated to simulate biomechanics in brain
development due to the presence of large deformations. All these might be
possible future applications of the multi-physics meshless model of the heart
developed during this thesis.
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The main objective of this thesis was the design and implementation of a
fully-coupled 3D electromechanical meshless model of the heart, offering a
versatile alternative to the most commonly used FEM numerical technique
in cardiac electromechanical modeling. The implemented SPH-based model
allows for a fast, automatic and straightforward personalization of the model
to clinical structural and functional measurements without requiring the of-
tentimes manual and tedious mesh generation process. A meshless cardiac
model such as the one presented in this thesis has the potential to automat-
ically process large amounts of data and eventually accelerate the use of in
silico experiments in the clinical context for certain applications, reducing
therefore the costs of in vivo experiments.

To verify the ability of the model to solve cardiac electromechanical prob-
lems, we first showed that the SPH-based simulation results lied within
the range of results of several existing FEM approaches in the literature
for various benchmark problems. Then, we worked on a calibration step
by reproducing the dynamics behavior of the heart extracted from inva-
sive pressure signals and magnetic resonance imaging of a canine dataset.
Working with imaging information was straightforward, since only nodal
information was required to build the geometrical domain where the equa-
tions were solved, and could be automatically extracted from pixel-based
information. This automatic and seamless data assimilation from imaging
to modeling might be one of the biggest impacts of this thesis in the future.
Next, we summarize the main contributions of this PhD.

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 present the methodological aspects of the cardiac
electromechanical meshless model developed in this thesis. A Kernel correc-
tion and a Total Lagrangian formulation allowed a stable solution of cardiac
mechanics, which was not available before and hindered the adaptation of
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meshless-SPH approaches in computational cardiology. We compared the
electrophysiological SPH-based model performance against a standard FEM
model, showing similar qualitative results (Lluch et al., 2017), which sug-
gested that the model was precise enough to generate the initial conditions
for the mechanical trigger. A more thorough verification study was carried
out for the mechanical model, which was compared against 11 existing FE
models (Lluch et al., 2019). The solution of three mechanical simple prob-
lems with synthetic data showed that our model provided similar results to
current mesh-based methods, thus offering a valid new alternative to the
cardiac modeling community.

In order to develop the methodology to assimilate clinical data potentially
available in a medical environment into the model, an initial calibration
study was performed personalizing parameters of the model with high qual-
ity pressure, volumetric and displacement measures from invasive catheters
and MRI. After an automatic personalization of the passive properties the
model provided similar displacements as observed in MRI during the dias-
tolic phase. After a simple adjustment of the active and aortic properties,
the model was able to reproduce measured pressures and volumes curves
over the entire cardiac cycle with good accuracy. This personalization strat-
egy makes the model flexible enough to be used in applications with differ-
ent type of clinical data available, with the advantage of not requiring any
mesh construction, thus offering therefore an interesting numerical alterna-
tive when dealing with complex geometries or large deformations. Moreover,
in order to better understand the physiological meaning of the developed
model parameters, a comprehensive sensitivity analysis was performed. The
parameters with highest impact were firstly identified and their influence
on the hemodynamics outputs of the model was analyzed. Results showed
five parameters with greater influence and impact on hemodynamic curves,
which should be the ones to focus on future personalization studies.

Overall, this thesis represents a significant step forward for meshless meth-
ods in computational cardiology. Not only we have shown that meshless
models can perform as well as current state-of-the-art mesh-based cardiac
multi-physics models, but we have proved the ability of the cardiac model
to adapt to clinical measurements, seamlessly translating pixels to particles
in detailed anatomical structures such as the heart. As this was achieved
without the burden of mesh generation, we believe that, for certain appli-
cations, this thesis might offer a solution for problems too complex to be
tackled until now in cardiac modelling.
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electrophysiological and biventricular simulations

Abstract – In support of the multi-physics model presented in Chapter 4,
we further include results on simulations performed during this thesis that
could serve as a motivation for future applications of the model to more com-
plete and realistic geometries or in pathology-related applications. First, we
show the potential use of the electrophysiological model by simulating the
electrical activation of a healthy left ventricle and a diseased one with an
additional artificial scar on the base.

Second, biventricular simulations of the fully coupled model are shown in
this appendix (Figures A.4-A.6). Additionally, we introduce various kine-
matic boundary conditions to fix the heart that were analyzed in experi-
ments performed throughout this thesis (Figure A.3). In particular, simu-
lations with a pericardial condition is included. Hemodynamics curves were
reported for all mechanical simulations of this appendix showing the differ-
ence between left and right pressure-volume loops, which motivates a future
analysis of the right ventricular behavior.

This chapter is adapted from:
Lluch È, Doste R., Giffard-Roisin S., This A., Sermesant M., Camara O., De Craene M.
and G. Morales H. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics for Electrophysiological Modeling:
an Alternative to Finite Element Methods. FIMH, 2017.
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A.1 Experiments on electrophysiology

A left ventricular geometry was used for all simulations in this section.
Myocardial fiber orientation was included in each of the nodes to achieve a
physiological behavior. Fibers were assigned following the rule-based model
angles described by Streeter et al. (?). Regarding model parameters, an
initial electrical impulse Iapp = −580000mV

s was imposed in a set of points
on the apex surface corresponding to 80 mm2 during 4 ms so that in the
first time step with an integration time of dt = 10−4 s an initial potential
of v = −58 mV was obtained. Time variables were τopen = 120 ms,
τclose = 150 ms, τin = 0.3 ms, τout = 6 ms, following (Mitchell and
Schaeffer, 2003). An anisotropic ratio ar = 0.16 was used.

A scar was added in the myocardium of the same left ventricle to show
how SPH handles a pathological example. In particular, the electrical ac-
tivation was simulated during one second for both healthy and pathologi-
cal scenarios. It was assumed that the heart rate was 75 bpm (beats per
minute), i.e. the heart period was 0.8 s. Under this assumption, three
activation phases were observed within one simulated second: the depolar-
ization phase, where particles get activated; the repolarization phase, where
particles get de-activated; the second depolarization phase, where particles
get activated again. The scar was placed in the septal-anterior region close
to the base. Shape and location of the induced scar are shown in Fig-
ure A.1. A high resolution (51037 particles) model with a kernel size of
3mm was used for both healthy and pathological simulations. The scar tis-
sue was applied to 1621 particles while 5891 particles were treated as gray
tissue (tissue near the scar). The rest of the particles were considered as
healthy tissue. Two different pathological experiments with different model
parameters were simulated. In the first pathological simulation, denoted
as ’pathological with low conductivity’, particles in the gray zone and in
the scar were modified according to (Cabrera Lozoya, 2015), in such a way
that their conductivity coefficient was reduced but not null. In the second
pathological case, denoted as ’pathological with zero conductivity’, particles
in the scar were assumed to have zero conductivity.

To visualize the discretized domains using SPH, the structure of the mesh
is shown in Figure A.1. In the case of SPH, a 3D Delaunay filter from Par-
aview (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, USA) was used to enhance the volume
visualization, since unconnected points in 3D do not provide a good visual
3D representation. Last but not least, an extension of this application made
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Figure A.1: Ventricular geometry with scar and gray zones. Scar regions in black,
Grey zones in gray and healthy zones in red.

possible a collaboration with the Philips Research team of Eindhoven (Cluit-
mans et al., 2019), where a personalized computational framework of the
SPH electrophysiological model was used to study arrhythmia mechanisms
on top of Electrocardiographic Imaging (ECGI) detected substrate.

Experiments on the electrophysiological model showed the SPH applicability
in a pathological case with a scar are shown. Depolarization and repolar-
ization phases were compared between healthy and pathological cases using
SPH.

Simulation of a scarred left ventricle Results of the experiments de-
scribed in Section A.1 for both healthy and pathological cases are shown
in the following. The pathological simulations took 22 m 45 s for 99 ms.
Depolarization times, repolarization times and second depolarization times
are visualized using a discrete colormap divided by ten isochronous on the
ventricle (Figure A.2). Results for the pathological case with zero conduc-
tivity were thresholded at 0.66 s to avoid having particles at two repo-
larization phases simultaneously, which facilitates the comparison among
the first phases for the three experiments (healthy, pathological with low
conductivity and pathological with zero conductivity).

In pathological cases, some regions of the ventricle take a longer time to get
activated due to the low conductivity around the scar. In fact, the latest
particle got activated at 169.97 ms (low conductivity) and 656.12 ms (zero
conductivity) for the two pathological scenarios, whereas in the healthy
case, the latest particle activated after 129 ms. However, for all three cases
the ventricle repolarized from the apex to the base. In the two pathological
cases, the activation pattern went around the geometry of the scar. In the
middle column of Figure A.2, the depolarization phase is depicted. For
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all cases, the heart started its depolarization from the apex as it should
be. Nevertheless, the depolarization times for the pathological cases were
higher due to the lower conductivity in the gray and scar zones. Similarly to
the repolarization time, the pattern for the deactivation in the pathological
cases took the shape of the scar into account.

The second repolarization is shown on the right of Figure A.2. In a heart
without arrhythmia, the second repolarization phase should have the same
pattern as the first repolarization phase when the electrical impulse was
given in the apex again after 0.8 s. Nevertheless, for the pathological case
with zero conductivity, particles in the gray zone reactivated before 0.8 s
due to their low (but not zero) conductivity. In particular, the first particle
activated in the gray zone (at 390 ms) forced the apex to reactivate much
earlier than 0.8 s. This effect implied that the heart reactivated before it
should, which is known as ’reentry arrhythmia’ and has been observed in
patients with scars.

Finally, more complete heart geometries should be considered in the future
to evaluate the robustness of the proposed SPH approach. Moreover, the
validation of SPH for electrophysiology should be performed by comparing it
with patient data or with a higher number of validated synthetic geometries.
The impact of the particle distribution on the results needs to be revised as
well, especially when particle motion is taken into account.

A.2 Boundary conditions and geometric
properties

The boundary conditions, initial conditions and geometric properties help
to determine the global behavior of the simulated heart. Modeling the
two ventricles without fixing any part of the heart provokes its arbitrary
movement over space moving away from the original position whenever the
blood pressure is applied to the endocardial surface. The movement of the
heart depends vastly on the choice of the boundary conditions.

The pericardium is a double-walled sac containing the heart, being its
main function to keep the heart in mediastinum while limiting its mo-
tion (Watkins and LeWinter, 1993). Thus, a way to fix the heart while
being realistic it would be to apply a pericardial-type boundary condition
that guarantees that the simulated heart does not go away from the origi-
nal plane throughout the simulation. Since the simulations in this section
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Figure A.3: Four different kinematic boundary conditions to fix the heart. A)
Fixed atrioventricular plane. B) Fixed epicardium. C) Physical placement of
pericardium. D) Pericardium and ellipsoid.

were done on 2-chamber geometries the pericardium surrounded the outer
layer of the heart wall (epicardium) but never covered the base. The effect
of the pericardium was just taken into account from the base up to the
atrioventricular plane as in (Santiago, 2018).

Fixed atrioventricular plane

The condition that is more commonly used in the literature to fix the heart
does in fact not correspond to a pericardial condition but forcing that some
points of the ventricles are always fixed during the simulation. These points
are typically the basal points of the ventricles since they are the wider part of
the ventricle in the radial direction (see Figure A.3(A))(Gurev et al., 2011;
Krishnamurthy et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the condition to ensure the ven-
tricle to be fixed does not seem to agree with the physiological movement
since the atrioventricular plane moves towards the apex during systole and
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comes back to its original position during diastole (Höglund et al., 1988).
Therefore, even if afterwards the movement is artificially reversed, the hy-
potheses made when fixing the base are not physiology-based and can induce
non-realistic displacements.

Fixed epicardium

In this case, we considered the pericardium to be sticked to the epicardium
while forcing the epicardium to be fixed (see Figure A.3(B) for more details).
This implied that the outer wall of the heart did not move in any direction.
This is a strong condition to ensure that there is no inward motion of the
heart walls and that the apex does not move.

Fixed pericardium This boundary condition consisted on defining a phys-
ical pericardium made of particles about 1 mm away from the epicardium
(see Figure A.3C). There are several strategies to deal with the contact
when the epicardium will approach the pericardium:

• Impose a reaction force on the epicardial layer when it reaches the
pericardium (Marchesseau et al., 2015).

• Define strings on the pericardium that generate stresses when the
epicardium approaches, as suggested in (Fritz et al., 2014).

• Create a layer of fluid particles between the epicardium and peri-
cardium, as suggested in (Fritz et al., 2014).

• Nodal contact forces normal to the contact surfaces that ensures con-
tact, as suggested in (Fritz et al., 2014).

• Limit the acceleration in all directions when the epicardium is about
to go out of the sac, as proposed in this thesis.

The main problem of having extra pericardial particles is that they need to
be associated with a neighbor particle of the epicardium; but when the heart
is moving in the longitudinal direction, the information of the displacement
in the normal direction is lost. This was, however, the technique used in
the majority of the papers implementing a pericardium boundary condition
where each element (master) had a corresponding slave element associated
to it (Di Martino et al., 2011; Fritz et al., 2014; Marchesseau et al., 2015;
Pfaller et al., 2019a).
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Pericardial condition with analytical formula of an ellipsoid The
previous boundary condition is computationally expensive because a new
layer of elements needs to be created and linked to elements from the epi-
cardium. In this section we propose a boundary condition that consists on
creating a bounding ellipsoid and taking advantage of its analytical defini-
tion (see Figure A.3D). The distance of the epicardial points to the ellipsoid
is computed with its analytical formula. We refer to Algorithm 1 for more
details.

The way to limit the maximum displacement in line 6 of Algorithm 1 is
not explicitly described because different approaches might be taken into
account to do so as listed in A.2.

A.3 Biventricular simulations

Biventricular simulations with different kinematic boundary conditions were
analyzed in this appendix. First, the basal plane was fixed for both ventri-
cles. See Figure A.4 for a visualization of four stages of the simulation. The
pressure-volume relation of the left and right ventricles of a biventricular
simulation with a fixed basal plane is shown in Figure A.5. Four different
stages of a biventricular simulation with pericardial boundary conditions
are shown in Figure A.6.
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Figure A.4: Delaunay tesselation of TL-SPH biventricular simulations with the
basal plane fixed for the time steps corresponding to diastasis at the beginning of
the simulation, end systole, end diastole and diastasis at the end of the simulation.
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Figure A.5: Pressure-volume relation for the left and right ventricles in the
simulation with a fixed basal plane.

Figure A.2: Effect of a basal scar conductivity on the activation map of a
monoventricular geometry. Different phases for each of the three simulations (from
top to bottom): healthy, pathological with low conductivity and pathological with
zero conductivity on the scar).
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Algorithm 1 Computes how much close each point can get to the ellipsoid

Require: N = {p1, . . . , pn} ∈ Rn particle cloud
1: [a, b, c, c0, c1, c2]← GetBoundingEllipsoide(N)
2: for p← 1 to N do

3: pdist = 1− (px−c0)2

a2
+

(py−c1)2

b2
+ (pz−c2)2

c2

4: Compute minimum distance dmin = maxp∈N pdist
5: for p← 1 to N do
6: Limit maximum displacement to pdist + dmin
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Figure A.6: Delaunay tesselation of TL-SPH biventricular simulations with peri-
cardial boundary conditions for the time steps corresponding to diastasis at the
beginning of the simulation, end systole, end diastole and diastasis at the end of
the simulation.
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Interaction matrices for
other volume and pressure
measurements

Abstract – In support of the sensitivity analysis results shown in Chapter 6,
we further include Figure B.1-B.4 to show the interaction matrices between
the analyzed factors for the outcomes pED, pES , vmax and vED.
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Figure B.1: Interaction matrix for the end diastolic pressure.
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Figure B.2: Interaction matrix for the end systolic pressure.
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measurements

Figure B.3: Interaction matrix for the end maximum volume.
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Figure B.4: Interaction matrix for the end diastolic volume.
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